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The work described in this thesis deals with the vibration 
study of an open ended folded plate box type structure leading 
up to the prediction of its response to random excitation. 
Theoretical and experimental results for the box are presented 
as one of the main aims of the work is to predict theoreti­
cally the response of the structure to random excitation 
and compare these results with experimentally obtained values 
using various methods available.
The determination of the response of a structure to random 
excitation depends on the prediction of the response spectral 
density. To determine the response spectral density of any 
point on a structure a knowledge of its natural frequencies 
and mode shapes and modal damping .factors is required. In 
this work the finite- element method of analysis is used to 
determine the natural frequencies of vibration and the 
corresponding mode shapes of the box structure and computer 
programs were developed to perform this analysis. During 
the project, beam and plate structures have also been 
investigated to assess the accuracy of the technique and some 
results for these are included in chapter 7. The natural 
frequencies and mode shapes obtained are^compared with 
experimental results as well as with those obtained using 
other theoretical analyses. *For the beam the exact method 
was used and for the plate, the energy method using 
Y/arburton's formulae. Computer programs were also developed 
to calculate the structural receptance from the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes calculated using the finite 
element technique and damping factors obtained experimentally. 
From this . the response spectral density of the structure to 
a known excitation spectrum was obtained.
Experimental work include a)•sinusoidal excitation tests to 
determine natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping factors 
and b) random excitation using pseudo-random binary sequence 
signals to determine response to random excitation using 
narrow band frequency analysis and correlation techniques.
the development of a non-contacting combined exciter oickup 
probe, are described and discussed. The response to random 
excitation is obtained experimentally using a pseudo-random 
binary sequence signal generator and a time domain analyser, 
giving the cross-correlation function from which the cross 
spectral density is calculated in a Fourier transform. A 
Fast Fourier Transform computer program was developed during 
the work to perform this. The response spectral density 
is then obtained from a knowledge of the excitation spectral 
density.
Finally the values of the response spectral density obtained 
8re compared with those obtained using the results of the 
finite element analysis and using the results of the sine 
sweep test and narrow band frequency analysis. The technique 
7 used in this work has proved satisfactory and the experimental 
apparatus and computer programs developed, suitable for the 
investigation.
The work described in this thesis provides the necessary 
basic requirements for future work in the establishment 
of suitable experimental apparatus setup and provision of 
essential computer software. Suggestions as to possible 
extension of this work are made in the concluding chapter.
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Chapter 1._____ Introduction
The trend in recent engineering development is towards the 
use of light folded-plate boxtype structures as the basic 
unit of construction in many fields. In buildings and bri­
dges, box girders figure predominantly and in the transport 
industry, motor cars, buses and trucks have always been 
basically light folded plate box type structures. This has 
stimulated interest in the determination of the response to 
vibration stimuli of these structures, hereafter referred to 
in this thesis simply as box-structuresThe resulting 
reduction in the built-in safety factors as well as in the 
damping because of the use of these lighter structural mem­
bers can lead to the build up of serious vibration response 
levels.
Ignorance of the vibration characteristics of such struc­
tures is known to account for premature wear and fatigue 
failings [lj. The more spectacular catastrophes include the 
breaking up of the Liberty ships and the bridge disaster at 
Tacooma, in the U.S.A. where,in the latter case,random wind 
loading had excited one of the natural vibration modes of the 
bridge.
In the field of transportation, broad band vibrations set up 
in the vehicle have been shown to affect not only the life 
expectancy of the vehicle but also to have undesirable 
effects on the commuter. Once again the excitation here is 
known to be of a random nature. It is therefore important to 
study the vibration response of box structures and in 
particular the response of box structures to random excitat­
ion.
This work is an investigation into the vibration characteris- 
ics of box structures and ultimately to predict the response 
of box structures to random excitation. Robson [2] and 
Crandall [3j provide the necessary background knowledge on 
random vibration theory and they show that the prediction 
of the response of a structure at any point d to a single
(2)
random input at p depends on the determination of the 
receptance (Bishop and Johnson [4j ) of the structure
at the point under consideration- Hobson has shown that in 
this case the output spectral density Sd(f) of the point 
under consideration is related to the input spectral density 
Sp(f) of the exciting force by the expression:
Sd(f) = |«.dp(if)|2 Sp(f) (1.1)
v/here ^p(f) is the receptance of the system from:
(*dp(if) = £ y V Xr “ 1YJ  (1.2)
wr U q)wr (xD)
4 V  ’
Mr =./ w2 (x)mdx , 
f2 - f2
fr
Yr = - f2)2 +
v/r (Xp) and wr(Xq) are deflections of the structure 
at input and output points p and q respectively when 
the structure is vibrating in the rth normal mode, 
fr is the rth natural frequency, f is the forcing 
frequency and ^  is the damping loss coefficient 
for the rth mode•
It is therefore possible to calculate the receptance of 
any structure given the knowledge of its natural frequencies 
and mode shapes as well as damping factors-
Any attempt at response work inevitably requires a knowledge 
of the damping characteristics of the structure. As the 
mechanism of damping in structures is not yet completely 
known this work follows a commonly accepted theory for light
where A
structures, that of hysteretic damping (see Crandal [5])* 
Experimentally derived values of the loss factors have been 
used as far as possible for the folded plate box configurat­
ion but where this was not possible, extrapolations were used 
based on results obtained on plate damping measurements or 
unimodal damping assumptions were made.
In using equation (1.2) the natural frequencies ,of free 
vibration and its corresponding mode shapes of the box 
structure must also be known. These are obtained by solution 
of the equation of motion of the structure. Vibration 
analysis of structures can be divided into 'exact* methods 
and approximate methods.
The exact method solves the exact equation of motion usually 
using an iterative method. This however is only suitable for 
beams and plates with simple boundary conditions and becomes 
far too complicated for complex structures. It has not 
however prevented a recent attempt by Abrahamson [6] in using 
the exact method in an analysis of the natural frequencies 
and normal modes of a four plate box structure. This exact 
method is well documented in standard dynamics textbooks and 
will not be gone into here.
Of the approximate methods available the most widely used is 
the Rayleigh also known as the Energy method used mainly for 
determination of the lower frequencies of vibration. Here 
a shape, for example the static deflection curve, is assumed 
for the true deflected curve. Using this, the maximum 
potential and kinetic energies are calculated and equated.
If the exact shape of the deflected structure happens to be 
chosen the calculated frequency corresponding to that shape 
will also be exactly correct but if not a close upper bound 
approximation will be obtained [4-1. This method is also 
limited to the analysis of the simpler structures.
For plates the exact method of solution is limited to those 
simply supported around their perimeter. For fully fixed 
plates Rits[7j provided probably the earliest analysis using
the Rayleigh method with a series of the various characteris­
tic beam functions. This work was extended by others includ­
ing Young [8] in 1950. Both the Rayleigh and the Rayleigh- 
Ritz methods are well documented in standard vibration text­
books e.g. Timoshenko [9.j and Bishop & Johnson [4]. Probably 
one of the best known works in plate vibrations was done by 
Warburton [10] in which he presented a paper giving approxi­
mate formulae for all the twenty one different boundary 
conditions possible with plates using the Rayleigh method of 
solution. Recent work on the same subject was done by Leissa 
[ll] who also investivated the effect of changing the values 
of Poission’s ratio and investigated the accuracy of Warburt- 
ons formulae.
A theoretical solution to the vibration of box-type structures 
using a sine series was presented by Dickinson and Warburton 
[l2j. The analysis is however limited to the case in which 
deflections at the corners of the structure are assumed to be 
zero. The use of the Rayleigh and Raleigh-Ritz methods is in 
general not suitable for box structures because of difficulty 
in satisfying continuity of slope and bending moments at the 
common edges. The transfer matrix method (see Uhrig [l3]) is 
also not suitable for the box structure because of the 
geometric difficulties encountered. The Bolotin edge effect 
method (Dickinson and Warburton [14]) although able to 
satisfy these continuity conditions does not solve for all 
the modes of vibration of box structures particularly at the 
higher modes when modal patterns are not easily represented 
by lines parallel to the edges.
Of the remaining approximate methods available the advent of 
the high speed large capacity computer has seen the emergence 
of the finite difference and finite element methods of 
analysis. The former (Heng [15]) was possibly until recently 
the more popular because of its smaller computer storage 
requirements but convergence especially in higher order 
equations was slow (Chang [!£>]) . The latter is possibly 
more appealing to the engineer and has become one of the most 
important and powerful of the techniques developed recently.
It also appears to be the most suitable method available for 
the analysis of the box structure and is therefore the method 
chosen for this work.
One of the earliest references using this method was reported 
in a paper by Turner et.al. [17] in 1956. Melosh [18] sub­
sequently applied it to the analysis of thin plates in bend­
ing. This was followed by Zienkiewicz and Cheung [19] in 
which they noticed possible application of the method to 
include vibration and thermal problems. Dawe [20] presents a 
solution to plate vibration problems and including non- 
dimensionalised stiffness and mass matrices using rectang- * 
ular elements.
The rapid increase in the use of matrix methods in structural 
mechanics led to one of tne first major conferences on the 
subject 121j being held in 1965 at which the finite element 
method featured predominantly. Since then several textbooks 
on the method have been published (Przemeiniecki [22] and 
Zienkiewicz i_23]).
Rockey and Evans [24j applied the method to the static 
analysis of box structures. In dynamic analysis, Handa [25] 
deals with in-plane vibrations of box structures and Ali,
Hedge & Mills [26] approximates the vibrations of an idealis­
ed motor car chassis using beam elements only. This project 
will therefore extend the work to consider the finite element 
analysis of both in plane and transverse vibration of box 
structures and to use the results for the determination of 
the response power spectral density to random excitation.
The full potential of the finite element method of analysis 
is still being constantly increased with new literature on 
the work being published at the moment in many research 
establishments.
Use of the finite element method necessitates the availability 
of some finite element computer package. However, in general, 
such computer program packages are not always available and it 
is up to the individual establishments to develop their own.
It is therefore one of the aims of the work undertaken in 
this project to produce such a computer program package to 
solve for the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the box 
structure. These results are then used in the calculation of 
the receptance of the box structure from equation (1.2).
The receptance is used in the prediction of the response power 
spectral density to any known input from equation (1.1) and its 
calculation incorporated in the finite element package developed.
Little work, analytical or experimental, appears in the 
literature on the vibration study of box structures. As a 
result an extensive experimental as well as analytical 
program is pursued to obtains
(a) natural frequencies and mode shapes,with which the 
accuracy of the finite element prediction of the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the box 
structure can be assessed, and
(b) the experimental response power spectral density? 
with which the predicted response power spectral 
density can be compared.
Although it is not expected that experimentally obtained and 
analytically predicted results correspond exactly, it is hoped 
that some degree of collaboration will be achieved.
The experimental work entailed the design and development of 
suitable experimental apparatus from which the necessary 
response measurements can be obtained. Because of the light­
ness of the box structure a non-contacting exciter-pickup had 
to be developed. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of 
the box structure were obtained. The response power spectral 
density was however not obtained by a narrow band frequency 
analysis of the response itself because of the inaccuracy 
involved. Instead an alternative method using the cross­
correlation of the excitation and response signals is used.
Davies [27] and Jones [28] show that if white noise is applied 
to a linear system, the cross correlation of the input signal 
to the system with the resulting response of the system gives 
the systems impulse response function. The pseudo random 
binary sequence signal is used for determining this impulse 
response function with considerably less difficulty in
obtaining the delayed signal for correlation and in the 
operations involving multiplication and integration. More­
over the perfect repeatibility otherwise unobtainable with 
pure random signals is here possible making it suitable for 
work of this kind.
A Fourier Transform is necessary to evaluate the frequency 
response function of the structure from its impulse response. 
The calculation is found to require very long computational ' 
times using the usual method of evaluating the terms. A new 
technique using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm (Cooley 
and Tukey [29], Bingham et.al. [30j , Cochran et.al. [31J) is 
found to reduce this time considerably and forms an important 
part of the correlation technique used in this work. The 
theory behind this method of calculating the Fourier transform 
of a series will be looked into in more detail in the 
appropriate chapter.
Both the experimental as well as the analytical programme for 
the box structure has been successfully completed. The 
necessary apparatus has been developed and the natural 
frequencies and mode shape of the box structure have been 
obtained. The response power spectral density of the box 
structure subjected to random excitation has been obtained 
experimentally. A finite element computer program package has 
been developed giving the natural frequencies, and mode shapes 
of the box structure. A further computer program has also 
been developed to predict the response power spectral density 
of the box structure subjected to random excitation. Agreement 
between the experimental and predicted results is found to be 
satisfactory.
Chapter 2 The finite element method
Summary
The Finite Element method is used to predict theoretically the 
mode shapes and frequencies of free vibration of a folded 
plate box type structure using rectangular isotropic plate 
elements. Both the stiffness and the mass matrices are 
derived for the element used and the assembly into the 
complete structure explained. The use of various standard 
library routines for the solution of the eigenvalue problem is 
discussed.* A full listing of the complete computer program 
developed is included in Appendix 3.
2.1 Introduction
The finite element method is one of the most suitable methods 
for the analysis of complex- structures. In the analysis, 
whether static or dynamic, the original structure is replaced 
by an assemblage of small but finite elements which inter­
connect with one another only at a finite number of points 
known as node points. These are usually found at the corners 
of the element but are also commonly chosen to be along the 
sides of the element. At each node a number of degrees of 
freedom are represented usually the deflections and slopes or 
their derivatives. The theory then is to assume that the dis­
placements in any part of the element will be defined in terms 
of these nodal degrees of freedom via a displacement poly­
nomial of the form
w = {P} [C] (2.1)
where {p} is a matrix of the coordinates x,y and z,
[C^ is a vector matrix of constants^
and the polynomial w(x,y,z) is chosen to satisfy the 
following conditions:
(a) The number of independent terms must equal the 
number of degrees of freedom in the element
(b) For convergence to the correct solution it must be
complete up to order n where n is the order of the
highest derivative appearing in the strain energy 
integral appropriate to the type of element under 
consideration. ‘
(c) conforming or compatible elements further satisfy 
the condition that the (n-l)th derivatives are 
continuous-.across the element boundaries.
From this displacement polynomial an elemental ’stiffness1 
matrix [kl is obtained via strain energy considerations 
relating the elemental nodal forces and displacements in the 
form
{F}e = [k] [d}e (2.2)
In a static analysis the nodal forces {F}0 are due to the 
applied forces and in a dynamic analysis they represent
inertia forces acting on the element. The characteristics of
the complete but considerably simplified structure is then 
represented on the computer by the equation
. { ? }  = D O  f a ]  ( 2. 3)
where [Kj is the stiffness matrix for the complete structure, 
made up of all the elemental stiffness matrices [k] . This 
then relates the applied forces {F} and the nodal displace­
ments [d}of the complete structure and at the same time 
satisfies the relevant boundary conditions applied.
2.2 The element stiffness matrices
In folded plate structures the plates are subjected to both 
bending and stretching effects. This is conveniently 
considered separately as the plate element purely in bending 
and then in stretching only. The former has three degrees of
freedom, w, 0 , 0 at each node and the latter, u and v only.x yHowever, depending on the orientation of the element in the 
complete structure, a 0„ component may present itself so that 
an allowance must be made for this in retaining a total of 
six degrees of freedom per node, displacements u,v,w, and 
rotations,
2.2.1 The bending stiffness matrix
Figure 2.1 represents one of the four node rectangular elements 
which is a component idealising a complete side of the box. At
each node during bending there are three degrees of freedom, a
displacement w, and rotations © , 9 to which correspond thex ythree bending forces W, M , M . Thus for the 4 node elementx ywith 12 degrees of freedom, a 12 x 12 matrix is required to . 
express nodal forces in terms of the nodal displacements.
Other,,types of elements may also be used e.g. the 3 node 
triangular element or even the 8 node rectangular element with 
midside nodes [23j• However, a pair of the former will be 
necessary to represent each of the 4 node rectangles. The 
eight node rectangle is used primarily to represent curved 
geometries and is therefore unnecessary, for the box column 
with its straight sides, and also has a higher number of 
degrees of freedom to contend with.
For the 4 node rectangular element chosen, it is assumed 
that under load the deflected form of the element can be 
expressed as
w = A-^  + A2x + A^y + A^x2 + A^xy + A^y2 + A + AQx2y
+ Agxy2 + A10y3 + An x^  + A12X^  (2.4a)
where w is the deflection at the point (x,y) 
or in matrix form
w = [ m]{A| (2.4b)
where [m] = 1 ,x,y,x2,xy,y2 ,x3,x2y,xy2,y3,x3y,xy3
and \ki is a vector of the constants A1 , A2 , ........... A12 *
This displacement polynomial fully satisfies the necessary 
requirements discussed in 2.1. The constants of the express­
ion can be evaluated by satisfying the displacement conditions 
at each node point, i.e. w = w^, Dw/^y = <^, ^w/c)x = -0^ at 
node point i (i = 1,2,3,4).
The elemental stiffness matrix is then obtained via a strain 
energy analysis.
I'D
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Now the bending strain energy U of an isotropic plate of 
uniform flexural rigidity, D, is given by ifyC^crdV 
where cr~ = -Jr £
O = I T  b/ a [ ( % ) 2+ (^f)2+ 2(^f)p(|%) + 2(1-V)(i?a ) W‘Vy*0*yx=0L^x^ oy ^  ^y dxBy
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and [%] =
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' 1 V 0
r> 1 0
0 0 2(1- »)
(2.5)
(2.6)
The curvatures can easily be obtained by differentiating 
equation (2.4a):
d2w 1{C} = 4 ?
d2w
dy 
d2w
LdxdyJ
i.e. {Cl = [e ] U }  
where [ EJ =
2A^ + 6AjX + 2Agy + 6A11xy 
= 2A^ + 2A^x + 6A1Qy + 6A12xy
A^ + 2Aq x  + 2Agy + 3A11x2 + 3A12y2
(2.7)
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
0
0
0
2 0 0 6x 2y 0 0 6xy 0
0 0 2 0 0 2x 6y 0 6xy
0 1 0 0 2x 2y 0 3x2 3y2 (2.8)
In order to find the matrix of constants [a } we return to 
figure 2.1 considering each node of the element in turn and 
using equation (2.4a) to determine the deflections at the 
nodes of the element to obtain
•where the subscripts refer to the nodal members.
In matrix notation
W  =
so that = [if^J^d]
Substitution of equations 
and noting that only [E] 
strain energy
U = |{d l T (Jy=o/x=0 [EJT M [ E] dx dy) (d j
or U = ^{d]T [K]{d] (2.11)
Applying the theorem of virtual work = F. gives
(2.9b)
(2.10)
(2.7) and (2.10) back into (2.5) 
is a function of x and y gives the
{f} = [K]{d} 
where {F} is the column matrix of nodal forces
i.e. {f } = {W1S Mf*, M01 , W2 »    M94 }
[k ] is thus the required stiffness matrix and from (2.11)
[K] = [3_1]T( j , y x!0 [sf[X][E] <3x dy)[B_1] (2.12)
where the component matrices [%], |”El and [B- ] are given in 
(2.6), (2.8) and the inversion of (2.9a) respectively.
In order to retain the element dimension parameters a and b, 
the matrix manipulation are carried out by hand giving the 
matrix [kj (Appendix la).
2.2.2 The Membranecstiffness matrix
Figure 2.2 represents the configuration and notation used 
for the 4 node rectangular element in stretching. The dis­
placements in the x and the y directions, u and v, are in­
dependant of each other and so can be considered separately 
and the analysis is identical in both cases. The displacement 
polynomial chosen for the displacements in the x direction is
u = AjjX + A^xy + A^y + A^ 
and that in the y direction is
v = B^x + B^xy + B^y + B^
The assumption for a plane stress distribution is made where 
ct^  = < w  this being valid for thin plates.Zr Z» tjJL Li%y
By following the same steps as illustrated previously for 
bending, equations (2.5) to(2.12), the stiffness matrix for 
the element in stretching is obtained (Appendix la).
We now have the stiffness matrices for the separate bending 
and stretching modes of the element which can be used for the 
solution of problems involving plate structures bending and 
stretching respectively under static loading.

2•3 The element mass matrices
In dynamic analysis the nodal forces are induced by inertia 
loading of the displaced structure. The inertia loading dis­
tributed over an element during vibration is here replaced by 
a system of equivalent nodal forces by means of the formation 
of a 'mass* matrix. The criterion adopted for such replace­
ment is that the work done by the equivalent nodal inertia 
forces U is equal to that done by the actual inertia forces, 
of the element Ua . The former is given by the equivalent 
nodal forces j i-n moving through virtual nodal displace­
ments *
i.e. Ue = {Vm)-{4v} (2.13)
The latter is given by the actual distributed inertia loading, 
[f], in moving through a virtual deflection j wv j
i-e - ua = {f H wv} ' (2.14)
where from (2.4) and (2.10) (wv j = [m ][® "*i{dv ) (2.15)
The inertia force per unit area when the plate is vibrating 
sinusoidally with circular frequency p is
{ f =y°p2 [m J[B 1 ]{d | (2.16)
where yD is the density per unit area of the element.
Thus, equating the work done in bothucases, from equations 
(2.13) and (2.14)
{dv)T {Pm} = Jy=0 fx=0 {wv|{f } dx
which from equations (2.15) and (2.16)
W M ' W jSoU  dx ay) fB_1H d 1
If each virtual nodal displacement is given the value unity in 
turn while the remaining displacements are held zero, equation 
(2.17) becomes
[Pmj =y3P^[B_3] T (jy=o/x=0 [m]T H  dx d^  [B_1]{d }
= (2.18)
where [m ] = [ B_1J T (/y^0 /x®0 [mjT [in ] dx dy) [g _1] (2.19)
is the required mass matrix of the element as { F | is the 
column matrix of nodal forces representing the inertia loading 
on the element/ Once a ain this is derived separately for the 
element in bending and in stretching.
2.3.1 Bending mass matrix
From the previous section v/e have that the mass matrix of the 
element_is given by
[m] = [b_1J T //[m]T [m] dx dy [b- 1 J (2.20)
For the element in bending [m] is given by equation (2.4) and 
[g"1 ] by equation (2.9a) so that [ M ] is easily found 
(Appendix lb).
2.3*2 Stretch mass matrix
Again the element mass mass matrix considering the stretching 
case is given by equation (2.20) above. In this case the mass 
matrix can be divided into two separate submatrices, one for 
each direction as they are mutually independant of each other 
(Appendix lb).
2.4 The combined element stretching and bending matrices
V/e now have the four bending and stretching rectangular plate
element stiffness and inertia matrices, [Kg], [Kg], [m ^] and
Mg] of the element. These are combined to form the combined
bending and stretching stiffness and mass matrices [k ] and [m ]
of the element. These are full 24 x 24 matrices with the
complete set of six rotational and linear displacements u,v,w,
9 ,Q .9 at each of the four/nodes. The matrices available x ’ y 5 zso far only form a 20 x 20 matrix as the plane rotation ©z
had not been taken into account in the derivation of the mass
and stiffness matrices but must be included for rotation into
the three dimensional structure. The method used to overcome
this is simply to include rows and columns of zeros for the
appropriate degree of freedom 9 .  This method makes thez
idealised structure more flexible than the actual but has 
been successfully used (Rockey and Evans [24] , and Clough 
and Johnson [32]) •
The notation (fig. 2.3) used previously was chosen quite 
arbitrarily and was sufficiently suitable for the purposes of 
determining the stiffness and inertia..matrices of the element. 
However, it was found that for ease in analysing lare and 
complex structures, a more suitable system of numbering for 
the element had to be followed so that programming for the 
computer is simpler. The following system (fig. 2.4) was 
chosen. This gives a smooth flow in the numbering system, 
considering first the x axis and then the y axis. In the 
program this is accomplished by first interchanging rows and 
columns 2 and 4 in the stiffness and inertia matrices and 
then doing the same for rows and columns 3 and 4 . This 
procedure is carried out in subroutine REORDER (Appendix 3)*
The complete nodal and degree of freedom notation for an 
element lying in the xy plane is given in figure 2.5 where, 
considering node 1,
degree of freedom:
1 = u = displacement in x direction
2 = v = displacement in y direction
3 ~ w = displacement in z direction 
4 = 0 =  rotation along vector in x directionA.5 = 0 = rotation along vector in y direction
6 = 0 =  rotation along vector in z direction
2.5 Assembly into the complete structure
The basic element obtained by the previous analysis is a four 
node plate element which has combined bending and stretching 
capabilities.
If we inspect the stiffness matrices obtained we see that a 
column of either matrix is in fact a list of the forces acting 
at each node when the displacement corresponding to that 
column is given a unit displacement and all other degrees of
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freedom given the value zero. Thus if two or more elements 
have a common node point then the total force acting at that 
node point is obtained by addition of forces. The assembly 
into the complete structure is then accomplished by the 
mering of all the element matrices into that of the complete 
structure by a simple point by point addition. The degree of 
freedom notation as illustrated in figure 2.5 has been chosen 
to facilitate easy assembly into the complete structure.
This mering of the basic element matrices into that of the 
complete, structure also requires the following
a) rotation of the element into the correct plane before 
assembly.
b) a systematic assembly of the various elements into 
the complete structure.
c) a systematic numbering sequence of the nodes of the 
complete structure to facilitate easy refinement of 
mesh size.
d) incorporation of the boundary conditions of the 
complete structure.
2.6 The rotational matrix
So far the stiffness and mass matrices have been found for a 
plate element in its local coordinate system (i.e. the stiff­
ness and mass matrices have been calculated for the element 
lying in the xy plane). As an element can also lie in the xz 
or yz planes or in any inclined plane, its inclination to the 
global axis of the whole structure has to be taken into 
consideration before it can be assembled into its proper 
place in the actual structure (see for example Gere and 
Weaver [33]) ' •
To illustrate the procedure, consider a rod of length L lying 
on the x axis in the local coordinate system as shown in fig. 
2.6. Any point of the rod has components of deflection u,v, 
and w relative to the local axes x,y and z. It also has 
components of deflection u*, v f and w* relative to the global 
axes x.T , y* and z ?. These two sets of deflections are related

by the expression
tt*
= k) V  
w*
(2.21)
Prom fig. 2.6,
l(u) = u'cos^u + v'cos v'u + w*cos w*u
where u ’u etc., refer to the angle turned through from
the u f axis to the u axis.
Similarly,
l(v) = u*cos u'v +• v'cos v'v + w'cos w fv
l(w) = u'cos u'w + v'cos v'w + v/'cos w'w (2.22)
For the purposes of this investigation the directional cosines
invloved are either 1, 0, or -1 since the sides of the box
structure investigated are all at right angles to one another 
(fig. 2.7).
i) Consider the case of a plate lying in the x'y' plane 
fig. 2,8). The matrix is simply:
~ 1 0 0 ~
0 1 0  
0 0 1
ii) For a plate lying in the y'z' plane, (fig. 2.9) it is:
0 1 0  
0 0 1
1 0  0
and iii) For a plate in the g'x' plane (fig. 2.10) :
Using these rotation transformation matrices, the stiffness 
and mass matrices of the plate element in its local coordinate 
system can be transformed into that of the global coordinate 
system using the equations
1 0  0 
0 0 1 
0 - 1 0
(2.23)
Coe,Qs$
.sc0
1
»U

and (2.24)
r
where
[R] =
^21 ^22*^23 
X 31 k 32 ^33
(do)
These transformations are performed using the subroutines 
R0TATE1, R0TATE2, and ROTATE3 for the xy, yz and zx planes 
respectively (Appendix 3).
2.7 Me thod of assembly
The priority of assembly of the plate elements into the 
complete box structure is as follows. The plate elements are 
first assembled together to form a complete side of the box. 
The sides in the xy plane are completed first, beginning with
that at z - 0. The sides in the yz plane are then built up,
starting with that at x = 0 and finally the sides in the zx 
plane, again beginning with the one in the y = 0 position.
The method is illustrated in fig. 2.11 showing the priority in 
which the sides of the box are built up. This priority in the 
computer program is indicated by the parameter NA in the 
calling sequence. The local axes of the elements of each 
side are as shown previously in fig. 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10. Fig. 
•2^ 12 shows the node numbering of the assembled box structure.
The above method of numbering of the nodes does not give a
narrow band along the diagonal of the matrix in the stiffness 
and mass matrices. In a dynamic analysis however, this does 
not present the same advantage it would using a narrow band 
solution in static analysis.
2.8 Boundary conditions
In a dynamic analysis, a fixed degree of freedom is specified 
quite simply by eliminating both the row and the column
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corresponding to that particular degree of freedom. This is
because the inertia forces produced in such a case is non-
<existant since no displacement is allowed at that point. In
this way a fully fixed node at*the boundary.of the structure
may have all its degrees of freedom u,v, w, 9 , 9 , 9„x y zeliminated from the system matrices. Similarly a node along 
a simply supported boundary along the x axis may have rows 
and columns corresponding to its w and 9X displacements 
removed. Other*degrees of freedom that are also reduced out 
are those of dummy nodes and the dummy degree of freedom 9_ 
which had been assigned for ease of assembly. Where there 
are no contributions to the assembled stiffness and mass 
matrices the relevant rows and columns (which are all zeros) 
are removed from these matrices as they would otherwise 
become singular. The removal of these rows and columns is 
achieved using a control matrix in which a list is maintained 
of all the degrees of freedom of the structure, those to be 
removed represented by zeros and those to be retained by ones.
The subroutine BOUNDARY removes all rows and columns 
corresponding to the degree of freedom having the value zero, 
leaving n by n stiffness and mass matrices where n is the 
total number of degrees of freedom remaining in the structure.
2.9 The solution algorithm
The structural vibration problem (section 2.3) is now reduced 
to one of solving the generalized symmetric eigenproblem
[k ] x = X [m]x (2.25)
for its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Prom these are 
obtained the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the 
vibrating box structure. A short summary of the method used 
is given here and the reader requiring more detailed informat­
ion is referred to the computer subroutine manual used [34J 
and Wilkinson [35]•
For the generalised symmetric eigenvalue problem where [k ] is 
a real symetric matrix and £M] is a real symetric positive 
definite matrix i.e. one whose eigenvalues are all greater
than zero, the solution is straightforward. {.Ml is factorised 
by Choleskyfs method into {.Ml = {^l ] where [L] is a
lower triangular matrix. Hence [k]Ix^ = A[m][x} can be written 
in the form
( [l ]-1[k ][l ]"T)[l ]Tx = \[l )Tx (2.26)
which is the standard symmetric problem
[A]y = Xy (2.27)
where [a ] = [l ]"1 [k
and . y [t]T x
The eigenvalues of [K]jx\ = X{m]{x } are the same as those of [A] and 
if y is an eigenvector of [A] then x, the corresponding eigen­
vector of the original problem, is obtained by back substitut­
ion in the set of linear equations
[L]T x = y (2.28)
Householder’s method is then used to tridiagonalise the matrix 
LA] and the eigenvalues are found using the QL algorithm^] . 
The eigenvectorsiy}of the deriyed problem are then determined 
using the QL algorithm and normalised so that(yFly}= 1 and the 
eigenvectorsfx]of* the original problem are found from {L]^x$4r} 
and normalised so that[^[M]bc}= 1. This method can however 
only be used if [K] is real and symmetric and \M] is positive
definite. [K] is checked to be real and symmetric by inspect­
ion and in the computer program. The program also has built-
in facilities to check the eligibility of {.Ml using the 
criterion that its determinant is positive since the determin­
ant is equal to the product of its eigenvalues (which must all 
be greater than zero)•
In some instances due to rounding errors [M] may not be found 
to be positive definite so that an alternative method has to 
be used. The procedure commences with the generalised 
symetric eigenproblem being manipulated into the standard 
symetric form
[ b ] z = \*z (2.29)
where [q] = [ic]"1 [m ]
and \ « B 1A\ n '\n
* _ *1The [K] and [M] matrices are both symmetrical but since [Kl 
is not,so neither is the product [] . The problem then 
becomes one of solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
equation (2.29) where [B] is an unsymmetric matrix. An 
iterative method applied to this [g ] matrix then proceeds to 
find the lowest natural frequency first directly.
Because the elements of the matrix [] often varies consider­
ably in size, the process of balancing is used. This is the. 
name given to the rearrangement performed, necessary to 
obtain maximum accuracy in the subsequent solution for the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The object of balancing is to 
make the norm (the sum of the absolute values of the matrix 
elements in each row or column) the same order of magnitude 
in the corresponding rows and columns. Error in the calculat­
ion of the eigenvalues of the problem is reduced since the 
eigensolution program used produces results with errors found 
to be proportional to the norm of the matrix.
The solution then follows with similarity transformation on 
the balanced matrix [a] s o  that U )  is transformed into the 
real upper Hessenber matrix [h] where [h] = [s]“ [^a][s.] An 
upper Hessenber matrix is one whose elements h ^  are such 
that h .. = 0 when i - j >1. The transformation matrix [s] is 
built up as the product of n-2 stablised elementary transfor­
mation matrices, chosen so that the eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors of [h] can be more readily determined than those of 
[a]. The eigenvalues of [h] are the same as those * of [a] and 
if y is an eigenvector of [h] then [s] y is the corresponding 
eigenvector of [a]. The transformation process is however 
considerably simplified because of the balancing already 
carried out and only part of the matrix is operated upon.
There is no simple method for easily calculating selected 
eigenvalues of an upper Hessenber matrix and all eigenvalues 
of [h ] are always calculated. A slight saving in computing
time and storae may be made if only at most 25 percent of the 
eigenvectors are required. Since more than this is required 
it is actually more efficient, both in time and storae, to 
use back substitution subroutines which calculate all the 
eigenvectors and then to discard those that are not needed.
The QR algorithm[36]is used in the eigensolution subroutine. 
This is a very stable method but accuracy is dependant on the 
eigenvalues being well spaced out.
A detailed description of all the algorithms and the actual 
subroutines used is included in Appendix 2. More details of 
the computer program written is given in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3 Random theory
Summary
This chapter describes the basic terms and concepts of 
random theory. The significance of the correlation 
function of the excitation and the response signals 
for the case of white noise excitation is discussed.
The Pseudo random binary sequence signal is a convenient 
white noise signal suitable for use in obtaining the 
cross'correlation function easily and giving the system 
impulse response function. The receptance of the system 
is obtained by a Fourier transform of the system impulse 
response and calculation of the discrete Fourier trans­
form using a new and faster technique is used. It is 
also shown that the frequency analysis of any response 
to random excitation is not accurate and an alternative 
method of determining the response in form of its power 
spectral density from a knowledge of the excitation PSD 
as well as the receptance of the system is described.
3.1 Introduction
Knowledge of the response of structures to random excitation 
of any given type of spectrum is important. This chapter 
deals'with the background theory relating to random 
excitation of a folded plate box type structure which may 
represent a car travelling along an uneven, road surface, an 
aircraft subjected to high speed air turbulence or buildings 
and bridges to wind gusts. A brief description of basic random 
signal theory is given. The reader requiring a more detailed 
knowledge of random vibration theory is referred to standard 
text-books e.g. Robson [2~] . •
A truely random process is by definition unpredictable. In 
order to make possible any analysis at all a statistical type 
solution of the response of structures to random excitation 
must be relied upon. Moreover it is difficult experimentally 
to generate a true random signal and to be able to reproduce it 
again when required. The use of a special type of random signal 
overcomes these difficulties.. This is known as the pseudo 
random binary sequence and will be discussed later in this 
chapter.
The response of structures to random excitation is discussed 
and the theoretical basis for its experimental as well as 
analytical derivation is examined. The method used in this 
work to determine this response experimentally is based on the 
time domain correlation of the input and response signals. For 
the special case of a flat excitation spectrum the cross 
spectral density obtained on performing a Fourier transformation 
on the cross correlation function also gives the frequency 
response function or receptance of the structure.’ The advantage 
resulting in the elimination of interference signals greatly en 
-hances this method of systems evaluation. It also gives an 
accurate method whereby the response power spectral density 
to the white noise excitation is easily obtained.
Robson also shows (eqn. 1.2) that the receptance of a structure 
can be calculated from a knowledge of its natural frequencies 
and mode shapes. He provides the theoretical basis for the 
prediction of the response spectral density from this receptance 
as well as the knowledge of the excitation power spectral 
density.
The finite element method of analysis described in the previous 
chapter enables the calculation of natural frequencies and 
mode shapes of the box structure. From these the receptance 
and hence the response power spectral density is predicted.
3.2 Basic Theory
Before going into the realm of random vibration some of the 
basic theory and concepts of random processes as given in [2] 
are here reviewed, and basic terms peculiar to random theory 
are defined.
3.2.1 Statistical approach
\
Because random signals are by definition unpredictable they 
can only be described in statistical terms. The basic 
requirement of such a description is an 'ensemble1 of time 
series records of the signal (fig 3*1) which may represent 
force, acceleration, displacement etc.
One common way of describing the signal statistically is by 
means of its probability density distribution p(x) which is 
defined so that
Prob [x$x(t )'£x + dt] = p(x)dx (3.1)
where the total area under the p(x) curve is equal to one, 
and indicates that the probability of the signal lying be­
tween extreme limits of the curve is 100 % . Many naturally
occuring random signals have a bell shaped probability 
density function (fig 3.2) given by
p(x) = 1 exp[---ifpl-] (3.2V2 ic
where is the mean square value, also called the variance 
of the signal and m is its mean.
The process is then said to have a normal or Gaussian 
probability distribution.
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In practice analysis is simplified by the introduction of the 
concept of the ‘stationary* random process. This is one in 
which a probability distribution obtained for a particular 
record is identical to those obtained for all the other re­
cords and is therefore independant of the time at which the 
record is taken. All the statistical characteristics of a 
stationary random process e.g. its mean, mean square etc. are 
therefore time invariant. This concept is taken a step further 
by the introduction of the erodic process which is defined as 
not only being stationary but also has its probability distri­
bution taken across the ensemble identical with that taken 
along any particular record.
3.2.2 The correlation functions
The correlation of the excitation and response signals of the structure will be used in later calculations and provides an
important means of signal analysis.
The auto-correlation function Rxx(t,z) is defined as the 
averae over several records of the product of x(t) and its 
delayed version x(t+z) which for a stationary signal is
Rxx(z) = E [x( t)x( t+z)] (3• 3)
where E represents the avera process.
Similarly the cross correlation function Rxy(t,z) of two 
stationary signals x(t) and y(t) is
Rxy(z) = E[x( t)y( t+z)] *(3.4)
so that in the limit as z — oo ,Rxy(z)->0
This is because there is no correlation between two different 
signals at that period of delay and this important property 
makes it suitable for Fourier transformation as will be seen 
later.
3*2.3 Power spectral densities
Another term commonly used in random signal analysis is power 
spectral density S(f) or S(w), spectral density for short.
The spectral density S (w) can be defined in terms of the•A.auto-correlation function Rx (z) of the signal and was first 
clearly stated by Wiener p7] as
S (w) = 1 I RY(z) e~iwz dz (3.5)
x ^ r j  x-  COThis is an important concept in random vibration analysis 
since JS (.w) dw is in fact the mean square E[x2]of the process 
i.e. E [x2] “ J sx(w) dw (3.6)-OO
For Gaussian processes whos^e mean is zero, eqn (3.2) becomes
P (x) = > T 5T ~  e ^  (3 .7 )
Knowledge of E[x Jwould define the process completely since 
for a process with a mean about zero
E [x2] = <5~Z (3.8)
Hence since E[x ]can be obtained from eqn 3.6, the determin- 
ation of the power spectral density is extremely useful in all 
calculations involving random signals. It should be noted 
here that S (f) is expressed as s function of frequency andA2% times lar	er than S (w). From equation (3.6) the meanAsquare value of x(t) in any given band of frequencies A  f is 
simply S (f) Af or S (w) Aw. As an example, if x(t) is aA Avarying force expressed in newtons, then S (f) would be in
A2 2 newtons /Hz and S (w) in newtons sec.
3.2.4 Fourier analysis of random signals
In many cases it may be desirable to express a random signal
in a. Fourier series type expansion. However because the signal
is not periodic this is not possible. Moreover since the signal must be assumed to extend over an infinite period of
time to have stationary properties it cannot be expressed as
a Fourier integral either. A method of measurement is
therefore adopted to overcome the difficulties, using the
Fourier transform Am(if) of a signal Xm(t) which is identical
to the signal to be analysed over the period— < t< and
zero elsewhere. The spectral density of the original signal
has been shown by Jenkins & Watts [38] to be approximated
by
Sx (f) = e [ ^ { - | -  |AT (if)| 2 } ]  (3 .9)
From this it can be seen that the direct Fourier transform 
of the response of the structure required, measured within 
any finite length of time will at best give only an approx­
imation to the true power spectral density of the response.
A different approach is therefore adopted in this work to 
attempt at obtaining a better estimate and the method is 
described in section 3*5
3.3 Response of structures to random excitation
The classical method of determining the response of a 
structure to excitation requires the solution of the 
differential equation (Newland [39]) relating the 
excitation x(t) and the response y(t) in
r, n„ ,nv dnx0Y  An ^  ^  '+/ C_  TT (3.10)/iim.—i n j . n •• i n j ■ n • j n j • nn=0 at n = o dt n*o dt
This relationship however cannot be used in random vibration 
work because
(i) inadequate data is available to determine the
coefficients A,B & C so that the complete differential
equation is not available.
(ii) even if the equation is known, a complete time 
history of x(t) is not obtainable because of its 
random nature.
Analysis of the response of any structure to random . 
excitation is therefore best carried out using the form 
of its response power spectral density, described in the 
previous chapter. This requires the determination of the 
structural frequency response curve commonly called the 
receptance (Bishop & Johnson [4]) of the structure.
The receptance of the structure is defined as the response 
d of the structure to a unit applied sinusoidal force p of 
frequency f. It should be noted that the receptance is 
different at different points of the structure and relates 
only two specific points on the structure, A the point at 
which the force is applied and B the point at which the 
response is measured i.e.
dfi = oCAB(if)PA C3.ll)
Determination of oZ-(if) will therefore give the response of 
the structure to any given force p. The receptance and hence 
the response is complex, with a real and an imaginary part, 
the physical significance, being that there is a time lag 
between the application of the force p and the occurance of
the response d. For a single degree of freedom structure 
with a hysteretic damping factor the equation of motion 
may be written as
mx + k(l + i^)x = p sin cot (3.12)
from which the receptance is found to be1■C*(if) =  ------- r---2-------  (3.13)k - 4 - i r m f + i ^ k
Robson [2l shows that the receptance of a multi-degree of 
freedom structure can be expressed in terms of its natural 
frequencies and mode shapes (equation 1.2). For a structure 
with light damping and hence pronounced resonance peaks the 
receptance becomes
lor-(if) | 2 = £  Ewr-(xA)]2 [wr (xB)2]___________ (3.14)
r lV2[ l ^ 4 {(fr2 " f2)2+ rirfr4 }]
where wr (x) is the r ,th mode shape
fr is the r th natural frequency
and Mp is the generalised mass at mode rr L. 2,. •given by Jowr (x)mdx
Here structural damping is taken to be hysteretic only 
(applicable to light structures) and any coupling between 
the structure and a medium such as air is assumed to be 
negligible. ^  the hysteretic damping factor for the
structure is calculated from its response curves and is 
discussed in more detail later.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of a simple struc­
ture can be determined using the exact method of solving 
differential equations or by approximations using various 
ener
 ethods. Ftbr more complicated structures however the 
finite element method which is basically an ener
y method, 
.described in chapter 2,is increasingly used because of 
difficulties encountered with other methods. In this work 
therefore the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the 
box structure are predicted using a finite element computer 
program package developed by the author and given in Appendix 
3. Once the receptance of the structure is known a prediction
of the response spectral density is possible using the 
relationship given previously in equation (1.1) provided the 
input spectral density is also known.
Sd(f) =|«dp(if)i2 Sp(f) (1.1)
Therefore once the receptance of the structure is known, the 
response spectral density can be obtained for any given 
excitation spectral density, from which other parameters 
describing the response such as the mean square value and 
probability distribution are obtained using equations (3.7) 
and (3.8).
3.4 Experimental Techniques
There are basically two ways of obtaining experimentally the 
response of structures to random excitation. The first is 
the direct approach, measuring the frequency content of the 
response using a frequency analyser. This method however is 
not accurate in any finite sampling time because of the ran­
dom nature of the signal and also because of the low signal 
to noise ratio generally encountered. The alternative 
method is the synthesis of the response power spectral 
density from experimentally derived values of both the 
structural receptance as v/ell as the excitation power 
spectral density using the equation given previously.
Sd(f) = oC(if) |2 Sp(f) (1.1)
This method is found to be more accurate than the first 
since the excitation power spectral density is often known 
or can be obtained accurately.
There are three main ways of determining experimentally the 
frequency response of receptance of structures to vibrations. 
They are (a) sinusoidal frequency testing (b) transient 
testing using a ramp or impulse input and (c) tests using 
correlation methods.
The simplest and most commonly used method is sine wave 
excitation, measuring the amplitude and phase angle of the 
response over a range of frequencies giving the frequency 
response curve directly. Disadvantages encountered with 
this method include inaccuracy as often the response is 
contaminated with extraneous noise. The excitation cannot 
be increased since the system will lose its linear behaviour 
so that an avera process is often incorporated. It is 
also very time comsuming to excite each frequency separately 
and to sweep sufficient frequencies for a complete frequency 
response curve. ..
Transient testing involves either step (ramp) response (fig. 
3.3a) or impulse response measurements (fig. 3.3b). The former 
is quick and contains all frequencies in the step and it is 
therefore possible to obtain the structural frequency 
response using curve fitting techniques. It is however 
limited to. simple systems and involves a drastic change of 
initial conditions. The latter retains the steady state ini­
tial conditions but is impossible to generate in practice.
Both are also susceptible to inaccuracies due to noise 
interference at low levels of excitation and non linear 
behaviour at higher levels.
The third method and one of the most important time domain 
techniques available is the correlation of two signals, 
giving a measure of the similarity between the two. The 
input x(t) and output y(t) of a system are related through 
a finite integral known as the convolution integral described 
in Robson [2] and elsewhere as
where h(t) is the impulse response of the structure and Z is 
the time delay between the application of the impulse and 
time t at which the impulse was applied. This convolution 
integral provides a direct method of obtaining the output 
signal from a knowledge of the input signal and the impulse 
response of the structure. As it stands this does not mean 
very much since the impulse response of the structure is 
unknown but the application of the correlation method opens up 
an entirely different approach to the problem.
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The theory behind the technique lies in the definition of
the correlation functions themselves (see section 3.1). The
*auto correlation function of the excitation x(t) may be 
expressed as *
fT
Rxx(t) = Tjijr x(t)x(t + t)dt (3.16)
'T
and the cross correlation function of the excitation x(t) 
and the response y(t) as
Rxy(r) “ _1 fTx(t)y(t + r)dt (3.17)
Since the impulse response must be zero before its applic­
ation h(t) =* 0 for t<0 and hence (3.15) becomes 
y(t) = J h(s)x(t —  e)ds 
and substituting into eqn. 3.17 ,
'T r [*° 1I h(s)x(t+'C-s)ds dt~ — Ay* J .Rxy(r) T-c00
r-  , 0 0lira x(t)
-T
j “h(B)[ ITco M  r*<t)x(t+T-3)dt] daK
Kfio w T
which from 3.16 becomes
noo ,
Hxy(r) = I h(s) Rxx(r - s)ds (3.18)*'-00 %It is immediately apparent that if we choose an excitation 
signal with a autocorrelation function in the form of a 
spike or impulse, the impulse response function can be 
obtained quite simply from the cross-correlation function 
between the excitation and response signals,
A white noise signal satisfies this requirement. The auto­
correlation function of a white noise signal with a flat power 
density spectrum of K/f is an impulse of magnitude K.
Thus for white noise equation 3*18 becomes
Rxy(r) = Kh(x) (3.19)
White noise excitation therefore gives a particularly import­
ant aspect to correlation techniques as the cross correlation 
between the excitation and the response'of the structure : 
under consideration gives the impulse response function of
the structure multiplied by a constant K. It is therefore 
no longer necessary to physically hit the structure with an 
impulse of force in order to obtain its impulse response.
The frequency response function or receptance is then quite 
simply the Fourier transform of the impulse response function.
H(w) = [h(r)] (3.20)
The impulse response function of any structure can therefore 
be obtained without the problems associated with sinusoidal 
and transient testing and has with it the advantage that noise 
originating within the system does not correlate with the 
excitation signal and is hence effectively eliminated. Thus 
a signal of low amplitude can be used even in a noisy environ­
ment. This is the basis of the so called method of random 
systems testing. The method however has several drawbacks. 
Firstly the truely random signal is difficult to generate 
artifically and impossible to reproduce exactly. The delayed 
signal required for calculation of the correlation function 
is therefore not available. Furthermore the correlation also 
requires; multiplication and integration over a theoretically 
infinite period, and it would be difficult to obtain a 
satisfactory correlation over a finite period of an essentially 
unpredictable process. The use of the pseudo random binary 
sequence signal, described later overcomes this difficulty.
3.6 The Fourier Transform
The concept of the frequency analysis of a signal of period 
T by splitting it into its component frequencies using the' - 
Fourier Series is well known (see Newland [39j)
Thus
The limit when T tends to infinity is reached in non-periodic 
signals so that the Fourier series becomes a Fourier integral 
whose coefficients are the corresponding Fourier transforms.
This thus provides an indispensible tool which facilitates 
signal analysis in transforming a signal from the time to the 
frequency domain or vice versa. However, because of the 
limitation on the signal x(t) itself, unless special precautions 
are taken only a process which in the limit is finite can be 
analysed.
oo
x( t) = £  A cosn=0 n (3.21)
where T2 x(t) dtT2
and
An = T x(t) cos --ffjr-- dt
x(t) sin ---ffi--  dt
or also expressed as i2 7t nt
dt where - iB (3.22)n n n
x(t) = 2/ lAfoj) cos ot doo + B(co) sin
Bfe) a f x(t) sin cot dt°° /*00 with the limitation that/ x(t) d
i.e •
In the work a time series which satisfies this requirement 
Of being finite in the limit is used. This is the cross' . 
correlation function of the«white noise excitation and the 
resulting response of'the structure. The direct frequency 
analysis of the response itself is not used as it does not 
satisfy this requirement however long the record taken may 
be.
From the previous section (eqn. 3.19), we have seen that 
for white noise the cross correlation function Rxy(r) is in 
fact K h(r) v/here h(r) is the impulse response of the system 
and K is a constant, given by the power spectral density of 
the excitation. The Fourier transform of this gives its 
equivalent in the frequency domain, the frequency response 
function of the structure, (eqn. 3.20), multiplied by the 
same constant K. Because the excitation is white noise,
-this function when multiplied by the constant 2K gives the 
output power spectral density of the structure as well.
Here a continuous function is to be analysed by taking 
discrete samples of it at equally spaced intervals of time.
Such a series completely represents the continuous waveform 
providing the waveform is band limited and the samples are 
taken at a rate of at least twice the highest frequency present 
in the original waveform [39J * The samples are then called 
Nyquist samples and the highest frequency present, the 
Nyquist frequency. The discrete Fourier transform or DFT of 
such a time series is then closely related to the Fourier 
transform of the original continuous waveform and has 
mathemetical properties analogous with it. If however 
frequencies in the original signal exist which are higher than 
half the sampling frequency the Nyquist frequency, a corruption 
of the graph known as aliasing occurs. In this case, to 
obtain a true DFT either a higher sampling frequency is 
required or the existing high frequencies contravening the 
Nyquist criteria must be filtered out of the signal. In this 
work the latter method is used.
Thus from eqn. 3*2 2 the DFT of N equally soaced samples taken 
at intervals of time can be obtained using the formula.
w-1 _ igggiA
X = i s  X e T A  (3.25)r=0 r
where n ranges from 0 to 1T - 1 corresponding to harmonics 
of §£ .
The use of eqn. 3*24 to obtain the DFT is perfectly satis­
factory for processing small amounts of data and a computer 
routine to carry out the algorithm is included in Appendix 4. 
For lare quantities of data however, this conventional 
method quickly takes up a lare amount of computer core and 
the computing time required becomes prohibitive.
The Fast Fourier Transform or FFT is an algorithm that was 
developed recently to calculate the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT) and takes advantage of the fact that the calculation 
of the coefficients of the DFT can be carried out iteratively 
resulting in a considerable saving of computing time and 
increased accuracy. The algorithm used is that reported by 
Cooley and Tukey[29]. The FFT method is perhaps not as 
obvious as the DFT and the steps are briefly outlined here.
A time series of N points is divided into, two functions 
and where Y^ consists of*.all the even numbered points and 
the odd.
Yk ~ X2k k = 0 ,1,2 M  - l)
Therefore the DPT of Y. and Z. will be given by 4-1 k k
Zk = X2k + 1
„  4 it irkBr = A  Yk exp ( - N )
4-1   , where r = 0,1,2..{S - l)n- - V* *7 / 4iCirk n f ' /r = Zk exP (  N > J
The DFT of the original series X, is then
*5^-1 r *)-  Z  }Yk exp(- + Zk exp <- ^ i A _ ( 2 k  + 1) )jL«oAr |o*°
- v*p<- ./Hr*-) * “»<- ^ )[g
where r = 0,1,..........N-l •
which may be written as
Ap Br + exp(- 2S|E ) cr for r = 0,1,2--------- - l)
The DFTs, Br and Cp repeat themselves outside this interval ' 
so that . p... ^
A(r ; I) = \  + I ) + 6XPt “ (r + + I)
= Br - exp (- ^
. / 2 TI iN x vsince exp (- — - ) = -1
Therefore
Ar = Br + WrCr for r = 0,1,2 .... |
2iri
A. N v = Br - WrCr where W = e N
(r + ? )
Thus the two halves of the DFT of the N point X^> Ar and
A „ ican be obtained from the B„ and C , DFT's of Y, n r r kr +  7and Zk each of ^ points. By successively dividing the 
series into further subseries as long as they are divisible 
by two, we end up with the DFT of a. small series from which 
the DFT of the original series can be built up. Variations 
on the method allow the series to be broken up into series 
of multiples other than two but we shall not look into these 
here.
In this work, series containing 512 and 1024 points are 
finally reduced to the single term, the DFT of the single 
term being the term itself, and the DFT of the series 
built up from it, and simply divided by the factor. 512 or 
1024 respectively. Thus it will be seen that a considerable 
saving in the number of complex multiplications and complex
additions is made using this algorithmn. The resulting 
saving in the time taken enables this.method of calculating 
Fourier transforms to be run more economically than the 
normal method especially on the slower computers.
3-7 The pseudo random binary signal sequence
Random-type signals used in the laboratory can be class­
ified into being naturally or artifically generated. Common­
ly used natural sources of random signals include (a) a 
tape recordings of a naturally occurring ramdon signal such 
as wind noise, road noise etc. (b) the emission of 
electrons by a thyratron or zener diode. These have 
several disadvantages. The former requires an infinitely 
long record to be statistically accurate, the latter is 
difficult to control particularly in the low frequency 
ranges and moreover is not reproducable whenever required.
To overcome these drawbacks other sources of random signals 
have to be used.
Pseudorandom binary sequence signals (referred to as PRBS 
signal hereafter) provide artificially generated signals that 
are completely random within any specified period of time 
but repeat themselves thereafter. Since the signal is 
completely random within this interval it meets all the 
requirements and has all the properties'of random signals 
discussed in the previous section. The use of a PRBS signal 
as an excitation signal has several advantages over the use 
of true random signals.
These include
(a) repeatibility - it is possible to obtain exact signals 
for repeated tests and these tests do not have to be 
infinitely long. Statistical type results do not 
have to be relied on as in the case with true random 
signals.
(b) spectrum can be tailored to requirements - the frequency 
of interest, resolution, length of time available for 
each test etc. can be allowed for in each case.
(c) correlation of excitation and response can be easily 
obtained over a discrete number of signal points.
(d) for the particular equipment used a time domain correla­
tor is available as standard equipment so that automatic 
recording of the usually lengh'thy correlation function
. is possible.
x
i
A brief description of the signal (fig. 3.4) is now given.
For a more detailed account, the reader is referred to the 
handbook [40]. s
The PRBS signal is generated using a shift register, the 
length n of which can be changed at will and which gives 
it the name of the maximum length sequence of simply m 
sequence. The outputs from two stages of the shift register 
are connected to a modulo two adder (exclusive OR gate) whose 
output controls the state of the first shift register stage. 
These connections are chosen so that a maximum length sequence 
is generated of N = (2n - 1) bits. The necessary delayed 
signal is obtained simply by dividing the full shift register 
into two equal parts to form master and slave PRBS generators. 
The main control logic then arranges for the slave shift 
to begin its sequence the required number of clock pulses 
after the master.
It is completely controllable, a considerable advantage 
over true random signals but unlike random binary signals 
has the number of positive and negative bits differing 
by one since the total number of bits in the sequence 
is given by (2n - 1). Being a binary signal it has only 2 
levels, +1 and -1, which change at intervals of Agee given 
by the clock pulse. Multi-level sequences may however be 
ehosen to assume particular types of probability distri­
butions if necessary.
As mentioned previously the PRBS signal is completely random 
within the period
T = NA
where 1/A = clock frequency
N =* no. of bits in the sequence = (2n - 1)
A comparison of its autocorrelation function (fig. 3.5) 
reveals that (a) it is a spike which repeats itself at 
intervals of N (see Newland [39]). (b) a small negative
correlation -a /N persists. However it approaches that 
of true white noise when the sequence length H is made 
lare and the clock time A small. Within the time interval 
NA therefore it has all the properties necessary for the 
random systems testing described in the previous chapter.
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The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function gives 
the graph of relative power plotted against frequency (fig. 
3.6). Referring to the figure, because the signal changes 
only at discrete intervals of time it will be seen that 
this is a line spectrum i.eV one made up of individual lines 
instead of the continuous soectrum of true white noise.
f0These are spaced out at a distance of Hz apart where
fQ = clock frequency = and are constant to -3 dB at
0.45 f~ Hz as shown. The shape of the envelope is given cin the manufacturers* specification as being described by
the function (■s^r?-) ^  where x = with a d.c. component of
2 cpower = a /N since N is an odd number. A closer approxi­
mation to a continuous spectrum is obtained by increasing 
the sequence length but reducing the clock frequency.
This is achieved at the expense of amplitude in the former
and the upper frequency in the latter.
The PRBS signal has a probability distribution shown in
fig 3*7. This reveals that the signal occurs only at 2
levels, + aV (see fig 3*4) and, of the 2n bits of signal
in a sequence, has one more + a bit than - a bit. This can
however be tailored to approximate the Gaussian distribution
of commonly occuring random signals in a binomial type
distribution(fig 3.8)using multi-level sequences. This is
achieved however at the expense of (a) reducing the amplitude2 2of the output signal from a to a /(M-l)»(b) widening the
impulse type spike of its autocorrelation function (fig 3*5)
from 2& to 2(M-1)A and (c) reducing the highest frequency
(fig 3*6) from f to f /(M-l) Hz.c c
It is possible therefore either to approximate a given random 
signal or to generate a suitable excitation signal for any 
given system and at the same time to be able to repeat it 
exactly both for correlation calculations as well as to 
repeat a test subsequently. A suitable signal with which 
to excite any given structure is governed by the choice of 
upper frequency limit, shape of excitation power spectrum, 
resolution of component frequencies, probability distribution
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and so on. All these are easily obtained with a PRBS signal. 
The upper frequency limit is given by the clock frequency of 
the PRBS generator and is determined by the requirement 
to stimulate the structure up to a given frequency. In many 
structures the most important frequencies are the lowest few 
as the response at higher frequencies tends to be attenuated. 
In practice most structures also tend to have the higher 
frequencies occurring close together and with the line 
spectrum of the PRBS signal there is a danger that a natural 
frequency of the structure may not be stimulated.
To summarise therefore the PRBS signal is within its sequence 
length completely satisfactory for random testing purposes.
It is easy to generate, reproduce and multiply and is there­
fore particularly suitable for correlation measurements.
Since the correlation is performed over a finite period 
however, some degree of correlation with unrelated noise may 
lead to a variance in the measurements obtained. By 
correlating over a number of complete sequences this effect 
is nevertheless considerably reduced.
Chapter 4 The Apparatus
Summary . ' ’
This chapter describes.how the necessary experimental 
apparatus was designed, calibrated and used. A vibration 
table was built having the necessary characteristics for a 
ood vibration testing mounting and incorporating an accur­
ate two way traverse mechanism over the horizontal plane.
A novel non-contacting exciter/pickup probe incorporating 
an electromagnetic exciter and a capacitance pickup is 
described. A brief description of the investigation into 
variations in both material and design leading up to the 
final probe configuration is included. A fine adjustment 
mechanism, linear as well as angular, is incorporated for 
accurate adjustment of the air ap between the probe and 
the structure. For random vibration work a pseudorandom 
binary sequence generator and time domain correlator is used 
from which a completely automatic system has been built up.
4.1 Introduction
Since the aim of this investigation is ultimately to be 
able to predict the response of box-type structures to 
vibration stimuli, a lare £>art of the work necessarily 
involves response measurements obtained.experimentally 
to complement the equally important theoretical analysis.
This basically requires a firm vibration testing table on 
which the structure and all the necessary transducers can 
be mounted. These exciters and vibration pickup transducers 
must be suitable for the structure to be tested.
As light structures are to be tested, in order to reduce 
inaccuracies due to the added masses of exciters or pickups, 
non-contacting transducers are necessary. Furthermore it 
is known that the ideal point at which to excite a particular 
mode is its antinode (Plunkett [4l] and Dunn [42] ).
Exciting the structure at any point other than at a antinode 
requires a higher force per unit displacement response.
This is because it can give rise to (a) displacement of a 
point which would otherwise be a node (b) rigid body displace' 
ment (c) excitation of adjacent nodes or (d) local distor­
tion of the structure at the point of excitation (Pandered 
and Bishop [43] )• ^he inherent drawback of a contacting 
exciter is' immediately apparent since multiple holes must be 
made in the structure for excitation of more than one mode.
Non contacting vibration pickups are fairly widely used and 
capacitance displacement transducers are well known and 
available commercially. In general contacting exciters are 
still relied upon and work on non contacting electromagnetic 
exciters are fairly poorly documented. Recent work by 
Shapiro [44] to produce suitable apparatus for similar 
experimental investigations relied on contacting exciters 
although non-contacting capacitance displacement transducers 
were used. This may be due to difficulties such as a 
frequency doubling effect of the original signal in the 
force output of an electromagnetic exciter.
This frequency doubling effect and the heat generated in 
the exciter during operation were noted in the course of 
this work and is discussed later in this chapter. The 
development of an efficient non-contacting exciter pickup 
therefore necessary and will be one of the tasks of this 
investigation.
4.2 The Vibration testing table
The importance of the vibration testing table is that 
it provides a good vibration mounting for the test structure 
isolated from interference'which is mainly structural 
borne. It also provides a stable support for the mounting 
of the exciters and vibration pickup transducers with fine 
adjustment available between these and the structure. An 
accurate traverse mechanism is necessary on which the 
vibration pickup probe and the exciter can be suspended 
to scan the surface area of the structure locating the 
required points.
The work commenced using an existing vibration table 
(plate 1). Structural borne interference (the laboratory 
was next to a busy main road) was found to be transmitted 
straight through the table and picked up at the measuring 
transducers. The traverse mechanism holding these trans­
ducers were.independent of the table and some floating 
relative to the table was detected. A means of fine adjust­
ment of the transducer-plate gap was found to be necessary 
because the plates were not absolutely flat and the 
exciter-plate gap size was found to be critical. A new 
and larer table was made with these requirements in mind.
This is fairly lare and heavy and supported on wide base 
plates resting on £" vibration isolation pads to reduce 
vibration transmitted through it (plate 2). Structures 
measuring up to 1,500 x 900 x 430 mm can be accommodated.
An accurate traverse mechanism is built on to the table 
and a screw-type winding, at the ends of which are hand 
wheels, drive the exciter-pickup probe in the two perpen­
dicular horizontal directions. The winding mechanism is 
supported on special end ball races and phosphor bronze 
sliders to reduce friction at the slideways. When the 
point to be measured is arrived at, the end clamps are 
tightened thus eliminating extraneous vibrations from 
the traverse mechanism,..
The fine adjustment mechanism is a double screwed device
(plate 3) which allows for accurate changes in linear 
displacements in the probe-structure gap size. This is 
necessary since both the exciter as well as the pickup 
have characteristics which ddpend on.this gap size. The 
mechanism screws down clockwise at 0.24 mm per turn with a 
maximum travel of 20 mm. Coarse adjustment is by loosening 
alien screws holding the whole mechanism in its holder in a 
vertical sliding arrangement. For angular adjustment three 
knurled screws on a swivelling ball joint allow for tilt of the 
transducer relative to the structure (plate 4)•
The structures to be tested are held with supports made 
which would approximate required boundary conditions, e.g. a 
fully fixed flat plate (plate 5), clamped to the table using 
lare clamps. A close-up view of the method of fastening 
of the box structure is shown in plate 6.
4*3 The Vibration Pickup Transducer
Since the box-type structure to be investigated was light, 
a non-contacting vibration pickup transducer was used. 
Contacting transducers ..e .g.' accelerometers, invariably 
implies additional masses attached to the test structures 
affecting the frequency characteristics of the structure.
Capacitance probes are part of a lare family of non-cont­
acting transducers which are used in vibration studies to 
eliminate the possibility, of the transducer interfering 
with the vibration characteristics of the structure to be 
investigated
The Wayne Kerr capacitance probe was chosen because of its 
good characteristics and already widespread use amongst 
research workers. It works on the principle that when 
placed near to a conducting surface, a capacitance effect 
exists between this surface and the face of the probe. The 
capacitance so formed is connected to the feedback loop 
of a high gain amplifier hence changing its impedance and 
causing a voltage output to be formed which is proportional 
to the gap distance between the probe and the surface.
The type fE f probe is most suitable for the purposes of 
this investigation, measuring amplitudes of up to 2.5 mm 
with a frequency response flat up to 1000 Hz. This is 
calibrated together with the associated distance meter, 
the 2 channel Wayne Kerr TE 2000 (plate 7 & 8). A full 
description of the calibration procedure is given in 
Appendix 6.
4.4 The non-contacting exciter
A non-contacting exciter was chosen as being necessary 
since the response to excitation at various points of 
the structure is required, 'Contacting exciters would 
have contributed additional weight and required holes to 
be made in the structure which would have altered the mode 
shapes and natural frequencies and hence the overall response
of the structure. This is especially so since light folded 
plate structures were investigated.
At the outset of this project a literature survey of current 
research work revealed little information on the use of non­
contacting exciters. As a result it was decided to design a 
suitable electromagnetic exciter, modifying it from experience 
gained as the project progressed. Investigations were carried 
out and calibrated using a simple beam experiment (Plate 
9) as well as using a sensitive piezoelectric force 
transducer in a housing made for the purpose (plate 10). The 
complete calibration procedure is described in Appendix 7.
The electromagnetic exciter is basically made up of enamelled 
copper wire would on a central core. The number of coils 
used is limited by a corresponding increase in the heat
generated and so this was fixed at between 200 and 300 turns 
for the investigation. Increasing the gauge thickness of the 
windings also resulted in increased heat generation with the 
increased current flow.
A search for an optimum exciter design was made into the 
effect of changing the material of which the core is made 
(plate 11). The first exciter tested was made with a 
permanent magnet core. Tests revealed that hysteresis 
losses were present in the core and as a result’of the 
considerable heat generated, further investigation of this 
particular exciter configuration was abandoned. In an 
attempt to eliminate hysteresis losses and to consider the 
effect of omitting the permanent magnet core, a perspex 
former was used as the exciter core. The result was a much 
lower force output than obtained using the permanent magnet 
core and moreover was found to be at a frequency of 60 Hz,
twice that of the 30 Hz input signal* This was attributed 
to the absence of the permanent magnet core which provided 
a net positive or negative field onto which, the exciter 
output would be superimposed. Thus in the absence of the 
polarising field, a sinusoidal signal produces an attraction 
when the signal is positive and yet another attraction even 
though the signal goes negative the next time.
/To creat a substitute for the effect of the permanent magnet 
a second layer of coils was wound on top of the existing 
and a d.c. voltage applied to it. This produced a considerable 
increase in force output and also eliminated the frequency 
doubling effect. However a marked temperature rise for the 
higher d.c. voltage ranges in the inner coil caused over- 
. heating and melting of the enamel coating insulating the 
copper coils.
A final investigation was made using a hollow iron bobbin 
core. To prevent over-heating due to eddy currents in the 
circuit formed by the ferrous bobbin, a slot was machined 
completely through it and filled with araldite, This greatly 
reduced the heat produced and whatever was produced was 
quickly dissipated through the bobbin. Hysteresis losses 
were much less that of the permanent magnet exciter and 
force output much improved over the perspex core exciter.
This split core design is incorporated into the combined 
exciter/pickup (plate 12) described in the next section.
4*5 The combined exciter/pickup probe
In order to obtain a compact transducer as well as to 
alleviate the necessity of having separate traverse mechan­
isms for both the exciter as well as the vibration pickup 
transducer, it was decided to combine the two into a single 
exciter/pickup probe. Excitation and response are thus 
measured at the same point on the structure. This has the 
added advantage of effectively reducing the impedance to 
vibration hence increasing the measurement accuracy. 
Furthermore, for excitation at the antinodes there is less 
tendency to rigid body motion and minimal excitation of 
adjacent nodes (section 4*1).
The pickup transducer was easily incorporated into the 
final exciter design in the hollow core of the former on which 
the exciter windings were wound. This was made a good fit 
and held in place with a grub screw. A cut away view of the 
combined probe is shown in fig 4.1. The calibration proce­
dure followed is as carried out previously for the separate 
exciter and pickup components and described in Appendices 
6 & 7.
From tests made of the separate as well as the combined 
transducers it was found that no interaction occurred between 
the capacitance type vibration pickup probe and the induc­
tance type electro-magnetic exciter in the combined orobe.
The result of the calibration of the combined probe in its 
vibration measurement capacity is as follows:
1. fhe output of the probe in distance measurement is 1.85 
mm per volt displayed on the distance meter.
2. The output of the probe measuring amplitude of vibrat­
ion is ?.25 mm/volt output (fig 4.2).
3. The effect of the gap distance between the probe and
the vibrating surface measured is negligible. This
is true provided the total distance (i.e. the amplitude 
of vibration + the mean distance between the probe 
and the measured surface) is less than 2.72 mm.
4. The frequency response of the probe (fig 4.3) is flat
and independant of frequency in the range tested from
30 Hz to 300 Hz.
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The calibration of the.combined probe in its excitation 
capacity is as follows;
1. The force output per input volt at a frequency of 
100 Hz and probe-to-structure gap of 1 mm is shown 
in fig 4.4.
2. The change in force output with probe-to-structure
- ap at a frequency of 100 Hz and excitation voltage 
of 3 Vrms is shown in fig 4.5.
3. The frequency response at a constant excitation 
voltage and gap size is shown in fig 4.6*
In all these curves the d.c. polarisation voltage/excit­
ation voltage is taken as unity. The effects of variat­
ion of this factor is given in McNulty [453* The output 
excitation power spectral density to a PRBS signal input 
was also checked using the correlation method previously 
described in chapter 3.
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Chapter 5 Experimental technique
Summary ' -
This chapter describes how the correlation technique 
(section 3*5) was applied to obtain the receptance of 
the box structure despite the excitation being non­
white noise. It shows how the natural frequencies 
and mode shapes of beams, plates and boxes were obtained 
experimentally using the apparatus developed and discusses 
the choice of the various parameters governing the pseudo 
random binary sequence signal used for response measure­
ments of the box structure. It also describes how natural 
frequencies and mode shapes obtained for a finite element 
analysis of the box structure were used to predict the 
response power spectral density using an excitation power 
spectral density and damping factors obtained experimentally. 
The Fourier transform computer program developed is presented 
with flowcharts and descriptions and the advantages using 
an optional faster alorithm is illustrated.
5.1 Introduction to the problem
Chapter 3 describes the general theory applicable to random 
excitations and how the theory is applied to the special case 
when the excitation has^a flat spectrum. It is shown that in 
this case the impulse response function of the structure can
be easily obtained directly from the cross correlation 
between the input and response. (eqn 3.18 & 3.19)
This impulse response function can then be Fourier transformed 
to give the receptance of the structure at the point of 
excitation (eqn 3.20). Having used this technique to 
determine the receptance, the response power spectral density 
of the structure at the point of interest can be determined 
from eqn (lvl) when the input power spectral density is 
known.
In general engineering environments‘the excitation 
experienced rarely has a completely uniform force spectrum 
and often has one which tapers off at higher frequencies.
Also the advantages of a non-contacting exciter pickup 
entailed the development of an electromagnetic exciter 
which, unless sophisticated circuitry was provided, has 
this same tapering force spectrum. Although an excitatibn 
signal having a white power spectral density £ the PRBS 
signal) is applied to the system shown in fig 5.1 the 
actual excitation of the structure is no longer white due 
to the characteristics of the associated exciter pickup 
equipment and the response spectral density at the point 
of interest is difficult to obtain.
In ibis chapter therefore some approximations are made to 
take such experimental factors into account by introducing 
intermediate stages of analysis which basically depend on 
the assumption of linearity in each stage. This is considered 
to be valid because of the generally low signal levels used 
in all the tests.
Referring to fig 5*1 let p(t) and d(t) be the input and 
the response of the system respectively. Within the 
system itself let ,p*(t) and d*(t) be the actual input and
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response of the box itself. .Application of the correlation 
method using the correlation of p*(t) and d*(t) would not 
give the required impulse response function of the box since 
p* is not white noise. However by considering the system as 
a whole it will be seen that as far as the system is concerned, 
a white PRBS spectrum is being applied to it so that the 
necessary requirement for the correlation technique to be 
applied to the system is satisfied. Therefore, using a 
PRBS signal p(t) with a flat frequency spectrum of mean 
square value K, the cross correlation function of the input 
8nd output to the system, Rpd, gives the impulse response of
the system h(t) multiplied by the factor K. The Fourier
transform of h(c)K gives H(w)K the frequency response 
function of the system multiplied by K which from above is the 
mean square value of the PRBS input. From H('-o) the system 
response power spectral density can be obtained according to
Sd(«) = | H(w)|2 Sp (5-1)
where Sp is a constant for the PRBS signal and given by
J Sp(oj) dui = K (5.2)
We have therefore obtained experimentally the power spectral 
density of system response d. Now in order to obtain the 
power spectral density of the response d* of the box itself 
we have to go back: a stage and consider the characteristics 
of the displacement transducer which produces d from d*
(see fig 5.2) The displacement transducer converts displace­
ment d* into voltage d and with its associated equipment 
provides the relationship
Sd(w) = j Hp(w) |2 Sd*(w) (5-3)
where Hp(oi) is obtained from calibration of the displacement 
transducer described in the previous chapter (fig 4*2 & 4.3). 
This as we have seen is independant of frequency and therefore 
a constant, Hp, which is given in units of volts/mm so that
■ Sd*(w) = 1__ Sd(oo) - (5.4)
The response power spectral .density of the box itself is 
therefore obtained.
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The aim of this work is to predict this response from 
knowledge of the characteristics of the box from its 
receptance 06(if) (see chapter 3)* In order to do this the 
excitation power spectral density to the box must be known. 
Prom fig 5*1 we see that although p has a white spectrum p* 
the actual box excitation does not have the same type of 
spectrum. In fact Sp(to) to the system is modified on passing 
through the force transducer to become Sp*(w) to the box 
(fig 5»3) • Looking therefore a.t the stage where the signal 
is converted into force we see tl^ at
Sp*(«) = I He(w) | 2 Sp . . (5.5)
where Sp is again a constant given by eqn (5.2) and He(u>) 
represents the output characteristics of the non-contacting 
exciter at a particular amplifier setting. This is again 
obtained from the calibration curves given in the previous 
chapter (fig 4*6) but unlike the displacement transducer 
is frequency dependant to a considerable extent. Since 
we now know the power spectral density of the actual 
excitation to the box we can now attempt to predict the 
box response using the equation
Sd*(‘o) = | Hb (jo) 1 2 Sp*(W) (5.6)
where
|hb(w)| 2 = Iot(ito)| 2
To summarise therefore we have (a) a method using the
correlation technique of obtaining the resoonse power$4rncWe, , Nspectral density of the^experimentally and (b) an .
analytical method of predicting this using the natural
frequencies and mode shapes of the box obtained, using the
finite element program developed. The next sections will
discuss the experimental details which arose as work
proceeded to determine an experimental response power density
as well as a predicted one for comparison'.

5.2 The excitation signal
For the random excitation of the box structure considered, 
in this work, the PRBS signal discussed in section 3.6 
is used. The range of frequencies of interest of the box 
chosen is from 20 Hz to 100 Hz which contained over 20 
natural frequencies. Also it was found that at higher 
frequencies the response becomes attenuated and natural 
frequencies bunched together, making discrimination 
between individual peaks difficult.
The PRBS excitation signal is controlled by several 
parameters. The most important being the clock frequency, 
the sequence length and the filter cut off frequency.
The choice of these depend on the following considerations. 
The clock frequency chosen is not simply that of the 
highest of the range of response frequencies required 
even though from section 3.6 it could give the highest 
frequency in the excitation signal. This is because in 
the equipment used, the clock frequency is also the sampling 
frequency. The sampling frequency is determined by 
cdnsidering the spectrum using the Fourier transformation
, N-l -i2TkrAX, = | Z  x e N A  (5.7)N r=0 r
The properties of the transformation are briefly summed up 
as follows. Xn is limited to the range n = 0 to n = N 1 
and repeats itself thereafter. This corresponds to the 
frequency range 0 to fQ. Moreover of this the
unique part of the series lies in the range 0 to f
only, and higher terms are mirror images of these. This 
can be expected since the N bits of information can only 
give the N/2 real and N/2 imaginary A and B components 
of the first N/2 complete Fourier Transform terms. The 
frequency ■jgp- f*c is known as the Nyquist frequency or 
the ’folding1 frequency.
The result of the Nyquist frequency is that for a maximum
frequency of say 150 Hz to be realised in a signal, a 
sampling frequency of at least 300 Hz is necessary.
Since the sampling frequency on the PRBS signal generator used 
is also the clock frequency,* fQ is therefore set at 300 Hz.
Now if frequencies above the Nyquist frequency of 150 Hz 
are present in the signal a distortion of the Fourier 
transform graph called aliasing is introduced. Setting 
the clock frequency at 300 Hz however means that frequencies 
up to 300 Hz will be present in the excitation signal 
which will inevitably distort the results. Consequently, 
to enable the use of a high clock frequency for accurate 
sampling purposes and yet retain only those frequencies 
in the range of interest, a low pass filter(fig 5*4) 
is included. Known as a third order Butterworth filter, 
it is flat to -3dB at f^ the upper bound frequency chosen, 
then falling off at 18dB/octave, whereas the normal PRBS 
spectrum has an envelope given by  ^where
x = with -3dB at 0.45 fc ( section 3*6 ) •
Usingcthis filter,clock frequencies of 300 and 1000 Hz 
were used. The bulk of the results were however taken from 
the former as they contain the main response frequencies and 
also the latter ave an inaccurate disperse spectrum.
The accuracy of a spectral measurement depends on the 
effective bandwidth Be Hz.of the measurement and the 
record length T sec. 'If or'is the standard deviation of 
a measurement of spectral density of mean value m, then 
Blackman and Tukey [46] shows that
_i__m BeT (5-8)
Thus for a required accuracy of ^  = 1 with a frequency 
resolution of 1 Hz using a clock frequency of 300 Hz, 
a record, of 1 second in length is required, i.e. N the 
number of samples must be at least 300. For a required 
accuracy of ^ - £ with a resolution of 2 Hz requires a 
2 second sample i.e. 600 samples using the same clock 
frequency as before. Thus N is chosen to be at least 
2^ = 512 in the tests.
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In practice, in order to ensure adequate stimulation at 
the resonances, the spectral line interval must be such 
that two spectral lines occur within the half-power bandwidth 
of the resonance
' f ...i.e. ^ f^ where (f^) = half power bandwidth =
fso that N > ^  (5 .9)In
Taking typical values used for the structure 
fc = 300 Hz, 0.018, = 24.6 Hz
"NT ^  300 666N 5745 666
It is evident from (5*9) that only the first natural frequency 
is critical in determining the minimum number of data N required 
in the sequence. N is limited physically by the equipment 
available and .on the Solartron equipment used the larﬀﬁst 
number available with correlation in one sequence is 1023* 
However, run times increase rapidly as N is increased and a 
typical time required for a test was approximately 3i hours 
using N = 511 and 11 hours using N = 1023 in correlation x 10 
mode using fifteen sequences per trigger.
3.3 Experimental technique
Using the apparatus which was described in the previous 
sections, the experimental investigation was carried out 
to determine the response of folded plate structures to 
random excitation.
An open ended box structure as shown in fig 5.5 was tested.
This was made from four thin plates each of thickness twenty 
thousandths of an inch and soldered together along their 
edges at right angles. This formed a simple structure which 
had a low fundamental frequency and was easy to vibrate.
The box was fastened to supports at the corners of its 
lower surface ( Plate 6 ) to approximate simply supported 
boundary conditions at the corners. These supports were 
themselves attached to the vibration table with larﬂe G clamps. 
In the preliminary stages of the investigation, work was 
also done to determine the natural frequencies,'mode shapes 
and damping factors of a fully fixed beam, a beam simply 
supported at both ends and a flat plate with fully fixed 
edges all round ( Plate 5 )• Results for these are included 
in chapter 7.
In the course of the experimental investigation the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of the box were obtained.
Difficulty in obtaining the damping factors from the response 
curves was experienced (see section 5*3.3)• The cross correla­
tion function of the input and response signals were also 
obtained experimentally for the box structure when excited, 
by white noise generated using a P.R.B.S. signal generator.
This gave the impulse response function of the box system 
which, when Fourier transformed, gave the receptance of the 
box at the point under consideration. The experimental 
procedure is discussed in detail in the following sections.

5.3.1 Determination of natural frequencies and mode
shapes
4The natural frequencies and mode shapes were determined 
using sine wave excitation.* The sine wave was generated 
by a Muirhead decade oscillator which was connected 
through a power amplifier as shown in figure 5.6 to the 
combined exciter pickup and a d.c. bias applied as 
described in section 4.5*
To obtain the natural frequencies, the pickup is positioned 
at a suitable point (antinode) on the structure and 
resonant frequencies located by adjusting the excitation 
frequency from the decade oscillator until the amplitude 
of vibration is at a maximum (resonance). The excitation 
frequencies when the vibration amplitudes are greatest 
are measured using the narrow band frequency analyser and 
correspond to the natural frequencies of the structure 
under consideration. Natural frequencies in the range 
20 to 100 Hz were obtained for the box structure. The 
natural frequencies of the beam, plate and box structure 
analysed are given in tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 in section 
7.1.
The mode shape corresponding to each natural frequency 
was obtained by measuring the amplitude of vibration at 
a sufficiently larﬃe number of points on the structure to 
define.it, keeping the excitation force and frequency fixed. 
An approximate idea of the mode shape is first obtained 
using an accoustical method by traversing a hand held 
microphone across the surface. This was then followed- 
up using the probe and traverse mechanism using,the 
following technique to give the accurate mode shape.
The combined exciter probe is positioned at the required 
point using the traverse mechanism and the probe-to- 
structure airﬃap checked using the displacement calibration 
curves for the probe (section 4*5). This is necessary as 
the force output by the probe is affected by the size of 
this gap (figure 4*5). The air ﬃap between the probe and
box
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the structure is adjusted to an approximately parallel 
position with the fine adjustment mechanism. A block 
diagram of the necessary instrumentation used is shown 
in figure 5.6. The actual force input to the box is 
given by the current into the probe and is read off the 
appropriate calibration curves corresponding to that 
frequency and probe-to-structure air ap. In determining 
the mode shape at each natural frequency the amplitude 
of the response signal is measured using a constant 
percentage frequency analyser at the low frequency ranges, 
shown in.Plate 13, and a constant bandwidth frequency 
analyser (Plate 14) at the higher frequencies. The 
actual response amplitude is then given off the probe 
vibration measurement calibration curves. The response 
at each of the points chosen were then obtained by 
traversing the probe to each of the points in turn 
keeping the excitation force and frequency constant, 
giving the required mode shape. To plot any particular 
mode shape the knowledge of the relative values of the 
various amplitudes is sufficient although the receptance 
described in the next section requires the absolute 
amplitudes to be ascertained.
For the beam structure the exciter probe is simply traversed 
along its length and keeping the excitation force constant, 
measuring its response at a number of points sufficient 
to describe the particular mode shape. Again for the mode 
shape only relative values of response are required. These 
are illustrated in Table 7.1. The mode shape of the plate 
is obtained by dividing the plate into a grid (figure 5.7) 
and determining the response at each of the grid points.
The fineness of the grid required depends on the mode 
shape to be measured. Some of the lower natural frequencies 
and mode shapes of the plate analysed are also indicated 
in Table 7.2, described in terms of the number of half 
wavelengths along and across the plate. The same procedure 
is followed for the determination of the mode shapes of 
the box structure since only the top plate of the box 
structure was measured using the. traverse mechanism. Figure
7.1 to 7*.ll show the vibration modes of the box existing 
between 20 Hz and 100 Hz.
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5*3*2 Determination of Receptance
Because of the tapering shape of the force spectrum * 
created by the exciter probe the response to a sweep 
test and hence the 'receptance* obtained of the box 
tested was not that of the generally accepted response 
to a unit force spectrum. A correction to the results 
obtained by the sweep test was therefore necessary.
This factor was given-by the conversion of the 
tapering force spectrum to that of a constant force 
spectrum of unit magnitude.
The receptances of the box were determined experimentally 
at various points using sine wave excitation from the 
Muirhead decade oscillator which was connected as before 
through the power.amplifier to the combined exciter- 
pick-up. The probe was positioned in turn at each point 
of interest and the gap between probe and structure was 
measured and adjusted to give a suitable force output, 
the magnitude of which is obtained from the probe 
calibration curves ( figure 4.4 )• Having adjusted the probe- 
structure gap, the structure was excited at discrete
frequency intervals of 1 Hz in the range 20 Hz to 100 Hz.
In the region of a resonant, the frequency interval was 
reduced to 0.5 Hz. At each of these frequencies the 
magnitude of the displacement of the structure was measured 
using a frequency analyser as described previously. From 
the probe calibration curves the force corresponding to 
that excitation signal amplitude, frequency and gap size 
was determined. The response amplitude corresponding to a ; 
unit force can then be obtained. This procedure is repeated 
over the range of frequencies selected and the receptance of 
the box at the chosen points obtained. The receptance of 
the box using this technique was obtained at the points 
which are indicated in figure 5. 8 and from it the response
power spectral density was obtained.
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5.3*3 Determination of damping factors.
In this investigation the response of the box structures . 
to Vibration stimuli is required. In the ideal case all 
the excitation ener ! put into the system is converted into 
response motion. In practice this is not so.
When the structural material is cyclically stressed, 
ener ! is lost either through radiation to the surrounding 
medium or is dissipated in the material. There are various 
commonly accepted theories [5]& [47]. In structural damping the 
assumption of hysteretic damping has been found to be a 
realistic concept where damping is proportional to displace­
ment rather than velocity as in viscous damping. The 
equation of motion
mx + cx + kx t= FQ sin tut
then becomes
mx + (1 + )kx = Fq sin wt (5*10)
where ^ the non dimensional damping loss factor is defined 
as the ratio of the ener ! loss per cycle to 2i times the 
ener ! stored during that cycle. For linear systems 
for small amplitudes, ^ is usually 
taken as a constant, at the natural frequency 
oor . Although this is not strictly correct at other 
frequencies it is acceptable because the response in a 
lightly damped structure is deoendant on ^  only at its 
natural frequency:^ snd would be virtually insignificant 
elsewhere. This holds for multi-degrees of freedom systems 
if any possible coupling of modes due to damping is neglected.
From Chapter one eqn‘1.2 the calculation of the receptance of 
the box structure requires the knowledge of this damping 
loss factor. This is calculated experimentally using its 
frequency response curve (fig. 5*9)
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The separation ( ib* ) between the frequencies associated 
with the points A and B, where x/xQ = 1//2, increases with 
damning. The non-dimensional ratio ( ) is therefore
a basis for determination of the damping loss factor \  .
i
The method used, of determining the damping loss factor of 
a structure from its resonance curve is known as the half 
power point method. The name originates in the relevant 
points A and B which are known as half power points since the 
power during steady state conditions in a linear system is 
proportional to the square of its amplitude. These points
for each mode of vibration of the structure are therefore
experimentally obtained and the corresponding frequencies 
used to calculate the damping loss factor for that parti­
cular mode.
This method worked satisfactorily for the preliminary work, 
where simple beams and plates were used, having their 
individual resonance peaks well defined and separate.
However for the box structure itself, aoart from the lowest 
natural frequencies, some overlaooing and coupling of modes 
occur* As a result aoproximate values were used, based 
upon experience gained on the simpler structures and 
assumotion of unimodal damping at the higher frequeucies.
Unfortunately in the event it was found that the method
used was not comoletely satisfactory and possibly an over­
simplification and gave rise to inaccuracies in the 
calculated response values in the higher frequency regions. 
Other methods of experimentally measuring the damping of 
structures exist ( Kennedy and Pancu O48] , Pendered and 
Bishop [1+3} and Bert Lb-9] ) which may therefore be more 
profitably used.
5.3*4 Determination of response to random excitation
The PRBS signal described in section 3.6 was chosed as a^  
suitable excitation signal to simulate random excitation of 
the box structure. The parameters of the particular PRBS 
signal chosen to excite the box was described previously 
in section 5.2. In order to ensure adequate stimulation 
of close adjacent resonance peaks, sufficient numbers of 
spectral lines must be chosen. Thus sequences containing 
512 and 1024 samples were used.
Since response frequencies of up to 100 Hz were required the
sampling rate necessary to satisfy the Nyquist criterion,
as described in section 5.2, is at least twice this. On
the equipment available, the sampling rate is determined by
the clock frequency f and the nearest frequency availablecwas 300 Hz. Two complete sets of values were obtained, using afirstAclock frequency of 300 Hz and after that the next higher 
clock frequency of 1000 Hz. Since the clock frequency is 
also the highest frequency of the signal, a low pass filter 
was necessary to prevent aliasing (section 5.2).
The points chosen at which the cross correlation measurements 
were obtained are shown in fig. 5.8. The exciter probe was 
first positioned at one of the points required. The air "ap 
was then checked using the appropriate calibration curves 
and adjusted if necessary to a predetermined value. The PRBS 
signal was then applied to be main coils of the exciter via a 
power amplifier (and a d.c. bias to the secondary coil) and 
displayed on the oscilloscope is shown in the block diagram 
(fig. 5*10). A true RMS random noise voltmeter was used to 
measure the excitation signal. The response signal picked 
up by the displacement transducer is also displayed on the 
oscilloscope and fed into the time domain analyser and a 
narrow bad analyser. Care is taken to record the position 
at which measurements were made as well as*all the ampli­
fication factors of both the excitation and response signals 
for converting back into the original units later.
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The time domain analyser calculates the cross correlation 
function of the excitation and the response signals and 
produces it.on. paper tape via an interface with a teletype.
The paper tape produced is compatible with the paper tape 
readers.in the ICL 1907 computer where it is to be processed 
using the FFT program described in the next section. The 
procedure is then repeated at each of the points shown in 
fig. 5*8, a different point receptance being obtained at 
each respective point as it is position dependant as discussed 
in section 3*3. The instrumentation used is shown in Plate 15*
5•4 The Fourier Transform computer program
In this work the response spectral density of the box 
structure is calculated from the receptance of the box 
structure system (section 5'.1) as obtained experimentally 
by the Fourier Transformation of the cross correlation 
function of the PRBS excitation to the box and the resultant 
response of the box.
In chapter 3 it was seen that a considerable saving in the 
number of complex multiplications and additions is made using 
the Fast Fourier Transform algorithmn. The resulting time 
saving achieved also enables the Fourier transform to be 
obtained much more economically than by the normal straight­
forward operation.
The Fourier transform computer programs developed, M0JFTM1 
and M0JFTM2 (fig. 5*11), contains both the FFT and the DFT 
algorithms in separate subroutines either of which can be 
called up. M0JFTM1 is used for transformation of correlation 
functions containing up to 512 points, and can be run as aCcrapu+ecsmall express job on the University whereas M0JFTM2 has to be 
run as a medium priority job and is used for the transform­
ation involving more than 1024 points.
The cross correlation function of the excitation and the 
response of the structure is obtained from the time domain 
analyser in the form of a paper tape via an interface with 
a teletype in a code compatible with the computer. This 
program is written to read this data directly off the paper 
tape displaying the cross correlation function on a 
graphical output (see chapter 7,fig. 7.14) as well as on a 
lineprinter output with the exact values obtained, for an 
immediate and more accurate output (fig. 7.15). The results 
of the Fourier transformation (the receptance) may also be 
graphically displayed as well as printed out on the computer 
lineprinter output. Finally the response spectral density 
is calculated (section 3*2) and displayed in the same manner. 
This program also has the facility for producing a linear
Figure 5*11 Computer program MOJFTM flowchart.
( Read in data on paper tape )
2 data No—>- Set up zeroes
yes
( Display input data on graph plotter")-
No—>-
v
Compute FFT Compute DFT
v
(^Print out result of pourier transform ^
( Specify Excitation RMS value )
V
Calculate excitation power spectral density
Calculate K factor
Calculate receptance of system
t
(Specify amplification of pickup )
\'
Calculate box response P.S.D.r \/
Degree ojr smoothing required
>f
( P r i n t g r a p h  response P.S«D^)
(End
or a logarithmic graph as chosen.
Also incorporated into the computer program package developed 
are subroutines using which%smoothing of the coarse peaky 
results could be obtained. Figures 7f. 16-7.21'. are typical 
traces of the response power spectral density obtained at 
the same point but using a pair of PRBS signals of different 
sequence lengths and with various degrees of smoothing.
This is done by avera#$ng (2N' + 1) adjacent values to give 
smoother #%&phs as N is increased. This, as discussed in 
Rewland [39] , also has the effect of improving the statistical 
accuracy of the result (at the expense of frequency 
resolution) which now becomes
new
so that from eqn (5«8)
(Be)new = (2N + 1) (Be)old • (5al)
The superiority of the FFT algorithm is clearly demonstrated 
in the following requirements for two jobs one using the 
FFT and the other the DFT algorithm on a sample of 512 points. 
The former required less than 2 x 512 x log2(512) computer 
manipulations compared with 512^, and took 80 sec and 971 sec 
respectively. The saving achieved on a sample of 1024 points 
would be even greater.
The results obtained using these computer programs are given 
in chapter 7.
Chapter 6 The computer application
Summary . ''' •
The previous chapter describes the experimental derivation 
of the response of the box structure. Here a computer 
prediction of the same is described.
6*1 Response prediction
Prom chapter 3 (equation 3*14) it was shown that the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes could be used to calculate the 
receptance of a structure from which the response power 
spectral density to any known excitation can be predicted.
This section deals with the application of this method to 
the prediction of the response power spectral density of the 
box structure to the PRBS excitation used. The natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of the box in free vibrations 
were calculated using the finite element method (chapter 2). 
The hysteretic damping loss coefficients were found experi­
mentally (section 5«3»3). The excitation power spectral 
density to the box itself was found experimentally (chapter 4)
The receptance of a structure, given in terms of its natural 
frequencies and mode shapes, is given by equation 6.1
l*dp (if)> 2 =5 16/ M r2[(f^ ! + |r2 0  _(6*1) ■
AIn the equation only mode shapes, in relative units, such
as that given by a finite element analysis are required.
The actual units of the calculated receptance are given
by the generalised mass M used, by specifying the units
in which the mass of the structure is chosen and will be
discussed later in this section. In this work using the
S.I. units of measurement in M the predicted receptance2 2squared will be in m /N •
In the experimental work both the excitation and response 
measurements were concerned with transverse displacements 
of the top surface of the box. In the computation of the 
receptance of the structure .therefore only the transverse 
displacement degrees of freedom are required. In the 
finite element idealisation, the open ended box structure 
is divided into twenty-four elements as shown in fig. 6.1.
This gives a total of 50 transverse degrees of freedom which 
describe the deflected shape of the structure in each 
vibration mode. This will also be required in the calculation 
of M , the generalised mass for the r - th mode of vibration 
of the structure, (eqn 6.2)
In the choice of the number of natural frequencies and.mode 
shapes required to adequately determine the receptance, by 
considering its magnitude it will be seen that only frequencies 
in the immediate vicinity of the natural frequencies are 
important. The frequencies of interest are taken to range 
up to 100 Hz, covering some twenty natural frequencies of 
the box structure. The computation requires that sufficient 
natural frequencies be taken for conver'ence to the true 
value at the upper frequency limit. However, frequencies 
much above this becomes redundant as their contribution is 
negligible. Also since comparison with experimental results 
is one of the main aims of this work, the range of the rangg 
of the instrumentation must also be considered. In this 
case only the lower frequency limit of 20 Hz is important as 
the upper limit is well above the 100 Hz limit chosen.
Therefore in the computation only the 21 natural frequencies 
and their corresponding mode shapes occuring within this band 
of frequencies are required.
In the calculation of the generalised mass of the structure 
when vibrating in mode r
where x represents the points at which a "transverse degree of 
freedom occurs and m is the mass of the structure assumed 
to be -.evenly distributed amongst these points. A summation 
is then taken of the product of the square of the mode shape 
and the distributed mass over the points on the structure.
(6.2)

The receptance is then calculated according to equation
6.1 summing over the number of nodes required. Once 
the receptance is obtained, the response spectral density . 
is calculated according to ‘equation 6.3.
Sd(f) = |oi(if) |2 Sp(f) (6.3)
where now both the excitation power spectral density Sp(f) 
and the receptance c*(if) is known.
6.2 The Finite Element Computer program package
From chapter 2 it was shown how the finite element method, 
of analysis was applied to the predictitin of the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of a box structure in free 
vibration. In the previous section it was further shown that
the natural:frequencies and mode shapes could he.used to
calculate the receptance of the box and from it to predict
the response power spectral density if the damping and
excitation power spectral density were known. In chapter 5 
the experimental derivation of both the damping and the 
excitation power spectral density has been described. A 
computer based prediction of the resoonse oower spectral 
density of the box is therefore possible and was carried out.
The suite of computer programs is given in full in Appendix 3 
but a brief description of their development and details of 
their operation will be discussed here. Because of the size 
of the problem the comoutation was divided into 7 programs 
each communicating with the following program via a magnetic 
tape or disc peripheral. This strategy also enabled each 
program to be developed independently of the others and in 
fact each program was developed and run on different. 
computers.
The various programs were written and tested on the Sheffield 
Polytechnic’s IBM 1130 computer, a small machine now 
gradually being replaced by a new IBM 360. The IBM 1130 has 
a core store of only 10K so that from the start it was 
realised that the actual computations would have to be done 
on that of the collaborating institution in this project, 
the University of Sheffield. This was a ICL 1907 computer, 
a medium sized computer with up to 70K of core -stora(e.
The programs v/ere therefore v/ritten in a Fortran language 
subset that was common to both computers.
In 1974 the University acquired a share of the use of the CDC 
7600 of the University of Manchester Regional Computing Centre 
with the installation of a satellite terminal. This is a 
lar(e and fast machine with up to 124K of stora(e available
for any job. The programs were therefore modified to run 
on this computer to take advantage of the much faster 
computing times.
The first program M0JFEM1 fig. 6.2 calculates the stiffness 
matrix for the element for the specified element geometry 
and the material properties. It then assembles all the 
element matrices into their proper places in the system 
stiffness matrix for the box structure as shown previously 
in fig. 6.1. This is then written to a file for stora)e.
The same. procedure is then followed for the mass matrices 
re-using matrices previously used for the stiffness matrices.
M0JFEM2 fig. 6.3 then retrives the stiffness matrix for the 
complete box and reduces out the redundant degrees of free­
dom caused by the boundary conditions specified. A check 
is then made for the preservation of symmetry in the matrix 
after which it is written back to the stora)e file. This 
is repeated for the mass matrix.
M0JFEM3 fig* 6.4 checks that the final reduced mass matrix 
i s ’positive definite’ a necessary condition for the physical 
system (see section 2.9).
The problem has by this stage been fully set up and M0JFEM4 
fig. 6.5 is the solution program solving the resulting 
eigenproblem. The alternative program MOJFEMD fig. 6.6 is 
used if the mass matrix is found to be non-positive definite. 
As may be expected this phase demands the most core and also 
takes the bulk of the total computing time of the whole suite 
of programs. Standard library subroutines are used which 
perform the various operations described in section 2.9 and 
are outlined in Appendix 2. From the solution of the eigen­
value problem the natural frequencies mode shapes of the box 
are calculated and written to file stora)e.
M0JFEM5 fig 6.7 selects the required number of natural
frequencies and the degrees of freedom to give the normal*modes as prescribed in the previous section and creats a 
stora)e file from which a paper tape can be obtained.
M0JFEM6 fig. 6.8 then creats another file from this paper 
tape for the final program which is run locally on the ICL .
Figure 6.2 Computer program K0JFEM1 flowchart.
-«*•
Clear all matrices & re-use
Assemble into complete stiffness matrix
Assemble into complete stiffness matrix
Assemble into complete stiffness matrix
Reorder into element optimum directions
Write to magnetic disc or tape stora*e file
Read in box configuration mesh specified
Calculate element stretch matrix & combine
Calculate XY plane element bend stiffness matrix
Calculate element matrix as above, 
optimise & rotate into YZ plane
Calculate element stiff matrix optimise 
& rotate into ZX plane
(Print )
I. Print)
Print )
-(Print ~)
.( Print)
(Print)
End
Stop
Assemble into complete mass matrix
Assemble into complete mass matrix
Assemble into complete mass matrix
Calculate XY plane element bend mass matrix
Reorder into element optimum directions
Calculate element stretch matrix & combine
Write to magnetic disc or tape stora+e file
Calculate element matrix as above 
optimise & rotate into YZ plane
Calculate element mass matrix optimise 
& rotate into ZX plane
;( Print )
( Print )
Print )
Figure 6.3 Computer program M0JFEM2 flowchart.
^ Read K from magnetic tape file ^
Set mes
( Set boundary conditions control matrix
Print boundary conditions
Print resultant stiffness matrix
( Write to backing store reduced K
matrix from tape filej)m  mass
Print out resultant mass matrix
Reduce mass matrix as per control matrix
Check symmetry of resultant stiffness matrix
Reduce out fixed boundary degrees of freedom in 
stiffness matrix using above control matrix
Write reduced matrices to magnetic tape file
End
Figure 6.4 Computer program M0JFEM3 flowchart.
End
Print out results
Check if stiffness matrix is singular
Check whether mass matrix is positive definite
Read in reduced matrices from magnetic tape file
Figure 6.5 Computer program M0JFEM4 flowchart.
Read from file boundary conditions, stiffness and mass matrices
( Print matrices
Print natural frequencies and mode shape T)
Write natural frequencies and mode shapes to data file
End
Calculate natural frequencies
Calculate Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Check if mass matrix cositive definite
Figure 6.6 Computer program MOJFEMD (optional) flowchart
Read in boundary conditions, stiffness and mass matrices
(Specify accuracy required in calculations^
-1Print K matrix
(Print resultant unsymmetric matrix
( Print balanced matrix j
End
Balance matrix
Reduce to upper Hessenber, form
Calculate [K~ ][m ] matrix
Check if stiffness matrix singular
Calculate inverse of stiffness matrix
Form matrix of accummulated transformations
Print natural frequencies
( Print Eigenvectors of structure"^
Write to data file
End
Calculate Eigenvectors of original problem
Calculate natural frequencies from Eigenvalues
Compute Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of upper Hessenber- ./0rix
Figure 6.7 Computer program M0JFEM5 flowchart.
^Read from file 
t
‘ natural frequencies, mode shapes and ^ 
>oundary configuration >
r ; _ = r
r
Select number of natural frequencies and mode shape
required
7
(" Print out selection )
Creat new disc stora1e file')
f
^Output selected natural frequencies and mode shapes^
on paper taoe
End
Figure 6>8 Computer program M0JFEM6 flowchart.
Read from paper tape natural frequencies and mode shapes 
and boundary conditions
(^Print data read)
Creat magnetic tape MOJAMAGDATA 1
7
End
Figure 6.9 Computer program M0JFEM7 flowchart.
( Head in data from magnetic tape ^
( Head in damping factors )
Yes ^ 'Print all input data J)
Check input data?
1' No
Calculate mass factor DM
r
Compile list of Degrees of Freedom
(Print mode shape with transverse Degrees of Freedom only~J
No— p. Interoolate
Major node?
Yes
( Read in input excitation spons ^
cfT ( Print and graph j
( Display excitation spectral density )
(Specify excitation and response positions 3
( D i splay point(s) chosen')
Completed dumber of modes?
Yes
No
Modify mode shape
Calculate equivalent masses
Major node ?
Yes
No
Completed number of modes?
No
Completed number of points?
Print and graph
Calculate receptance
Display receptance
Calculate response spectral density
^ Print and graph response snectral d e n s i t y ^
f '
^  Print maximum frequency ^
End
1907 computer. This is because having calculated the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of the structure, the receptances 
of the box at a lar2e number of points and calculations .of 
the response spectral densities can be obtained. These are 
run as small express jobs while can be executed more econo­
mically and with faster turn round times on the local computer 
with graph plots produced.
M0JFEM7 fig. 6.9 computes the response power spectral density 
at any chosen point from natural frequencies and normal modes 
of the box given the damping factors and the excitation power 
spectral density. A peripheral 2raph plot of the excitation 
and the response power spectral density is output with an 
additional line printer output for more accurate checking 
purposes.
The following is a table of the various programs, the core 
requirements and the solution times for the twenty-four 
element^mesh idealisation shown in fig. 6,1.
Program Core (Kwords) Time (Sec.)
M0JFEM1. 39 4.0
M0JFEM2 57 0.8
M0JFEM3 44 6.5
M0JFEM4 55 17.0
MOJFEMD (optional) 70 88.0
M0JFEM5 24 0.3
MQJFEM6 18 10.0
M0JFEM7 19 72.0
Chapter 7 Results
Summary
In this chapter results of the investigation of natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of beams, plates and boxes 
are presented. Further results of work leading up to 
the response of the box structure to random excitation 
are also presented.
7.1 Natural frequencies and mode shapes
Section 5.3.1 describes how the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of beams, plates and box structures were obtained.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of a beam simply 
supported at both ends and a beam fully fixed at both ends 
are presented in Table 7.1. The first five natural frequen­
cies and mode shapes of a plate fully fixed all round are 
presented in Table 7.2.
The twenty-one natural frequencies of an open ended folded 
plate box type structure, fixed at the four corners of its 
base, existing within the frequency range 0 to 100 Hz are 
given in Table 7.3. Their corresponding mode shapes are 
illustrated in fig. 7.1 to 7.11. The first mode predicted 
at 5.6 Hz was not checked experimentally as equipment 
available only measured down to 20 Hz. However, a swaying 
mode was apparent at a very low frequency which seemed to 
correspond to this mode. The other modes have been stimu­
lated experimentally and both the experimental and predicted 
results are presented here.
Table 7.1 Results of beam analysis (fully- fixed ends)
Mode shape Natural frequency (Hz.)
jDamping'
Exact Ener3y (ff) Expt. factor (*|)
// . . . x — \ / 43.8 43.9 43.2 0.020
y
//
X
/ 121.0 123 .0 117.0 0.007//s v . . y
// .X'X •' X s 238.1 240.0 223.9 0.006/s —  x /
/ X X  /X, '/ 392.0 397.0 361.0 0.004//s **
y/ X  ' X ' 585.0 592.0 545.0 0.003/S/ //
Results of beam analysis (simply-suoported ends)
Mode shape Natural frequency (Hz.) DampingExact Ener3y Che.) Expt. ! factor (*]) I
- - - -x 19.5 19.5 13.8 0.018
— x.;----— x 78.1 78.1 62.0 0.007
r  . 176.0 176.0 145.0 0.008 ji
X - X - ..--.-z-i 313.0 313.0 289.0 0.006 !
488.0 488.0 458.0 0.003
Table 7.2 Results of plate investigation (fixed all round)
Length = 0.78m.
Width = 0.22m.
Thickness = 0.0006lm.
Mode shape Natural frequency
m n Expt. F.E. Energy
2 2 53.3 Hz 67.2 69.1
3 2 69.5 75.0 74.7
4 2 79.5 84.1 84.9
5 2 92.5 101.4 99.8
6 2 111.0 118.5 120.1
m = Number of half^wavelengths in x direction, 
n = Number of half-wavelengths in y direction.
The finite element analysis is made using 8 elements.
I
The results of Tables 7.1 and 7.2 were obtained principally 
to show that the finite element programs were working satis­
factorily. The close agreement between the finite element 
results and other calculated results showed this to be the 
case. The experimentally obtained natural frequencies for 
the plate and for the simply supported beam are both low-.
This can be attributed to the fact that the required boundary 
conditions in these cases were not fully achieved in the 
experimental apparatus. No action was taken to improve 
these boundary conditions as these structures did not form a 
major part of the work.
Analytical Experimental
5.6 Hz
22.4 
27.6
31.8
36.4 
38.1
47.0
48.5
49.0 
54.3
59.0 
62.7
67.9
69.2
70.3
70.9
75.0
80.0 
81.0
91.0
98.0
24.6 Hz 
27.2
32.8
37.0
42.4
49.5
53.1
55.1
58.6
62.4
66.8
68.2 
70.8
72.7
74.7 
77.6
84.4 
88.0
96.5 
105.6
Table 7.3 Natural frequencies of box structure
**nam
Figure 7«1 1st. and 2nd. mode shapes of the box.
Figure 7>2 3rd. and. 4th-. mode shape of box.
Figure 7.3 5th. and 6th. mode shapes of the box
Figure 7.4 7th. and 8th. mode shapes of the box
Figure 7.5 9th. and 10th. mode shapes of the box
Figure 7.6 11th. and 12th. mode shapes of the box.
Figure 7.7 13th. and 14th. mode shapes of the
15th. and 16th. mode shapes of the box
Figure 7.9 17th. and 18th. mode shapes of the box.
Figure 7.10 19th, and 20th. mode shapes of the box
Figure 7*11 21st. m.ode shape of the box.
2-
7.2 Response calculations
The response of the open ended box is presented here in 
the form of its power spectral density. The excitation 
used experimentally and simulated on the computer predict­
ions (fig. 7.12) is a filtered PRBS signal applied to the 
non-contacting exciter probe developed. The results have 
been obtained using three different techniques for com­
parison purposes,
(a) using the box receptance as calculated from the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes predicted by a finite element 
analysis of the structure, and with the excitation power 
spectral density and damping factors obtained experimentally.
(b) as obtained using the cross correlation of the excita­
tion and response signals giving the system impulse response 
function which is Fourier transformed to give the box re­
ceptance described in section 3.4. This is then used as
in (a).
(c) by narrow band frequency analysis of the vibration 
response of the box structure using equipment described 
in chapter 5.
For spectral density calculations because of the symmetry 
of the problem only a quarter of the top surface of the 
box is illustrated in fig. 7.13. An avera4e of the results 
for the other remaining part of the box has been taken 
because of slight differences obtained possibly due to 
differences in material composition or incurred during 
manufacture of the box. The results of the response power 
spectral density predicted is compared with those obtained 
experimentally for the seven points on the quar.ter box as 
shown in the figure. Less accurate experimental values 
were obtained along the edges of the box. This may be due 
to difficulties experienced during the manufacture of the 
box (a) in the cutting of the plates which make up the 
sides and in (b) soldering the plates to form the sides at 
right angles to one another.
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The excitation signal used in the tests is a PRBS signal 
with a true RMS level of 0.3 V. The input-output cross 
correlation function was obtained experimentally in the - 
form of a paper tape to be Fourier transformed on the 
computer. A typical trace of the impulse response function 
of the box as obtained during the work is plotted by the 
Fourier transform program(fig. 7.14 & 7-15).From this the 
response of the box computed by the computer program is 
obtained and also displayed on a graph plot. Typical 
results using various degrees of smoothing for a 512 point 
function are shown in fig. 7.16 to 7.18 and those for a 
1024 point function, fig. 7.19 to 7.21.
Figure 7.22 is a typical trace of the receptance of the 
box structure calculated from the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes obtained using a finite element analysis. The 
PRBS excitation signal is fed into the non-contacting 
exciter probe for which a typical excitation power spectral 
density into the box structure as shown in (fig. 7.12) is 
obtained. This is used in the calculation of the typical 
box response power spectral density (fig. 7.23) from the 
receptance obtained.
The response power spectral density of the box to this 
excitation obtained using the finite element prediction 
of the box receptance is shown in the chain-dotted lines 
in fig. 7.24 to 7.30. The full lines in the figures 
represent experimental results obtained from the cross 
correlation of the excitation and response signals. Poor 
results were obtained using direct narrow band frequency 
analysis of the response signal and are not included in 
the figures.
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Figure 7«17 The 512 point response PSD curve using a three point smoothing.
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Figure 7.18 The 512 point response PSD curve using a five point smoothing.
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Figure 7*19 A graph of a nonsmoothed 102h point response power spectral density computed.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion
Prom the results given in the previous chapter it'will be 
seen that the techniques chosen for this work in the analysis 
of folded plate box type structures have worked satisfactorily. 
The finite element method has been successfully applied to 
predict natural frequencies, and mode shapes and used to 
predict the power spectral density of the response of the 
box structures to random vibration. This is compared with 
actual experimental values obtained. The techniques used in 
the experimental investigation using the equipment developed 
during this project provides results which form a close basis 
of comparison with the predicted values.
Using the finite element method of analysis, the natural 
frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes were obtained 
for the simple beam, plate as well as the box structure. The 
finite element prediction of their natural frequencies were 
found to be within 5 % of the experimental values obtained.
The computer program suite developed to analyse .the box 
structure consists of seven subprograms each reading off 
information from the previous from a magnetic disc file, 
using it, and then writing the new information back to the 
file for the next subprogram. This strategy was found to be 
suitable for such a complex structure because of the reduced 
computer core requirements and the provision of built in 
checks at the end of each stage. Any errors can be detected 
and the computation stopped and corrected without the com­
putation going on until the very end*
The analysis of the box structure for its natural frequencies 
and normal modes using the finite element method even in the 
relatively crude model chosen gave results which compare well 
with those obtained experimentally. This shows that the 
choice of the method for the analysis of this tyne of structure 
is well justified. Also the simple four node rectangular 
element used with its twelve degrees of freedom in bending 
and eight degrees of freedom in stretching is shown to be 
adequate for the range of frequencies investigated as is
the coarse mesh employed. The finite element method often 
gives a lower bound solution but in general this is not 
known unless conforming elements are used [50 ]. Although 
theoretically the accuracy obtained in such an analysis is 
expected to conver5e to the exact solution as the mesh size 
is refined, this is limited by the size of the computer 
stora5e available. Refinement of mesh size requires increased 
computer stora5e that rapidly become prohibitive especially 
in a dynamic analysis where two lar5e matrices, the mass 
and the stiffness matrices have to be manipulated 
simultaneously. Some existing techniques for reducing 
the size of these matrices are reviewed in Appendix 2.
The simplest way of reducing the mass matrix is to 
use lumped masses but this may lead to some lowering of 
accuracy (Zienkiewwicz [20]). Techniques such as sub­
structuring and reduction of degrees of freedom by conden­
sation also allow the lar5er problems to be fitted onto the 
smaller computers using backing store but.at the expense of 
increased computing time.
Methods considering only the transverse degrees of freedom 
(Vysloulch et al T51J) have been tried. More recently the 
use of reduced numbers of degrees of freedom per node eg. 
by using loof elements (Irons [52]) or relaxed continuity 
elements (Patterson & Heng [53]) have been developed.
Despite the disadvantage of the tapering shape of the force 
spectrum produced, the closeness of agreement between natural 
frequencies and mode shapes predicted and actual experimental 
values justifies the use of the non-contacting exciter/pickup 
probe developed since.contacting, transducers may shift the 
natural frequencies or distort the corresponding mode shapes 
obtained. The overheating and frequency doubling effects of 
the non-contacting exciter have been overcome although the 
lower force output at the higher frequencies may lead to 
inaccuracies in that region. It is anticipated that this 
frequency dependance caused by what is basically an inductance 
circuit may be overcome using an active resistance-capacitance 
circuit in parallel with.the exciter probe. In the present 
work this was not done and in the prediction of the response
power spectral density of the box, this was taken into account 
in the specification of the input power, spectral density. The 
non-contacting vibration pickup probe would probably be more 
accurate than convectional contacting ones especially on the 
light structures investigated. It was found that this capaci­
tance probe was fully applicable over the frequency range, 
gap distance and amplitudes of vibration used.
In the use of discrete excitation to measure natural frequen-:; 
cies and mode shapes of the box structure, the closeness of 
the higher modes and the necessarily low level of excitation 
to maintain linearity allowed only the lower natural frequen­
cies and mode shapes to be easily identifiable. Also because 
the tests were preformed in a laboratory situated close to a 
busy main road, considerable extraneous noise was detected 
which may excite resonance modes adjacent to the one under 
investigation. The upper frequency limit chosen of 100 Hz 
was found to be sufficient, containing over twenty modes and 
furthermore it became difficult to distinguish between several 
adjacent modes which were closely bunched together just above 
100 Hz. The ascertainment of mode shapes required repeated 
measurements taken at a sufficiently lar6e number of points 
on the structure to determine the resonance mode. This became 
increasingly tedious especially at the higher modes.
The correlation technique has been used to give the impulse 
response function from which the receptance of the box system 
is obtained. The calculation of the cross correlation func­
tion, although more practicable than measuring the structural 
impulse response function, is often both time consuming and 
laborious. The use of the PRBS signal considerably eases 
the calculations and yet retains the requirement of being 
random white noise for the correlation calculations. Also 
its parameters are easily set to approximate a random signal 
in its frequency content, excitation amplitude and probability 
distribution and yet is completely repeatable. The PRBS 
correlation method used to obtain the receptance of the box 
structure gave frequencies within 5 /£ of the predicted values. 
In some cases especially at the higher frequencies it is 
perhaps more reliable than those obtained using sine wave
tests because extraneous noise is eliminated doing the cor­
relation phase. Because of this and despite the generally 
lower level of the excitation signals used, whilst agreeing
with the frequencies obtained by the sine sweep test to
%within 1 %, the clear superiority of the correlation technique 
employed is illustrated in its giving consistant results 
throughout in the calculation of the response power spectral 
density. The use of the automatically recorded cross correlat­
ion function on the PRBS system built up, considerably eased 
a task which took up to nine hours for a 1024 point correlation 
This also enabled better results to be obtained, taken over­
night during the quieter late evenings, and early mornings.
The FFT computer program which calculates the receotance of 
the structure from its impulse response function is completely 
general and can be used for beam plates or box structures.
Data input is chosen to be in the form of paper tape which is 
easily stored and also is not easily shuffled unlike the more 
conventional data cards. The provision of output in the form 
of drawings as well as values on the line printer 7ives an 
accurate and fast means of checking both input data as well 
as calculated values. Graph plots are also produced for 
ease of stora7e and display purposes.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the box calculated 
using the finite element method was used to derive the 
receptance of the box structure using experimentally obtained 
damping factors. Calculation of receptance from natural 
frequencies and mode shapes obtained using the finite 
element method, is carried out using .
Although only the top surface of the box structure is consider­
ed, the method is however applicable to all sides of the box 
taking each side in turn. Only natural frequencies up to 
100 Hz were considered and therefore the 21 natural frequen­
cies and mode shapes in that region are used. For the ■*
|^(if) |
[l6ir4 {(fr 2 -  f 2 ) 2 + « l r f r 4 } ]
(8.1)
calculation of CC only these natural frequencies and mode 
shapes play an important part; higher ones have.a negligible 
contribution. This part of the finite element computer - 
program is completely general;' beams, plates and boxes may 
be analysed by the input of its natural frequencies and 
mode shapes at specified points and corresponding damping 
factors. The excitation power spectral density produced 
by the non-contacting exciter probe was not a flat one 
despite the use of a substantially white PRBS signal* This ' 
also had to be taken into account in the computation.
The response of the box type structure is obtained in the
form of its power spectral density, using equation (8.2)
Sd(w) = |ot(if)|2 Sp(u) (8.2)
This is commonly used in the calculation of response mean
square value, probability distribution, etc. in random 
work. The resoonse power spectral density of 'the box 
structure obtained experimentally compares satisfactorily 
with the predicted values especially in the lower frequency 
region. In this region the predicted response power spectral 
density agrees with the experimental values obtained to 
within 1 dB (about 25 % difference). At the higher frequen­
cies however the predicted results appear to be attenuated. 
Avera8e discrepancy between predicted spectral density values 
an actual values here are in the region of 4-5 dB. This may 
perhaps be caused by the following:
(a) slight differences (up to 5 %) between computed and
actual natural frequencies ( since the computed natural 
frequencies were used in the prediction of the response 
power spectral densities ) ? .
(b) the lower excitation output at the higher frequency 
region by the non-contacting probe, and therefore greater 
interference effects,
(c) inaccuracies involved in the manufacture of the box, and
(d) a review of the damping assumptions used may also be 
applicable.
The apparatus, techniques employed and computer software 
developed during this project forms a convenient point from 
which extension to a two exciter investigation of random 
excitation of light folded plate box type structures may 
be carried out. Although a PRBS signal is used, a true 
random signal is easily substituted if a suitable correlator 
is available. Also from equation 8.2 the analysis is not 
limited to that of a flat excitation spectrum. The design 
of a compact exciter pickup probe resulted in measurement 
of excitation and response at the same point of the structure. 
Again the analysis is also applicable to investigations where 
the structure is excited at one point and measured at a dif­
ferent point.
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Appendix 1
The stiffness and mass matrices
The 24 x 24 stiffness matrix K
The lower triangle of the symmetrical matrix is given below
where A = length B = width
A Bpoisson's ratio thickness
C = Et3  ■ . ■
12(1 - v 2 )AB
D = Et
12(1 - v2)
K 1# 1) = D ( (4.0/P) + (2 . Ox (1.0-v ) xP) )K 2,1) = D (3.O x (1.0+ v)/2.0)K 2,2) =- D ((4.OxP)+(2.O x (1.0-v)/P))K 3,1) = 0K 3,2) = 0
K 3,3) = C ((4.OxP2)+(4.0/P2)+2.8-(0.8xv))K 4,1) = 0
K 4,2) = 0K 4,3) = C ( ((2.OxP2)+(0.2)+(0.8xv))xB)K 4,4) = C ( ((4.0xP2/3,0)+(4.0x(1.0-v)/15.0))x(B2))K 5,1) = 0
K 5,2) = 0K 5,3) = C ( ((2.0/P2)+(0.2)+0.8xv))x(-A))
K 5,4) = C(-vxAxB)K 5,5) = C ( ( (4.0/(3.OxP2)) + ((4.0x(l-v))/15.0x(AxA))K 6,1) to K (6, 6) = 0K 7,1) = D ((2,0/P)-(2.O x (1.0-v)xP))K 7,2) = D(-3.0x(1.0-3.0xv)/2.0)K 7,3) to K (7,6) = 0K 7,7) : =' D ((4.0/P)+(2.O x (1.0-v )xP))K 8,1) = D (3.O x (1.0-(3.0xv))/2.0)
K 8,2) = D ((-4.OxP)+((1.0-v)/P))K 8,3) to K (8, 6) = 0
K 8,7) = D(-3.0x(1.0+v)/2.0)K 8,8) = D ( (4 . OxP) + (2. Ox (1.0- v) /PK 9,1) = 0K 9,2) = 0K 9,3) = C ( (2.0/P2)~ (4.OxP2)-2.8+(4.Oxv/5.0) )K 9,4) s= C( ((2..OxP2) + ( (1.0-v)/5.0) )x(-B))K 9,5) = C ( ((~1.0/P2)+((1.0+(4.0xv))/5.0))xA)K 9,6) to K (9 , 8) = 0K 9,9) = C( (4.0x P2) + (2.8)-(0. 8xv) + (4,0/P2))K 10,1) = 0K 10,2) = 0K 10,3) = C( ((2 .OxP2) + (1 .0-v)/5 .OxB)K 10,4) = C( ( (2.0xP2/3.0) = ( (1-v )/15.0) )x(BxB) )K 10,5) = 0
K 10,6) to K (10,8) = 0
K 10,9) = C( ( (2.OxP2) + (0. 2) + (0. 8xv ) )x(-B) )K 10,10) . = C( ( (4.0xP2/3.0) + (4.0x(1.0- v) )/15.0)x(BxB) )
K 11 1 ) = 0
K 11 2 ) = 0
K 11 3) = Ci( ( 1 . 0 + ( 4 . 0 x v ) ) / 5 . 0 ) ) x A )K 11 4) = 0
K 11 5) = C ( ( 2 . 0 / ( 3 . O x P 2 ) ) = ( 4 . O x ( 1 . 0 - v ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x ( A x A ) )
K 11 6 ) t o K 11, 8) =  0
K 11 9 ) = C ( ( - 2 . 0 / P 2 ) - ( 0 . 8 x v )  ) x A )
K 11 10) = C v x A x B )
K 11 11) = c ( ( 4 . 0 / 3 . O x P 2 ) )  +  ( 4 , 0 x ( 1 . 0 - v ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x ( A x A ) )
K 12 1 ) t o K 12 , 12) =  0
K 13 1) = D ( - 2 . 0/ P ) - ( ( 1 . 0- v ) x P ) )
K 13 2 ) = D ( - 3 . O x ( 1 . 0+ v ) / 2 . 0 ) )
K 1 3 3 ) t o K 1 3 , 6 )  =  0
K 1 3 7 ) = D ( -  4 . 0/ P ) + ( ( 1 . 0 - v  ) x P ) )
K 1 3 8 ) = D ( - 3 . O x ( 1 - ( 3 . O X v ) ) / 2 . 0 ) )
K 13 9 ) t o K 1 3 , 1 2 )  =  0
K 1 3 1 3 ) = D ( 4 . 0/ P ) +  (2 . O x ( 1 . 0- v ) x P )
K 14 1 ) = D - 3 . O x ( 1 . 0+ v ) / 2 . 0 )
K 14 2 ) = D ( - 2 . O x P ) - ( ( 1 . 0 - v ) / P ) )
K 14 3) t o K 1 4 , 6 )  =  0
K 14 7) = D ( 3 . O x ( 1 . 0- ( 3 . 0x v ) ) / 2 . 0 ) )
K 14 8 ) = D ( 2 . O x P ) - ( 2 . O x ( 1 . 0 - v ) / P ) )
K 14 9) t o K 1 4 , 1 2 )  =  0
K 1 4 1 3 ) = D ( 3 . O x (1 . 0+ v ) / 2 . 0 ) )
K 14 1 4 ) = D (4 . O x (1 . 0- v )/ P ))
K 1 5 1 ) = 0
K 1 5 2 ) = 0
K 15 3) = C ( - 2 . O x P2 ) - ( 2 . 0 / P 2 ) + ( 2 . 8 ) - ( 0 . 8x v ) )
K 15 4) = C ( - P 2 + ( ( l - v ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x B )
K 15 5) = c (( - 1 . 0 / P 2 ) + ( ( l - v ) / 5 . 0 ) ) x ( - A )
K 15 6) t o K 1 5 , 8 )  = 0
K 15 9 ) = C ( - 2 . O x ( ( 2 . 0 / P 2 ) - ( 1 4 . 0 - ( 4 . 0 x v ) ) / 5 . 0 ) )
K 15 10) — C ( ( - P 2 + ( 1 . 0 +  (4 . Oxv  ) ) / 5  . 0 )  ) x  (B)  )
K 15 11) = C ((2 . O / P 2)+( ( 1 . 0 - v )/ 5 . 0 ) )xA)
K 1 5 12) t o K 1 5 , 1 4 )  =  0
K 1 5 1 5 ) = C ( 4 . O x P 2 ) +  ( 4 . 0 / P 2 ) +  ( 2 .  8 ) - ( 0 . 8x v ) )
K 16 1) = 0
K 16 2 ) = 0
K 16 3) = c ( P2- ( ( l - v ) / 5 . 0 ) ) x ( B ) )
K 16 4 ) = c ( ( P2/ 3 . 0 )  + ((1-v ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x (Bx B ) )
K 16 5) t o K 1 6 , 8 )  = 0
K 16 9) — C ( - P 2 + ( 1 . 0 + ( 4 . O x v ) ) / 5 . 0 ) x B )
K 16 10) = C ((2 . O x P2)/ 3 . 0 ) - ( ( 4 . O x ( 1 . 0 - v ) ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x ( B x B ) )
K 16 I D t o K 1 6 , 1 4 )  = 0
K 1 6 1 5 ) = C ( ( - 2 . O x P2) - ( 0 . 2 ) - ( 0 . 8 x v ) )x B )
K 16 1 6 ) = c ( ( 4 . Ox P 2/ 3 . 0 ) + ( 4 . 0 x (1-v )/ 1 5 . 0 ) ) x (Bx B ) )
K 1 7 1) = 0
K 1 7 2 ) = 0 "
K 17 3) = c ( 1 . 0 / P 2 ) -  ( ( 1 - v )  / 5 . 0 ) )  x  ( - A )
K 17 4 ) = 0
K 17 5) = c ( ( 1 . 0 / ( 3 . O x P 2 ) ) + ( ( l - v ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x ( A x A ) )
K 17 6 ) t o K 1 7 , 8 )  = 0
K 1 7 9) = C ( ( 2 . 0 / P 2) + ( ( 1 . 0 - v ) / 5 . 0 ) ) x ( - A ) )
K 17 10) = 0
K 1 7 11) = c ( ( 2 . 0 / ( 3 . O x P 2 ) ) - (  ( 1 . 0 - v ) / 1 5 . 0 )  ) + ( A x A )  )
K 17 12) t o K 1 7 , 1 4 )  = 0
K 17 1 5 ) = C ( (2  .0 / P 2 ) +  ( 0 . 2 )  + ( 0 .  8x v ) ) x  (A)  )
K 17 1 6 ) = C - v x A x B )
K 17 1 7 ) = C ( ( 4 . 0 / ( 3 . O x P 2 ) )  +  < 4 . 0 x ( l - v ) / 1 5 . 0 ) ) x ( A x A ) )
K 1 8 1) t o K 1 8 , 1 8 )  = 0
K 19 1) = D ((-4.0/P)+((l.O-v)xP))K 19 2) = D ((3.Ox(1.0-(3.Oxv))/2.0))
K 19 3) to K (19,6) = 0K 19 7) = D((-2.0/P)-((l.O-v)xP))K 19 8) = D((3.0x(1.0+v)/2.0))K 19 9) to K (19,12) = 0K 19 13) = D((2.0/P)-(2.0x(1.0-v)xP))K 19 14) = D ((-3 .Ox (1.0- (3.Oxv) )/2.0))K 19 15) to K (19,18) = 0K 19 19) = D((4.0/P) + (2.0x(1.0-v)xP))K 20 1) = D( (-3.0x(1.0-(3.0xv) )/2.0) )K 20 2) = D ( (2.OxP) - (2.Ox (1.0-v)/P) )K 20 3) to K (20,6) = 0K 20 7) = D ((3.Ox(1.0+v)/2.0))K 20 8) = D ((-2.OxP)-( (1.0-v)/P)K 20 9) to K (20,12) = 0K 20 13) = D( (3.0x(1.0-(3.0xv) )/2.0) )K 20 14) = D((-4.0xP)+((1.0-v)/P))
K 20 15) to K (20,18) = 0K 20 19) = D((-3.0x(1.0+v)/2.0))K 20 20) = D((4.0xP)+(2.0x(1.0-v)/P))K 21 1) = 0K 21 2) = 0
K 21 3) = C (-2.Ox((2.0/P2)-P2)-((14.0-(4.Oxv))/5.0))K 21 4) = C ( (-P2+ ((1.0+(4.Oxv))/5.0))xB)K 21 5) = C ( ((2.0/P2+ ((1.0-v)/5.0))xA)K 21 6) to K (21,8) = 0
K 21 9) = C (- (2 .OxP2) - (2.0/P 2) + (2.8) - (0. 8xv) )K 21 10) = C ( (P2 — ( (1-v) /5.0) ) xB)K 21 11) = C (((1.0/P2 (-((1-v)/5,0))x (A) )K 21 12)to K (21,14) = 0
K 21 15) = C ((2.0x((1.0/P2)-(2.OxP2)))-((14.0-(4.Oxv))/5K 21 16) = C (((2.OxP2)+((1.0-v)/5.0))xB)K 21 17) = C (((1.0/P2)-((1.0+(4.Oxv))/5.0))xA)K 21 18) to K (21,20) = 0K 21 21) = C((4.0 x P 2)+(4. 0/P2) + (2.8)~(0.8xv))K 22 1) = 0
K 22 2) = 0K 22 3) = C (((P2)-((1.0+(4.Oxv))/5.0))xB)K 22 4) = C( ( (2.0x P2/3.0)- (4.0x(1.0-v) A 5 . 0 ))x (Bx B) )K 22 5) to K (22, 8) = 0K 22 9) = C((P2-((1-V)/5.0))x (-B))K 22 10) = C((P?3.0) + ((l-v)/15.0))x(BxB))K 22 11) to K (22,14)= 0K 22 15) = C ((2.OxP2)+((1.0-v)/5.0))x(-B))K 22 16) = C ( (2.0xP2/3.0)-((1.0-V)/15.0))x(BxB))K 22 17) to K (22,20) = 0K 22 21) = C (((2,0xP 2)+(0.2)+(0.8xv))x(B))K 22 22) = C ( ( (4.OxP2/3.0) + (4.Ox(1-A)/15.0))x(BxB))
K (23,1) = 0K (23,2) = 0K (23,3) = C(((2.0/P2) + ((1.0-v)/5.0))x(-A))K (23,4) = 0K (23,5) = C ( (2.0/3 .OxP2)) - ((1.0-v)/15.0))x (AxA) )K (23, 6) to K (23 f 8) = 0K (23,9) = C(((-1.0/P2) + ((l-v)/5.0))xAK (23,10) = 0K (23,11) = C (( (1.0/ (3.OxP2)) + ((l-v)/15.0) )x(AxA))K (23,12) to K(23,14) = 0K (23,15) = C (((1.0/P2)-((1.0+(4.0xv))/5.0))xA)K (23,16) = 0K (23,17) = C( ( (2.0/ (3-. OxP2)-) - (4. Ox (1.0-v)/15.0) )x(AxA))K (23,18) to K (23,20) = 0K (23,21) = C (((2.0/P2)+(0.2)+(0.8xv))xA)K (23,22) = C(vxAxB)K (23,23) = C (( (4.0/ (3.OxP2)) + (4 .Ox(l-v)/15.0) )x(AxA))K (24,1) to K (24,24) = 0
The 24 x 24 mass matrix M
The lower triangle of the symmetrical matrix is given below where
A = length B = widthp. = density / unit area
multiply throughout b y —176400
M 1,1) = 19600M 2,1) = 0M 2,2) = 19600M 3,1) = 0M 3,2) = 0M 3,3) — 24178.0M 4,1) = 0M 4,2) = 0M 4,3) = 3227 x BM 4,4) = 560 x B x BM 5,1) = 0M 5,2) = 0M 5,3) = -3227 x AM 5,4) = -441.0 x A xM 5,5) = 560.0 x A xM 6,1) to M(6,6) = 0M 7,1) = 9800M 7,2) to M (7 ,6) =-0M 7,7) = 19600M 8,1) = 0M 8,2) = 9800M 8,3) to oIIr-*00sM 8,8) = 19600M 9,1) = 0M 9,2) = 0M 9,3) = 8582.0M 9,4) = 1918.0 x BM 9,5) = -1393.0 x AM 9,6) to M(9, 8) = 0M 9,9) = 24178.0M 10,1) = 0M 10,2) = 0M 10,3) = -1918.0 x BM 10,4) — -420.0 x B xM 10,5) = 294.0 x A xM 10,6) to M (10,8) = 0M 10,9) = -3227.0 x BM 10,10) = 560.0 x B xM 11,1) = 0M 11,2) = 0M 11,3) = -1393 x AM 11,4) = -294.0 x A xM 11,5) = 280.0 x A xM 11,6) to M(ll,8) = 0M 11,9) = -3227.0 x AM 11,10) = 441.0 x A xM 11,11) = 560.0 x A x 1
M 12 1 ) t o M ( 12  , 1 2 )  =  0
M 13 1) =  4 9 0 0
M 1 3 2 ) t o M ( 1 3 ,  6)  =  0
M 13 7) =  9 8 0 0
M 1 3 8) t o M ( 1 3 , 1 2 )  =  0
M 1 3 1 3 ) =  19  6 0 0
M 14 1 ) =  0
M 14 2) =  4 9 0 0
M 14 3)  t o OIIr-l—1S
M 14 8 ) =  9 8 0 0
M 14 9 )  t o M ( 1 4 , 1 3 )  =  0
M 14 1 4 ) =  1 9 6 0 0
M 1 5 1 ) = 0
M 1 5 2 ) =  0
M 15 3) =  2 7 5 8 . 0
M 15 4 ) =  8 1 2 , 0  x  B
M 1 5 5) = - 8 1 2 . 0  x  A
M 15 6 ) t o M ( 1 5 , 8 )  =  0
M 15 9) =  8 5 8 2 . 0
M 15 10) =  - 1 3 9 3 . 0  x  B
M 1 5 11) =  - 1 9 1 8 . 0  x  A
M 15 12) t o M ( 1 5 , 1 4 )  =  0
M 15 1 5 ) =  2 4 1 7 8 . 0
M 1 6 1) =  0
M 16 2 ) = 0M 1 6 3) =  - 8 1 2 . 0  x  B
M 1 6 4) = - 2 1 0 . 0  x  B x  B
M 16 5) =  1 9 6 . 0  x  A x  B
M 16 6 ) t o M ( 1 6  , 8)  =  0
M 1 6 9) =  - 1 3 9 3  x  B
M 1 6 10) =  2 8 0 . 0  x  B x  B
M 16 11) =  2 9 4 . 0  x  A x  B
M 16 12) t o M ( 1 6  , 1 4 )  =  0
M 16 1 5 ) =  - 3 2 2 7 . 0  x  B
M 1 6 1 6 ) =  5 6 0 . 0  x  B x  B
M 17 1) =  0
M 1 7 2 ) =  0
M 1 7 3) =  8 1 2 . 0  x  A
M 1 7 4) = 1 9 6 . 0  x  A x  B
M 17 5 ) = - 2 1 0 . 0  x  A x  A
M 1 7 6 ) t o M ( 1 7 , 8 )  =  0
M 17 9) =  1 9 1 8 . 0  x  A
M 1 7 10) =  - 2 9 4 . 0  x  A x  B
M 1 7 11) =  - 4 2 0 . 0  x  A x  A
M 1 7 12) t o M ( 1 7 , 1 4 )  =  0
M 1 7 1 5 ) =  3 2 2 7 . 0  x  A
M 17 1 6 ) = - 4 4 1 . 0  x  A x  B
M 1 7 1 7 ) =  5 6 0 . 0  x  A x  A
M 1 8 1 ) t o M ( 1 8 , 1 8 )  =  0
M 19 1) = 9 800M 19 2) = 0M 19 3) to M(19,6) = 0M 19 7) = 4900M 19 8) to M (19,12) = 0M 19 13) = 9 800M 19 14) to M (19,18) = 0M 19 19) = 19600M 20 1) = 0M 20 2) = 9 800M 20 3) to M (20,7) = 0M 20 8) = 4900M 20 9) = M (20,13) = 0M 20 14) = 9 800M 20 15) to M (20,19) = 0M 20 20) = 19600M 21 1) = 0M 21 2) = 0M 21 3) = 85 82.0M 21 4) = 1393 x BM 21 5) = - 1918.0 x AM 21 6) to M (21, 8) = 0M 21 9) = 2758.0M 21 10) = - 812.0 x BM 21 11) = - 812.0 x AM 21 12) to M (21,14) = 0M 21 15) = 8582.0M 21 16) = - 1918.0 x BM 21 17) = 1393.0 x AM 21 18) to M (21,20) = 0M 21 21) = 24178.0M 22 1) = 0M 22 2) = 0M 22 3) = 1393.0 x BM 22 4) = 280.0 x B x BM 22 5) = - 294.0 x A xM 22 6) to M (22 , 8) = 0M 22 9) = 812.0 x BM 22 10) = - 210.0 x B xM 22 11) = - 196.0 x A xM 22 12) to M (22 ,14) = 0M 22 15) = 1918.0 x BM 22 16) = - 420.0 x B xM 22 17) = 294.0 x A x BM 22 18) to M (22,20) = 0M 22 21) = 3227.0 x BM 22 22) = 560.0 x B x BM 23 1) = 0M 23 2) = 0M 23 3) = 1918.0 x AM 23 4) = 294.0 x A x BM 23 5) = - 420.0 x A xM 23 6) to M(2 3, 8) = 0M 23 9) = 812.0 x A
M (23,10) = - 196.0 x A x BM (23,11) = - 210.0 x A x AM (23,12) to M(23,14) = 0 M(23,15) = 1393.0 x A M (23,16) = - 294.0 x A x BM (23,17) = 280.0 x A x AM(23/20) = 0  M (23,21) = 3227.0 x A M(23,22) = 441.0 x A x BM(23,23) = 560.0 x A x AM(24,1) to M(24,24) = 0
Appendix 2
The computer solution algorithms
2.1 Brief notes on current techniques available for 
economising on the computer core space required 
using the finite element method of analysis.
2.2 Listing of the standard library computer subroutines 
used. Acknowledgements are due to the Nottingham 
Algorithm Group from whom descriptions of their 
scientific subroutines which were used in the 
computer analysis performed are here reproduced.
2.1 Computer core stora;e economisation techniques
The finite element analysis of the three dimensional folded 
plate structure required a very lar;e core stora;e in order 
to solve for the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the 
structure. The simple and rather coarse mesh used, shown in 
figure 2.12, gave a 146 x 146 matrix for the stiffness as 
well as the mass matrices. This required a 70K computer core 
stora;e which is often not available on smaller computers or 
even if available, together v/ith a long computer solution 
time, is consequently very costly. The results are also 
likely to be excessive and is accurate only at the lower 
frequencies. In fact only a quarter of the eigenvalues 
computed is likely to be accurate enough for engineering 
purposes.
Although not used in the program developed, for prospective 
students of the finite element technique, savings in core 
space may be achieved although often at the expense of 
increased computing time by methods,
a) using the full stiffness matrix - most accurate'but very
demanding on core 
stora;es.
b) banded K - the stiffness matrix is stored banded,
resulting in a stora;e saving but at the 
cost of an increased solution time.
c) frontal solution - reduction or condensation of selected
degrees of freedom and solving only 
the ’front1 where unnecessary degrees 
of freedom at stage are eliminated 
and put on to a disc backing store 
to relieve core stora;e..
d) substructuring - use of compound elements made up of
collections of normal elements.
The first two requires little explanation and core savings 
are achieved utilising the matrices!, symmetry and sparseness 
outside the diagonal band.
Frontal solution
Here only the current active degrees of freedom are kept in 
the core during the solution [4 5]. All other degrees of . 
freedom are reduced out of .the core after all information 
relating to them is complete. These are stored in a 
peripheral stora<e device such as disc or magnetic tape 
and the method is especially advantageous for matrices 
where the bandwidth varies considerably.
The elimination takes place as follows. Basically what we 
have is a very lar<e linear set of simultaneous equations. 
When all the information relating to a particular variable 
is complete then that variable may be eliminated since it 
can be expressed in terms of the other variables.
[ k ] = { f } ( A . 2 .1 )
ioao
nor £  K^d.. = F„. for i = 1 — ► n
0=1
for i = k (i.e. the kth equation)
n
£  V j =
*' *k = *kk I ”( y=l Kky<3y) + f°r (A'2 '
This is then used in all the remaining (n - 1) equations to 
give a reduced form of (A.2.1)
■« '»■* < A  - Kikdk ■ pi - [‘(A  w  * ’>■]
for y 4 k
2)
on rearranging, for y 4 k
hence
n KikKki KikS  (Ki n - — v— 1) d. = F. - F, (A.2.3)0=1 ^  Kkk J 1 k Kkk
Thus using this method the N equations can be reduced to 
N - 1 and so on.
Using equation (A.2.2) which is stored on peripheral a back
substitution can be performed to determine d^.Equation (A.2.3) can be derived from (A.2.1) by replacing
KikKki
K ii (Kii - -1  3) and1J kk
PkKikP, by F. - 
1 1 Kkk
where d^ is the degree of freedom to be eliminated.
The mass terms are modified to
Kk ^  Kik KikKkiMkkM. . = M. . - (M.. rM) - M. . + -M -SJ.-p.ij lk Kkk J kk (Kkk^
Thus the net result is that the kth row and column of the
stiffness and mass matrices are eliminated in the modified
matrices in which terms need only be altered if d. and d.1 0are both coupled to d^ (figure A.2.1).
Substructuring
The dynamic analysis of the three dimensional structure 
requires a very lar=e core stora=e and sometimes even use 
of the front solution is not sufficient. Because the 
problem is so lar=e even the active degrees of freedom 
themselves require more core stora=e than is available, 
substructuring is therefore necessary.
Substructuring is the name given to the reduction of the 
structure into giant compound elements. Thus only the 
nodes at which these 1 substructures1 join are used. In a 
dynamic analysis the mass matrix is reduced to those at

these nodes plus the 1master freedoms* specified.
A backing store is used to store the reduced out matrices - 
and the substructure matrices are then used to produce the 
complete system matrix. The eigenvalue problem of the 
master degrees of freedom is then solved and a back sub­
stitution is carried out to determine the displacement of 
the 1 slave1 freedoms 's’ on a static basis. The choice 
of s is based on the observation that for the lower modes 
of vibration of a structure it is possible to neglect the 
effect of local inertia forces. The assumption is made 
that s in relation to nearby unknowns d 1 is given by 
static considerations. The inertia associated with s is 
not neglected but it is not allowed to affect the relation­
ship between s and d* .
The method introduces errors almost negligible if the 
following conditions are satisfied:
1) if rotational rather than translational freedoms are 
eliminated.
2) degrees of freedom close to clamped or hinged boundaries 
and other freedoms having little inertia effects in
the mode of interest are eliminated.
3) only the first n /3  eigenvalues of the n degrees of freedom 
chosen is required.
4) retention of at least one master freedom to represent 
each of the rigid body modes of the structure.
Here the method is briefly to first partition the stiffness 
matrix [K] and the displacements'iu} into
K =
K11
LK21
K12
K221
rv
U.
where U-^  contains the retained displacements and the
remaining. U2 is then obtained from the static equilibrium 
eqn. {P} = [K] {U} by assuming that the external forces F2 
corresponding to the displacements are all equal to zero, 
Therefore {Ug} = -
The resulting condensed mass matrix is then
[mc] = [aJ t [m][a 1
where An = c ■K~l K21
Therefore^. Bo • [X
- D
21 
22 JM
K21K22 J
M11
21
22J
- M K12 21K22
K,M21 ” M22 21K
= M K, K,11 M12 M21 ^  + M22 22 22
K21K22
where = |k 22 ] 1 [k 21]
The result is considerably reduced stiffness and mass 
matrices,the dimensions of which correspond to the number 
of terms retained in U-^ .
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1. SUBROUTINE F02AEF(A,IA,B,IB,N,R,V,IV,DL,E,IFAIL)
2. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (A-xB)x=0, where A is real 
symmetric and B is real symmetric positive definite, by Householder's 
method and the QL algorithm.
3. Language FORTRAN IV.
4. Description
The problem is reduced to the standard symmetric eigenproblem using
TCholesky's method to decompose B into triangles B=LL , where L is-1 -t i>lower triangular. Then Ax=ABx implies (L AL ) (L x)=A(L x) , hence
the eigenvalues of Ax=XBx are those of Py=Ay, where P is the symmetric -1 -tmatrix L AL . Householder's method is used to tridiagonalise the
matrix P and the eigenvalues are found using the QL algorithm. An
eigenvector Z of the derived problem is related to an eigenvector x
Tof the original problem by Z=L x. The eigenvectors Z are determined
using the QL algorithm and are normalised so that Z Z=l, the eigen­
vectors of the original problem are then determined by solving
T TZ=L x and are normalised so that x Bx=l.
5. References
MARTIN, R.S., WILKINSON, J.H. Reduction of the symmetric eigen­
problem Ax=XBx and related problems to standard form. Num. 
Math., Band 11, 1968, pp 99-110.
MARTIN, R.S., REINSCH, C. , WILKINSON, J.H. Householder's tri-
diagonalisation of a symmetric matrix. Num. Math., Band 11, 
1968, pp 181-195.
BOWDLER, H., MARTIN, R.S., REINSCH, C., WILKINSON, J.H. The QL 
and QR algorithms for symmetric matrices. Num. Math., 
Band 11, 1968, pp 293-306.
6 . Parameters
A - the name of a two dimensional REAL ARRAY of at least (N,N)
T
elements. On entry it should contain the real symmetric 
matrix A in (A-XB)x=0# the upper triangle only is needed.
On exit the strict upper triangle will be unchanged. The 
lower triangle is used as work space. (See section 12). " •.
IA - an INTEGER quantity, the first dimension of A, IA£N.
B - the name of a two dimensional REAL ARRAY of at least (N,N) ^
elements. On entry it should contain the elements of the 
symmetric positive definite matrix B in (A-Xb )x =0, the 
upper triangle only is needed. On exit the upper triangle 
will be unchanged, the strict lower triangle is used as 
workspace.
IB - an INTEGER quantity, the first dimension of B, IB£N.
N - an INTEGER quantity, the order of matrix A. ^
R - the name of a one dimensional REAL ARRAY of at least (N)
elements, on exit it will contain the eigenvalues of 
(A-Xb)x=0 in order of increasing magnitude.
V - the name of a two dimensional REAL ARRAY of at least (N,N)
elements. On exit it will contain the eigenvectors of
(A~XB)x=0 in column order corresponding to the eigenvalues, 
i.e. V(I,J), where 1=1,N corresponds to eigenvalue R(J).
(See section 12).
IV - an INTEGER quantity, the first dimension of V, IV^N.
DL - the name of a one dimensional REAL ARRAY of at least (N)
elements' used as work space.
•E - the name of a one dimensional REAL ARRAY of at least (N)
elements used as work space. ^>
IFAIL an INTEGER variable. On entry the value of IFAIL
determines the mode of failure in the routine. On exit 
IFAIL indicates successful use of the routine or acts as 
an error indicator.
If, on entry, IFAIL=0 (hard failure) the program will' 
terminate with a failure message if any error is detected.
If , on entry, IFAIL=1 (soft failure) control returns to 
the calling sequence within the program if any error is 
detected by the routine. No failure message will be 
printed.
On exit IFAIL=0 for a successful call of the routine.
For other exit values of IFAIL, and their meanings, see 
section 7.
It is essential, if the soft failure option is used,
that the value of IFAIL is tested on exit.
7. Error Indicators
IFAIL=1 Failure in F01AEF, matrix B is not positive definite
possibly due to rounding errors. • *
IFAII<=2 Failure in F02AMF*, more than 30 iterations are needed
. to isolate any one eigenvalue.
If the hard failure option is employed and the routine fails
because of the error labelled by I, the message printed is 
LIBRARY FAILS IN F02AEF WITH ERROR I. .
8 . Auxiliary Routines
This subroutine calls subroutines F01AEF, F01AJF, F02AMF, F01AFF
and P01AAF.
9. Timing
For a matrix of order 10 the procedure takes 0.1 seconds.
For a matrix of order 20 the procedure takes 0.9 seconds.
For a matrix of order 30 the procedure takes 2.9 seconds.
10. Stora>e
The compiled subroutine and auxiliary subroutines require 1667 words. 
• There are no internally declared arrays.
11. Accuracy
In general the accuracy of this subroutine is very high. However, 
if B is ill-conditioned with respect to inversion the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors could be inaccurately determined. The answers to 
the test cases were always accurate to 9 significant figures.
12. Further Comments
If the subroutine is called with the same name for the arrays A 
and V then the eigenvectors will overwrite the real symmetric 
matrix A.
13. Example
. To find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the problem Ax=XBx 
where A is the symmetric matrix
2.0 3.0 1.0 1.0
12.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
11.0 1.0 -1.0
9.0 1.0
15.0
and B is the positive definite matrix
1.0 -1 .0 2.0 1.0
14.0 1.0 “1.0 1.0
16.0 “1.0 1.0
12.0 “1.0
11.0
a short program could be 
MASTER TESTEIGRV
DIMENSION A(5,5) ,B(10,10) ,EVEC(5,5) ,EVAL(10),WKSl (5) ,WKS2(100)' 
N=5
DO 1 1=1,N
READ(1,100)(A(I,J),J=I,N)
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 .1=1, N
READ(1,100)(B(I,J),J=I,N)
2 CONTINUE
100 FORMAT(5F0.0)
1=1
CALL F02AEF(A,N,B,10,N,EVAL,EVEC,5, WKS1,WKS2,1)
IF(I.EQ.O) GOTO 10 
WRITE(2,200)I
200 FORMAT (1H0, 'FAILURE, IFAIL=', 15)
STOP
10 DO 3 1=1,N
WRITE(2,201)I,EVAL(I), (EVEC(J,I),J=1,N)
3 CONTINUE
201 FORMAT(1H0, 'LAMDA',12,' = ',1PE16.9//'EIGENVECTOR'//10 
l(IX,irE16.9/)/)
STOP
END
FINISH
Results
LAMDA 1 = 4.327872110E-01 
EIGENVECTOR 
1..345905740E-01 
-6.129472247E-02 
-1.579025622E-01 
1.094657877E-01 •
-4.147301179E-02
LAMDA 2 =-• 6.636627484E-01 1 • . .
EIGENVECTOR 
8.291980649E-02 '
1.531483957E-01 
“1.186036679E-01 .
-1.828130418E-01 
3.5617203G9E-03
F02AEF
LAMDA. 3 = 9.438590047E-01 
EIGENVECTOR 
-1.917100316E-01 
1.589912115E-01 
-7.483907094E-02 
1.374689295E-01 
-8.897789234E-02
LAMDA 4 = 1.109284540E 00 
EIGENVECTOR 
1.420119599E-01 
. 1.424199505E-01 
1.209976230E-01 
1.255310152E-01 
7.692207282E-03
LAMDA 5 = 1.492353233E 00 
EIGENVECTOR 
-7.630671787E-02 
1.709800187E-02 
-6.6G6453367E-02 
8.604800930E-02 
2.894334142E-01
Keywords
Householder 
Eigenvalues 
Eigenvectors 
Standard Eigenproblem
Appendix 3
The finite element suite of computer programs developed
A listing of the set of computer programs developed to 
analyse folded plate box structure.
LDSET<PRESET=NGINF,MAP=B/ZZZZMP)LGO(PL=ftOOO)CATAL0G<TAPE3,M0JDAT1 ,F0 = AS IS,ST = S6A) ft ft ft tt S PROGRAM STRUCT(1NPUT,TAPE1=INPUT, OUTPUT, T A PE 2 = OU T PUT , T AP-E3)LEVEL 2 # KC THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE STIFFNESS MATRIX OF A BOX OF NXNYNZ ELEMENTC....FROM 3 STANDARD PLATE ELEMENTS WHOSE STIFFNESS MATRICES ARE COMPUTEDC....THESE ELEMENTS ARE ROTATED AND MERGED INTO A BOX. THEC INERTIA MATRIX IS SIMILARLY OBTAINED AND THESE COMPLETED BOX MATRICES C ARE STORED IN DATAFILE MO//DAT A DIMENSION K<24,24),0(24,24)INTEGER ORDER .INTEGER EREAL 'KK<24,24),P,Y,LENGTH,WIDTH,KJ REAL K(lBO,1tfO),K1(24,24)COMMON/UPPER/K NX=4 NY = 2 NZ = 1C ...LENGTH IS LENGTH OF BOX C,... .-.WIDTH IS WIDTH OF BOX LENGTH=0.515 WIDTH = 0,235 HE1GHT=0.255A=LENGTH/FLOAT(NX) - -----B=WlDTH/FLOAT(NY)C=HE1GHT/FL0AT(NZ>C,..,.V=POISSUN*S RATIO V*0,3C,■.... H = T H ICKNESS OF PLATE h=0,00054 Y=(2.06E11)V*0,3C....,RH0=DENS1TY OF PLATE RHO=/BOO.O*H Ne240RDER=(NX+1)*(nY*1)*(NZ*1)*6 DO 4 I * 1,ORDER DO 4 J « 1,ORDER 4 K ( 1 , J ) » 0.0
CALL BEND1(KK,N,A,B,V,Y,H,RHO)CALL CLEAR(K1)CALL PLAIN1 ( X1,N,A,B,V,Y,H,RHO«KK)CALL REORDER(N»KK,KJ)CALL ROTATE 1 <K1,KK,Q,R)CALL COMPLET (X.NZ,ORDER,R,N,NX,NY,1 )CALL COMPLET (x,NZ,ORDER,R»N,NX,NY,2 )
C.....CALL R0TA;:-2 <K1,KK,Q,R)C.....CALL COMPLET (X,NX,ORDER,R,N,NY,NZ,3) C.....CALL COMPLET (X,NX,ORDER,R,N,NY,NZ,4) CALL BEND1(KX,N,A,C,V,Y,H,RHO)CALL C LEAR(K1 )CALL PLA1N1 (K1,N,A,C,V,Y,H,RHO,KK) CALL REORDER(N» K X , K J )CALL ROT AT E 3 (K1,KK,Q,R)•CALL COMPLET (X,NY,ORDER»R,N,NX,NZ,5) CALL COMPLET (X,NY,ORDER»R,N,NX,NZ,6)REWIND 3 ’ -- -.....
WRITE (3) K
C USE K ANDKK MATRIX FOR INERTIA MATRIXD014 I = 1,ORDER .D014 J = 1,ORDER 14 K(I , J) = 0,0CALL BEND2(KK.N,A.B,V,Y,H,RH0>CALL CLEARCK1)CALL PLAIN2 (X1 , N,A,B,V,Y,H,RHO,KK) CALL REOKDERtN,KK,KJ)CALL R0TATE1 (K1,KK,Q,R)CALL COMPLET (X.NZ,ORDER,R,N,NX,NY,1 ) CALL COMPLET <K , NZ,ORDER,R,N,NX,NY,2 ) C.....CALL R0TATE2 <K1#KK,Q,R)C.....CALL COMPLET <K,NX#ORDER,R,N,NY,NZ,3) C.....CALL COMPLET (X,NX,ORDER,R,N,NY,NZ,4) CALL BEND2(KK,N,A,C,V,Y,H,RH0)CALL CLEAR(K1)CALL PLAIN2 ( X1 , N , A, C , V ,.Y, H , K HO, KK) CALL REORDER(N»KK,KJ)CALL ROT AT E 3 <<1,KK»Q,R)CALL COMPLET ( K,NY,ORDER,R,N,NX,NZ,5) CALL COMPLET ( X , N Y, ORDER »-R, N, NX, NZ, 6) C,.,,,STORE MATRIX UNFORMATTED IN MAG TAPE. WRITE (3) K ENDFILE 3 REWIND 3 STOP END
SUBROUTINE BEND 1 <KK,N* A»B,V.F#T,RHO)REAL KK(N,N) ,P»A»B,VC,.,,.CLEAR KK MATRIX DO 1 1=1,NDO 1 J = 1,N 1 KK(1» J)=0,0 Ct....COMPUTE LOWFR TRIANGULAR KK MATRIXC,..,,N=12 SIGNIFIES BENDING N=24 FUR BENDING + STRETCHING IFCN.EQ.12) GO TO 10 IF(N,EQ,24) GO TO 20 10 1=1C.....THIS GIVES A 12 X 12 MATRIX J=3WRIT E(2111)11 FORMAT(//'THIS IS FOR PLATE BENDING ONLY')GO TO 5020 1=3WR1TE(2,21)21 FORMAT(//'THIS IS FOR PLATE BENDING AND STRETCHING')J =6C.....THIS GIVES A 24 X 24 MATRIX GO TO 50 50 P=(A/B)++2 J 2*J *2 J3=J*3KKU, I) = (4.0*P) + (4.0/P)+2,B-(0.8*V )K K (I ♦ 1i I) = <(2,0*P)+(0,2)+(0,fi+V))*BKK(I+1 , 1+1 ) = ( (4. 0*P/3, 0)+(4,0*(l ,0-V) /1 5 . 0 ) ) * ( B * * 2) KK(I+2»I)=((2,0/P)+(U,2)+(0,tt*V))*(-A)KK(1+2,1 +1>=-V*A*BKK(I+2,l+2)=((4,0/(3.U*P))+((4,0*(1-V))/15,0))+(A*A) KK(I+J,l) = (2.0/P)-U.0*P)-2.6+(4.O*V/5.0)KK<I ♦ J #I+1) = ((2,0*P)+((1,0-V)/5,0))*(-B)KK(I+J,I+2)=((-1.0/P)+((1,0+(4,0*V))/5.0))*A KK(l+J,I+J)=(4.0*P)+(4.0/P)+(2.8)-(0.8+V)K K ( 1 ♦ J Vii !) = <(2,0 * P ) ♦ (1,0"V)/5.0)*B KK(1+J+1#I+1)=((2,0*P/3.0)-((1-V)/15.0))*(B*B)KK(l+J + 1 ,1+2)=0.UKK(1+J+1#I+J)=((2,0*P)+(0,2)+(0.8*V))*("B)KK<I+J + 1,I+J + 1) = ((4.O*P/3,O> + (4.OM1.O-V))/15,0)*(B*B>KK(I+J+2,l)=((-1.0/P)+((1.O+(4,O*V))/5.0))+AKK(l+J+2,1*1)=0.0KK(I+J+2,I ♦ 2 ) * ((2.0/(3.0*P))-(4.0*(1,0-V)/15.0))+(A*A) KK(I+J + 2,I+J) = (<-2.l>/P)-(0,2)-(0.B*V))+A KKO+O+2#J+J+1)=V*A*BKK(l+J+2,I+J+2)=((4.o/(5.0*P))+f4,0*(1.0-V)/15,0))*(A*A)J(K(l+J2#I)*(-2.0*P)-(?,U/P) + <2.8)-(0.8*V)KK(I+J2.I+1)=<-P+((1-V)/15.U >)*BKKU+J2,I♦2)=((-1,0/P)+((1-V)/5.0))*(-A)KK(I+J2,I+J)=(-2.0*((2.U/P)-P)-(1A,0-(4,0*V))/5.0)KK(I+J2,I+J+1>=((-P+(1.0+(4.U*V))/5.0))*(B)KK(l+J2,I+J+2>=((2.O/P)+((1.u-V)/S.0))*AKK(1+J2,1+J2>=(4.0*P)+(4.U/P)+(2.6)-(0.8*V)KK(I+J2+1,I)=(P-((1-V>/5.0))*(B)KK(I+J2+1,1+1)=((P/3.0)+((1-V)/15,0))*(B*B) KK(I+J2+1,I+2)=0.0KKU+J2 + 1,I+J)=(-P+(1,0+(4.0*V)>/5.0)*BKK(I♦J 2 +1,I + J + 1 >=(((2,0*P>/3.0)-((4.0*(1. 0-V ) ) /1 5, 0 ) ) * < B* B) KKO + J2 + 1»I+J+2)=0.0KK< I+J2+1 , I+J2) = ( <-2,0*P)-<0,2)-O).8*V) ) *BKK(I+J2+1,I+J2+1)=((4.0*P/3.0)+(4.0*(1-V)/15.0))+(B*B)KK(I+J2+2,1)=((1.0/P)-((1-V)/5,0))*(-A)KKU + J2 + 2,1 + 1 )=0. 0KK(I+J2+2,I+2)=(C1.0/(3.0 *P)) + ((1-V)/15,0))*(A*A)KMI + J2 + 2,1+J)=<<2,0/P)+(<1.U-V)/S.O))*(-A)KKCI+J2+2,I+J+1)=0.0KK(1+J2+2#I+J+2)=((2.0/(3,0*P))-((1,0-V)/15.0))*(A*A)KK(I + J2 + 2,I+J2) = ((2.0/P) + (0.2)+ (0,6*V))* (A)KK(l+J2+2,1+J2+1>=-V*A*BKK(l+J2+2,I + J2 + 2) = ((4.0/(3.0*P)) + (4.0 *(1 -V)/15.0))*<A*A) XK(1 + J3,I)=-2.0*((2.0/P)-P)-((14.(>-U,0*V))/5,0) KK<I+J3.I+1)=(-P+((1.0+(4.0*V))/5,0))+B KK(I+J3#I+2)=((2.0/P)+((1,U-V)/5.0))*A KK(I+J3»I+J)=-(2.0*P)-(2.0/P)+(2.B)-(0.8*V)KK(I+J3,I+J+1)=(P-((1-V)/5.Q))*R KK(I+J3»l+J+2)=((1,0/P)-((1-V)/5.0))*(A)KK(I+J3»I+J2)=(2.0*((1,0/P)-(2,0*P)))-((14,0“(4,0*V>)/5,0) KK(I+J3,I+J2+1)=((2.0*P)+((1.0-V)/5.U))*B KK(I + J3»1+J2 + 2) = ((1.0/P)-((1.U+(<*,0*V))/5,0))*A KK(I+J3»1+J3)=(A.O*P)+(4.0/P)+(2,H)”(0,8*V)XK( 1+J3+1,I)=( (P)-((1 ,0+(4,0*V))/,>.0))*BKK(I+J3+1f1+1)=((2.0*P/3.0)-(4.0*(1.0-V)715.0))*<B*B>KK(1+J3+1,1+2)=0.0KK(I+J3+1#l+J)=(P”((1“V)/5.0))*(-B)KK(1+J3+1, I+J + 1 )-(•( P/3.0) + ((1-V)/15.0))*(B*B)KK(I+J3+1#I+J+2)=0.0KK(I+J3+1iI+J2)=((2,0+P)+((l,0-V)/5.0))*(-B)r. K ( I ♦ J 3 +1 , 1+J2+1 ) = ((2.0*P/3.U)-( (1 ,0-V)/I 5,0) )*(B*B)
ic r. < I ♦ j 3 ♦ 1. i ♦ j 5 ♦ i) = (t 4 . o * p / 3. o) ♦ (<.. o • (t - v) /1 5. u i) * < a * t* > r.K (l+J3»z, I ) = < (2. *)/*>♦( n  .o-v) />.j) j*(-a > *.x(i*j3+z,i*i)=o.n
kic(1+j3*<;.i♦«') = ( (2.o/ (3.o*p) )-< ci .c-v )/i5.o >)»<a *a> XMl»J3*2.I + J) = <(-1.U/P;*((1-V)/5.UJ>«A MC(I*J3*2,I*J»1)=0.0xk( i+J3*z» !♦/♦<;) = ( n  .0/ (3.o*p> >«< (i-v>/is.o>>»<A*A>a FK<I-FJ3*2,1*J2I = ((1.U/P)-<(1.0M<..U«V>)/5.0 ) ) • A KK<I+J3 + 2,l«-J2«-1)=U.O*K<lO3»2,l*J2«-2> = l(2.U/l3.0*P>)-<4.U*(1 .U-V)/15.a)>*-<A*ft» KK ( I ♦J 3*2 « I ♦ J 3 ) = < (2j-U/P)*’(U.2)*(U»&*V})*A Mt (I♦J3 + 2#1+J3 + 1)=V*A*BA* ( I + J 3*2 » I*J3*2)=< (4.0 / (3.0*P))*(A.0*n-V)/T5.Q)>*tA*A> .7.MULTIPLY by FACTORDO H  1>1|N .DO 34 J=1.l54 KK<1 . J) = UK(I ,J))*(E*<T**3)>/ <12.0*<1 „U-( V**2) >*A*6> COMPLETE UPPER MATRIX TRIANGLENM1=N-1 00 55 1=1,NM1 1A1*I*1 DO 55 J = IA1,H55 KK(I»J)=KK(J»I>...WRITE COMPLETE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX WRlT£(2,t>0) <UK(l,J>,J = 1,n),I=1,N)60 FORMAT ( I H W K K  M4TKIX'///<* ',12E1l>.4)>RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE PLAINI UK,PI,A,B,V,E,T,RHa,Kl)REAL KKN.N)REAL K K ( h * N )N « 8 SIGNIFIES PLAIN STRAIN, N « 24 FOR BENDING AND STRETCHING IF(N.ECf.B) GO TO 10 IF(N.E0.24) GO TO 20 STOP10 WRITE(2,11)11 fORMAT(//'THIS IS FOR PLAIN STRAIN ONLY*)J=2GO TO 30 20 J»6 ....THIS GIVES A 8 X 8 MATRIX 30 J2*J*2...NOTE THAT P * (A/B) NOT <A/B**2>P*A/BKK(1,1)*(4.0/P)*(2.U»C1.0-V)*P)KK(2«1)*3,0*(1,0+V)/2,0KK<2,2)*<4.(>»P)*(2.U*(1.0-V>/P>KK<1*J,1)«(2.0/P)-<2.U*<1.U-V>*P>KK(1*J,2)=-3.U*(1,U-3.0*V>/2.0 fcK<1*J,1»J> = (4.0/P)M2.0*<1,0-V)*P>AX (1MJ*1,1)=S.0*(1,U-(3.0*V))/2.0 AK(1»J*1,2)=(-4.0*P)»<<1.0-V)/P>•CK(1*J«T ,1 ♦J)*-3.0»<1 ,0*V)/2.V KK(1*JO,1O«-1) = C4.U»P)M2.U*<1.0-VI/P> XX(1*J2,1)«<-2.0/P)-((1.U-V)*P)KK<1*J2.2>=<-3.0*(1 .0+V>/2.0)«(l*/2,1 + J)s(-(J/P)M(1.0-V)»P)KK(1O2,1*J + 1) = <-S.U*<1-(5.0*V>)/2.0>MC<1*J2,1*J2> = (4.0/P>M2.U*<1,U-V>*P>K*C<1m-J2-*-1 ,1J=-3.0*41KK<1*J2>1.2)=(-2.0»P>-<<1.U-V)/P>XK(1tJ2*1,1*J)=(3.0*(1.U-(3.0*V))/2,0)KK(1^J2»1,1*J+1)=<2.U*P>-<2.0*<1.O-VJ/P) XX(1^J2*1»1^J2)=(3.0*(1.0*V)/2.0)KK(1*J2M,1*J2+1)=(4.0*PI»(2.0*(1.0-V>/P>J3«)*3*.K<1*J3»1> = (-4.0/P)*((1 ,0-V)*P> KK(1«-J3,2)*<3.0*(1.0-<3.0*tf))/2.0> XK(lMJ3,1>J)=(-2.0/P)-((1.U-V)*P) KK(1+J3»1*J*1)=(3.U*<1,U*V)/2,0)KK<1-»J3»102) = <2.0/P)-(2,0*<1.U-V>*P)XK(1+J3.1*J2*1)=(-3.0»<1.0-(3.0*V))/2.U> KK(1+J3,1*J3>=<4.0/P>*<2.O*{1.0-V)*P>KK<1*J3 + 1,1) = <-3.U*O.U-<3.U*V))/2.0) XK(1MJ3*1,2)=(2.0*P)-(2.0*(1.0-V)/P)'t(IC(1*J3*1 ,1*J) = (3,0*(1 ,U*V)/2,0> . .KK(1+J3*1»1♦J♦1)=(“2.0*P)«((1,0-V)/P) ’KK(1*J3*1,1*J2)=<3.U*<1.U-<3.0*V))/2.U)FX<1*’J3*,1 , 1 ♦ J2* 1 ) = (—4.0*P) + ( <1 .0—V)/P)KK(1 + J3*1,1 + J3> = t-3.U*(1 .0»V>/2.0> KK(1*J3*1,1*J3«-1>*<4.U*P)«-<2.0*(1,0-V)/P)...MULTIPLY BY.COMMON FACTOR DO 34 1=1,N DO 34 J=1,I34 KK(I,J)=(KK(I.J))A(E*T)/(12.0»(1.0>(V**2)>>,,.COMPLETE UPPER MATRIX TRIANGLENH1=N-1 DO 35 1*1,NH1 IA1 * I ♦ 1 DO 35 J = I A1,N35 XIC(I ,J)=K<(J, 1)DO 38 1=1,NDO 38 J = 1,N 38 X1<J,J)=r.1(I,J)+A«:(I,J)WRITE <2. 4 0) <<0(1, J),J=1,N),I=1,N)
1*1nO»N 1013 1*1+1IFd.EQ, HO) GO TO 1112 J*11011 i f u i (i.j >.n e .c i(j#i>> GO TO 1111 J*J*1lfO.LT.!>' GO TO 1011 GO TO 10131111 WRITE (2,1012) (1,J,K1(1,J) ,K10,1)) ,1012 f OKMA T(///' UNSVMXETRICAL MATRIX*//* ERROR POSITION IS 1* *,2F12.4)IFO.LT.NO ) GO TO 10151112 CONTINUE
RETURNEND Z' "
SUBROUTINE BEND 2 (MM,N,A,B,V,E,T,RHO) REAL MM(N« N),R,A,B,VC..,..CLEAR MM MATRIX DO 1 1*1,NDO 1 J *1,N 1 HH<I,J)=0,0
C,.,,,N=12 SIGNIFIES BENDING N*24 FOR BENDING ♦ STRETCHIN& 1F(N.EQ,12> GO TO 10 1F(N.EQ,24) GO TO 2010 1*1  ..........
WR1TE(2,11)11 FORMAT(//'THIS IS FOR PLATE BENDING ONLY')J*3C.....THIS GIVES A 12 X 12 HATRIXGO TO SO 2U 1*3WRlT E(2,21)21 FORMAT(//'THIS IS FOR PLATE BENDING AND STRETCHING') J*6C.....THIS GIVES A 24 X 24 MATRIXGO TO SO SO P*(A/B)»•£J2*J*2J3»J*3MM(I,|)*24173,0 hM(M1 ,])«322/*B MM(1+1,M1)*Sf>U*B*6 MM(I*2,I) *-3227*A 
MH( M2, I ♦ 1) *-44l , 0*A*B MM(M2,M2) = 5t>U.0*A*AMM(m J,1)*oS82.0 . .MM(MJ,M1)*1V18.0«BMM(MJ, M2)*-15*5.D*A
MM( MJ, MJM241/N.0MH(MJ«1«l)*-171tl.0*B *MK(|*J*1»1*1)=-420.0*B*6 MM(MJ*1»M2)=2V4,U*A*B MM( 1 o n  , M J  M-322/. 0*B MM(1*J*1 , MJ*1)=S60.0«B*B MM(MJ*2. I ) =~1 393*A 
MH(MJ*2*1*1)=-2vC.U*A*B 
MH( MJ*2. M2) = 2RU.JU*A*A hM(MJ*2#MJ>=-3227.0*A MM(MJ*2,MJ*1)=441,U*A*B MM(MJ*2,MJ*2)=i60.0«A*A •MM(MJ2,I)=27StJ.OMM(MJ2, M1)=B12.0*B
MM( I+J2, M2)=-d12,0*AMM( MJ2, MJ)=»1rt2.0MM(MJ2» MJ*1> =-1393.0*BMM(MJ2,MJ*2)=-1?1ti.0*AMM< MJ2. MJ2M241 7B.0 ‘MM(MJ2*1,1)=-H12.U*B ■ MH(MJ2*1,M1)=-210.0*B*B 
MM( MJ2 + 1 , M2) = 1V6.0*A*B 
MM (I ♦ J 2 +1 , 1*J)=-1 3?3*B MM(MJ2*1 »MJ + 1)=28O,0*B»BMM(MJ2 + 1 , MJ*2) = 294.0*A*B ^MM(MJ2*1 ,MJ2)=-3227.0*B HM(MJ2*1 , MJ2*1 >=S60.0*B»B MM(I+J2*2,1)=K12.0*A•MM(MJ2*7,M1)=196,0*A*B •MM(I*J2*2, M2)=-21U.0*A*A. . •*MM( M J 2*2, MJ) =1918,0*ANM(MJ2+2,I*J*1)=-2V4.0*A*BHM(MJ2*2,MJ*2)=-42U,0*A*AMM(MJ2*2. MJ?)=322/.U*AHM(MJ2*2, MJ2*1)=-441.0*A*BMM(MJ2*2,I*J2*2)«S60.0*A*AMM(MJ3,I)=HSK2.0KM(MJ3.M1>=13*3*BMM(I*J3,1*2)=-1VI8.0*AMM ( M  J3 , MJ)=/7SS,0MM(I*J3,I*J*1)=-ri12.0*B .MM(MJ3»MJ*2)=-o 12.U*A
*,213,///■ »,
mk{ i ♦ j 3. !♦ j?»i ) •-mM.u*e
MMU4J3, 14J3)=Z4178.0 MM<!♦J3+1#I)*13V3,U«B KM { I J 3 ♦ 1 , 1*1 )*ZflO,U*B*B MM< !■» J3 + 1 , I + ?)«-<fy4,0*A»6 MM(I*J3^1#I-»J)«=H12,0*B HM(1*J3*1#MJ«1)*-210,0«B*B MM(!*J3*1 , I + J*<!)=-1V6.0«A*B MM(l+.'3*1 , !•»HM(I*J3*1 , !♦ J^+1 )*-42U,0*B»B MH(I+J3*1 , I4J242)*2V4,0»A*B MM(!*J3 + 1, I 4J3) *3227.0*B HH(I»J3*1,I+J3t1)»560,0*B*B MM(MJ3*«J* I)=1?1B.0*A MH(I*J3*<f#I-*1)«2V4.0*A«B HM(1♦J 3♦2 #1 + 2)*-420.0*A*A MHU4J342,I*J)«812.U*A MM(l4J3+2»1+J+1)=-196,0*A*B MM(l4J342,l4j+2)=-210.0*A*A KMCI4J34Z,I+J2)=13?3.0*A MM(I4J34^» l4j<;O)*-ZV4,0*A*B MM(14J342,I4J2+2)*ZB0,0»A*A MHCJ4J3+Z,14J3)x32ZZ.0*A MM(I+J342»I+J3*1)*441,0* A*B MH(I+J3+2#!♦J34 2)*560.0*A*A
C.....mul tiply BY COMMON FACTOR DO 74 1*1,N DO 74 J = 1,I74 HM ( I#J)=(MMfI>J))*RHO*A*B/176400C, ....COMPLETE UPPER INERTIA HATKI X TRIANGLE. NM1*N-1 DO 75 1*1,NM1 1A1*141 DO 75 J=IA1,N75 MM(I, J ) *MM(J,1}C WRITE COMPLETED ELEMENT INERTIA MATRIXWRITE(2,80) <<MM(I.J),J=1,N>,1*1,N>80 FORMAT (1H1»'MM MATKIX'/Z/C ',12E10.4)> RETURN END
IIFFS
SUBROUTINE PLAIN2 <MM,N,A,B,V,E,T.RHO,K1)REAL K1(N * N)REAL MM(N.N)C.....N * 8 SIGNIFIES PLAIN STRAIN, N * 24 FOR BENDING AND STRETCHING IF(N.EQ.8) GO TO 10 !F(N.EQt24) GO TO 20 STOP10 WRITE(2,11>11 FORMAT(//'THIS IS FOR PLAIN STRAIN ONLY*)J *2GO TO 3020 J*6 • -30 J2»J*2 P*A/BC.....THIS GIVES A 8 X B MATRIXc compute inertia matrixMM(1 *1 )*4,'0.................   'MM(2,1> =0,0 MM(2,2)=4.0 MMd4j,1)r2.0 HM(l4j,2)eO,0MM(14J,14J)=4.0 . ' .HM(l4j4l,1)rU.O MM(14J41,2)*2.0 
M M C 1 4 J 4 1 , 1 4 J ) = 0 . 0  
H M ( 1 4 j 4 l , l 4 j 4 l ) a 4 , 0  
M M ( 1 4 J 2 , 1 ) » 1 .0MM(14J2,2)*0.0 *
M M ( 1 4 J 2 » 1 4 J ) * 2 , 0  
M M I 1 4 J 2 , 1 4 J + 1 )»0.0 
M M ( 1 4 J 2 , 1 4 J 2 ) = 4 . 0
M M C 1 4 J 2 4 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0  v
M M L 1 4 J 2 4 1 , 2 ) * 1 .0 
M H H 4 J 2 4 1  , I 4 j ) a 0 . 0  
M M ( 1 4 J 2 4 1  ,14 J 4 1 )a2,0MM(14J241,1+J2)»0,0 MMC14J241,1+J24l)*4.0 J3*J*3MMd4j3,1)a2.0MM(14J3,2>*0.0
M M 0 4 J 3 . 1 4 J ) * !  .0 
M M ( 1 4 J 3 , 1 4 J 4 1 ) aO.O 
M M ( 1 4 J 3 , 1 4 J 2 ) * 2 . 0  
M M ( 1 4 J 3 , 1 4 J 2 4 1 ) « U , 0
MKn4j3,l4j3)=4.0MM(l4j34l,1)a(),0
M H ( 1 4 J 3 4 1 , 2 ) * 2 . 0MM(14J341,14J)«0.-0MMI14J341 ,!♦ ,U
h m < i ♦ J3*i, i ♦ j z > *»i, oMM<1+JJ*1,1«J7*1)*2,U MH(1»J3d ,103)*0,0 MM(1*J34l,14JJ41)«4.0C MULTIPLY BY COMMON FACTORDO 50 I *1 » N DO 30 .1*1,1 SO MH(I,J)*(MM(I,J)*RHO*A»B/36,0)C,.. ..COMPLETE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX NM1*N-1 DO 60 I*1»NM1 IA1*1*1 DO 60 J* I A1,N 60 MH(I,J)*MM(J,I) *DO 38 1*1,N DO 38 J*1,N 38 K1(1,J)*K1(1,J)*MM(I,J)WRITE (2,70)70 FORMAT (' TRANSLATIONAL INERTIA MATRIX COMPLETED*) WR1TE(2,40) ((K1(1,J),J=1,N),I*1,N)40 FORMAT (1h1»'MM MATRlX*///(* *,12E10.4))RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE REORDER (N, K» KJ)REAL IC( N,N ),KJ C RFNUMBEK NODAL SYSTEMC,.... INTERCHANGE NODE 2 AND 4 ROWS DO 60 1*7,12,1 DO 60 J*1,24,1 KJ*K(I412,J)K(!«12,J>'» K(I,J>60 K(I, J)*KJ C,.... INTERCHANGE NODE 2 AND 4 COLUMNS DO 70 J*7,12,1 DO 70 1*1,24,1 KJ=K(I,J*12)X<I,J*12)*X(I,J)70 K(I,J)*KJ .C.... REORDER NODAL SYSTEM
C..... INTERCHANGE NODE 3 AND 4 ROUSDO 80 1*13,18,1 DO 80 J*1,24,1 KJ*K(l46,J)K(I*6 * J)*K(I» J)80 K(I»J)=KJC.... INTERCHANGE NODE 3 AND 4 COLUMNSDO VO J=13,18 DO 90 1*1,24 KJ*K(1,J+6)M1,J + 6)*K(I,J)90 *(I,J)«KJWk 1TE(2,100>(<K(1,J),J*1,24 >,1*1,24 )100 FORMAT('1 REORDERED -ELENENT MATRIX',//(• ',10F12,4>)
RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE ROT ATE 1 (R,K,K1,S)DIMENSION R(24,24>, S(24,24>REAL K(24,24),X1(24,24)DO 5 1*1,24 DO 5 J*1,24 S(I,J)*0.0 X1(1,J)=0.0 5 R(I,J)=0.0DO 10 1=1,24.10 R(1,I)*1.0WR1TE(2,4P) ((R(1,J),J«1,24>,1*1,24) C.....POST-MULTIPLY BY R DO 50 1=1,24 DO 50 J=1,24 DO 50 LS1,24 50 K1(I«J)=K1(I,J)4(K(I,L)*R(L,J))DO 52 1*1,24 DO 52 J * I,24 DUMMY*R(I,J)R(l,J)=R(J, I)R ( J,1)*DUMMY .52 CONTINUEWRITE(2,40) ((fi(I,J),J*1,24),1*1,24) C.....PRE-MULT1PLY BY R TRANSPOSED DO 55 1*1,24 DO 55 J*1,24 DO 55 1*1,24 55 S (I,J)*S (l,J)4(R(l,L)*K1(l,J)>40 FORMAT(24F5.2)WRITE (2,60) ((S (I,J),J*1, 24),1=1,24)60 FORMAT (*1ROTATED ELEMENTAL MAmX'///(' *,12E10.4)) RETURN END
REAL *(24, 26) ,*1 (24,24) DlhFNSlUN R(24 , 24), S(24,24)DO 5 1*1,24 DO 5 J*1,24 S(l,J)«0,0 K1(1,J>*0.0 5 R(I,J)“0,0DO 1U 1*1,24,3 J * I 4 110 H(1,J>* 1,0 .DO 20 1*2,24,3
J * 1 4 120 R(I,J)»1.0DO 30 1*3,24,3 J*l-2 30 K(I,J)*1.0WRITE(2,40) ((R(1,J),J*1,24),I*1,24)40 FORMAT(24F5,2)...,POST“MULTI PL Y BY R .DO 50 1*1,24 DO 30 J«1,24 DO 50 L*1,24 50 K1(1,J)CK1(1,J)4(K(1,L)*R(L,J))DO 52 1*1,24 DO 52 J * I,24 DUMMY*R(I,J)R(I,J)*R(J,I)R ( J , 1)*DUMMY 32 CONTINUEWR1TE(2,40) ((R(I,J),J*1,24),I*1,24).,..pr e-mu lt ipl y by r transpo se d DO 55 1*1,24 DO 55 J*1,24 DO 55 L*1,24 55 S (1,J)*S (I,J)4(R(1,L)*K1(L,J))WRITE (2,60) ((S (1,J),J=1, 24),1*1,24)60 FORMAT ('1 ROT A TE D ELEMENTAL MATRIX'///C *,12E10.4)) RETURN END
SUBROUTINE R0TATE3 (R,K,K1,S)REAL K(24,24>,X1(24,24)DIMENSION R(24,24), S(24,24)DO 5 1*1,24 DO 3 J*1,24 S(l,J)*0.0 X1 (I,J)*0,0 5 R(1,J)*0.0DO 10 1*1,24,3 J*I10 R(I,J)• 1.0 ...P0ST-MULT1PLY BY R DO 20 1*2,24,3
0 * I 4 120 R(I,J>*1.0DO 30 1*3,24,3 
J*l-1 30 R(I,J)*-1,0WRITE(2,40> ((R(1,J),J»1,24),I=1,24)40 FORMAT(24F5.2)...PRE-MULTIPLY BY R transp os ed DO 50 1*1,24 DO 50 J*1* 24 DO 50 L“1,24 50 X1 (I,J)*K1(I, J)4(X(I,L)4R(L,J>)DO 32 1*1 ,24 DO 52 J*I,24 DUMMY*R(I,J)R(I , J)*R(J,I)R(J,I)*DUMMY 52 CONTINUEWR1TE(2,40) ((R(I,J),J*1,24),I*1,24)DO 55 1*1,24 DO 55 J*1,24 DO 53 LS1»24 55 S (I,J)*S (I,J)4(r (I,l)*X1(L,J))WRITE (2,60) ((S (1,J),J*1, 24),1*1,24}60 FORMAT ('1 ROTATED ELEMENTAL MATRIX'///!' ',12E10.4>> RETURN END
SUBROUTINE COMPLET (K ,NZ,NO,XX,NS,NX,NY,NA)LEVEL 2,KREAL KK(NS,NS),A(NO,NO)INTEGER E,..WRITE (2,1003) ((KX(J,JJ),JJ*1,NS),J*1,NS) 11*(NX41)*(NY41)*6 NX«(NX4l)*6 N1*(NX41)*(N241)*6!F((NA.EU.1).0K.(NA.EQ,Z)>N1*(NX4 1)*NZ*6 h J*6IFMNA.EQ.5) .OR. (NA.EP.4)) NJ*(N2+1>.*6 ...COMPLETE ma tr ix FOk whole PLATt FROM' ELEMENT MATRICES l*-3
C.....IT DL NOT L S STARTING POINT AND INCREMENTAL X, ll«1-(NJ) h»«NKtF(NA,EQ,2) IT«!I*(NX*1)*(NY*1)*NZ*6 If (NA.EO.A) IT*IT*(NZ*6)If (n A.£G,6> IT*IT*((NX*1)*NZ*6>10 1*1*6IT*IT*(KJ)IF( I .EQ.1) CO TO 100 .If(NN.GT,(NX)> GO TO 30C,>,i.DOUBLE POINT FIRST ROW FOLLOWS If U.LT,(nn-3>) GO TO 2001F(1.E0,(Nn-3)) GO TO 3001FO.GT,(11-NO) GO TO 40 25 IF(I.FQ,(NN*1)) GO TO 400C..... OUADRUPLE POINTS ROWS FOLLOWSIF(I,FQ,(NN*7 ))NN*NN*NX 30 IF(I.LT,(NN-5)) GO TO 800I F ( I ,EQ,(NN-5)) GO TO 5001F(I.LT,(I1-NK)) GO TO 25 40 CONTINUEIF(I,EQ,(NN*D) GO TO 600 C DOUBLE POINTS ROWS FOLLOWSIFCI.LT.(I1-5)) GO TO 700
C,...,TKIS LEAVES ONLY ROWS OF LAST NODE E « 19M * IT -NJ-N1
101 N *1 L« I T102 DO 105 J*1,6 MM * M + J-1X(L * MM) « XK(E,J)*K(L,MM)............. ...... .K(L*MM*NJ)*KK(E»J*6)+i<(L«MM*NJ)X(L « MM*N1) * KME,J*12)*X(L»MH*N1)X(L>HM*N1*NJ) * XK(E»J*18)*K(L»MM*N1*NJ)105 CONTINUE L«L*1 E«E*1 N*N*1IF(N.LT,7) GO TO 102 GO TO 1000
100 E»1 M* 1TC.....ROWS 1 TO 6 GO TO 101
300 E«7H«1T-NJC ROWS OF CORNER NODESGO 10 101
600 E*13M*IT-N1C,.,,.CORNER NODES OF LAST NODE GO TO 101
200 E « 7 M* IT-NJ250 L*IT N*1251 CONTINUEC,....COMPUTE DOUBLE POINTS ROW DO 255 J*1,6 MM*H+J-1K(L.MM)=XX(E,J)*K(L,MM)NJ2=NJ*2X(L«MM*NJ)» KME,J*6)*KK(E-6,J)+K(L»MM*NJ) X(L»MM*NJ2)= KX(E-6>J*0)*A<L»Krt+NJ2)X(L,MM*N1) = RX(E,J*12)*K(L,MM*N1)K(L,MM*N1*NJ ) * Ke (E. J*1K)*KK(E-6. J*12)♦X(I,MM*N1*NJ> K(L,MM+N1*NJ2)* KK(E-6,J*1 6)♦X(L,MM*N1*NJ2)255 CONTINUE E*E*1 L*L*1 N«N*1IF(N.LT,7) GO TO 251 GO TU 1000
400 L*IT M*IT-N1 E*13 N*1C.....POWS OF LEFT HAND EDGE NODES401 DO 420 J*1» 6 NM*M*J-1X(L,MM)*XX(E,J)*X(L,MM)X(L»MM*NJ) * XX(E#J*6) ♦ X(L » MM + NJ)X( L,MM*N1 ) » XX < t . J*1 2) *XK(E-12r J)*X( L.MM*N1) X(L»MM*N1*NJ) * AK(E,J*18) ♦ AX(h-12#J*6) ♦ X(L#MM+N1*NJ) X(.L#HM*N1*N1*NJ) * KX{E-1/»J*1M) *X(L#MM*N1*N1*NJ)420 X(L«MM*N1*N1) » XX(E-12»J*12)*X(L.MM*N1*N1)N*N*1 E*E*1 L«L + 1IF(N,LT,7) GO TO 401
GO TO 1000
300 L»I T 1*19. H*IT-N1-NJ N»1C.....ROWS OF R.H, EDGE NODES301 DO 510 J *1 » 6 HH*M*J-1X ( L , M M ) * X X ( E , J ) * X ( L , H M )
x <l #m m * n j )*x x <l #J*6>*x <l ,><m * n j )X(L * MM* N1 ) * xx(fc,J*12) ♦xx<t-12,J)*X(L»MH*N1)X(L # MM* N1* N J ) * XX(L»J*18)*XX<fc-12,J♦6)♦X CL»MM*N1*NJ) X(L,MM*N1*N1 )*XX<E-1Z,J*12)*X< L,MM*N1*N1) X(L»MM*N1*N1*NJ) ■ XX(L“12/J*18)*X(L»MM*N1*N1*NJ)510 CONTINUE N*N*1 E*E*1 l«L*11F<N.LT,7) GO TO 501 GO TO 1000
700 L*IT E*19 N«1C.....COMPUTE DOUBLE POINTS ROWS 88 M*IT-N1-NJ GO TO 230
800 IF(NN,EQ.(NX *2)) GO TO 801 GO TO 835C.....COMPUTE X MATRIX ROWS FIRST OF QUADRUPLE POINTS ROWS801 IF<I.GT.(NN-N1*7>> GO TO 861 M«1T-N1-NJL*I TN«1E*19810 DO 820 J*1,6 MM*M*J-1X<L,HM> * KK(E,J)*K(L,MM)X<L#MM*NJ)« XX(E,J*6) *KX(E-6,J)*K<L,MM*NJ)N2 = NJ *2803 X<L,MM*N2)*XX<E-6,J*6)*X(L»MH*N2)MH*M* J-1*N1X(l.MM) * XX(E,J*12) ♦ KX(E-12.J)*X(L,KM)X{L»MM*NJ)* KK<E,J*18)*XX(E-12.J*6)*XX<E-6,J*12)* XX<E-18#J) 1 *X(1«MM*NJ>805 X(L» MH*N2) * XX(E-6,J*18)*XX(E-18,J*6)*X<L,MM+N2) MM=M*J-1*N1*N1
X ( L » M H )  « XK(E-12.j*12)*X<L,MM>X(L # MM*NJ)* XX(F-12#J*1H)*XK(F-18.J*12)*X<L»MM*NJ>820 X< L*MM*N2) « Xx<E-18#J*1B)*X<L,MM*N2)L«L*1N*N*1E«E*1IF(N,LT,7) GO TO B10
840 CONTINUE GO TO 1000
C IF NY IS MORE THAN 3C,....COMPUTE QUAD POINTS ROWS FROM FIRST ROW OF QUAD POINTS C...,.POSSIBLE ERROR BUILD-UP FROM USING THESE ROWS 835 CONTINUEL*IT..................................        '
N*1IAN1A6 =IT*N1*NJ*5 ITMN1H6=IT-N1-NJ850 DO 851 J=ITMN1M6,IAN1A6 852 X<L»J)*X(L-N1, J-N1)851 CONTINUE L*L*1 *N*N + 1IF(N.LT,7) GO TO 850 .GO TO 1000
C.... .COMPUTE QUAD POINTS ROW ONE. SECOND POINT ONWARDS861 CONTINUE L* ITN*1IAN1A6 *IT*N1*NJ*5 ITMN1M6*IT-N1-NJ 860 DO 862 JsITMNlM6#1 AN1 A6862 X(L»J)*X(L-NJ,J-NJ)L«L*1N*N*11F(N,LT,7) GO TO 860 .GO TO 1000
1000 1F(I.LT,(NX-NJ))G0 TO 10 1F(NA,LE,4) GO TO 10301F(I.EQ,<(NX-NJ*1)*2)) IT «<(NX*1)*N2*6)*IT !F(I.EQ,((NX-NJ*1) )) IT «((NX*1)*N/*6)*IT1030 JF<l.LT,(l1-3)) GO TO 10
C.....PRINT COMPLETED X MATRIX
NAUX*NX NX * 11If ((NA.NE.1),AND.(NA,NF.2)) GO 10 1054 WRITE (2#1032)1052 FORMAT (//• PLATE IN XY PLANt ONLY'/)GO TO 10631034 IF ((NA.NE.3),A«D,(NA,NE.4)> GO TO 1058 WRITE (2,1056)1056 FORMAT( / / ' PLATES IN XY AND YZ PLANES*/)GO TO 1065 , . '103B WRITE (2,1060)1060 FORMAT (//• PLATES IN XY AND YZ AND ZX PLANES*/)1063 CONTINUEWR1TE(2,1001)1001 fORMAT(' COMPLETED MATRIX'///)C.....THIS IS TO REMOVE PRINTOUT INSTRUCTIONS C 00 1005 I»1,N0WRITE(2,1002) .1002 FORHAT(' ')WPITE(2,1003)(Kd,J),J*1,NO)1003 FORMAT(10E12a4)1003 CONTINUE
1*1 1013 1*1*1IFd.EQ, NO) GO TO 1112 J»11011 IF(K(I,J).NE.K(J,I)) GO TO 1111 J*J*1IF(J.LT.I) GO TO 1011 GO TO 10131111 WRITE (2,1012) (I,J,K(1,J),X(J,I))1012 FORMAT(///' UNSYMMETRICAL MATRIX'//' ERROR POSITION IS *,213,///* ', 1' ' , 2F12,4)IFd.LT.NO ) GO TO 10131112 CONTINUE . ■ •
NX*NAUXRETURNEND
/*/*JOB M0JFEM2,tESJJS,CPZ6(T40,P2000)ATTACH (TAPE3,M0JDAT1 ,FO*AS1S,ST*S6A)ATTACH( AF1LE»LIBNAGFTNLCM,ID=LIBAPPL) yLIBRAR Y(AFILE)FTN,LDSET(PRESET*NGINF,MAP*B/ZZZZHP)LGU(PL*6000)REW1ND(T APE3)C0PY(TAPE3,TAPE9)CATAL0G(TAPE9,H0JDATT ,FO*AS IS,ST*S6A)M I H t S PROGRAM STRUCT(1NPUT,TAPE1*INPUT,OUTPUT«TAPE2*0UTPUT»TAPE 3,TAPE4) LEVEL 2,X,S
C.....THIS PROGRAM TAKES THE STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES AS GIVFN BY MASTER PLAT C READ IN FROM MAG TAPE. THE INERTIA MATRIX IS SIMILARLY MODIFIED 18C AND RECORDED IN DISCF1LE BOTH TAKING INTO ACCOUNT BOUNDARY CONDITIONSREAL K(160,180),KK(6,6),LENGTH, PFINT(156)REAL S(146,146)INTEGER ORDER INTEGER W(180)COMMON/UPPER/K»SNX»5NY*3NZ*2READ (3) X 0RDER=NX*NY*NZ*6 N*ORDE RDO 10 1*1, N ..10 W(l)*1DO 15 1*1, N, 6 IFd.EQ,1) GO TO 11lFd.EQ.25) GO TO 11 : .IFd.EQ.61) GO TO 11 . . •IFd.EQ,85) GO TO 11 >GO TO 1311 CONTINUE J*012 W(1*J)»0 J*J*1I F (J , LT,6) GO TO 1215 CONTINUEC,.,..TIUS ELIMINATES THETA FOR EMPTY FIELDS NYM2=NY-2 DO 30 JJ*1,NYH2 DO 30 J *1,NX JK*(NX*6)*(6*J*JJ)JXX*(NX*NY*6)*JX ’W(JX)*0 W(JKK)*0 50 CONTINUE M*0DO 16 1*1,NIF(Wd).tO.O) GO TO 16 M*M*116 CONTINUE
WMTt (2,1 7)M17 fCRMAK* M ■ *,110)WH1TE(2,1)1 FOKMAT(* *>NXH6*NX*6 WRITE (2,60)60 FORMAT(* DEGREES OF FREEDOM REDUCED OUT*//)DO 1V 1*1,N, NXM6 J I *(HXM6)*1-1 WR1TE(2,1HMW(J),J*I,II)18 FORMAT( 3014)1V CONTINUEWRITE (2,46)46 F0RMATC1STIFFNESS MATRIX OF REDUCED PLATE')C.... 1W«1 FOR PRINT1W*2CALL BNDR Y (X,N,U,S,M,1,1W)CALL SYMET(S,M)CALL WKTP(S,1,M)C USE X AND XX MATRIX FOR INERTIA MATRIXREAD (3) X WRITE (2,64)64 FURMATC1 INERTIA MATRIX OF STIFFENED PLATE*) CALL 6NDRY (X,N,W,S,M,2,1W)CALL SYMET( S * M)REWIND 3 WRITE (3) W CALL URTP(S,2,M)ENDFILE 3 REWIND 3 STOP END
SUBROUTINE BNDRY (X,N,W,S,A,B,C)LEVEL 2,K,SREAL S(A,A),K(N,N)INTEGER A,B INTEGER C INTEGER U(N)C THIS SUBROUTINE ALLOWS FUR SATISFACTION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND ATC THE SAME TIME REDUCES REDUNDANT ROWS AND COLUMNS OF THE MATRIXL*1C,.,..DEALS WITH ROWS DO 100 1*1,N C W(l) * 0 IF DEGREE OF FREEDOM ELIMINATEDIF (W(I).ECI.O) GO TO 100 C THIS ELIMINATES ROWM LC... ..DEALS WITH COLUMNS DO 90 J*I,NIF (W(J).EQ.O) GO TO 90 S(L,H)«K(I,J)M*M*1 90 CONTINUE L*L*1 100 CONTINUE MM-1IF (A.EQ.M) GO TO 110 STOP 110 CONTINUE C COHPLETE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIXC...,.BOUND TO BE SYMMETRICAL MH1=M-1DO 120 J*l, MM1 JA1*J*1DO 120 I* JA1 ,M 120 S(I,J)rS(J,l)WRITE (2,140) M140 FORMAT (* MATRIX SIZE IS ',13)1F(C.NE,1) GO TO 143DO 142 I * 1, MWRITE (2,141) ((S(I,J),J»1,M))141 FORMAT (*0',(12E10.4))142 CONTINUE143 CONTINUE . ‘RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE WRTP(S,B,A)LEVEL 2,S REAL S(A,A)INTEGER A,BC.....TH1S SUBROUTINE WRITES REDUCED MATRICES TO DISCF1LE WRITE (4) S IF (B.EQ.1) GO TO 200 REWIND 4 R OD (4) S WR1TE(3) S READ (4) S WRITE(3) S WRITE(2 » BV)BV FORMAT!//* DAIAFILE ' MOJDAT ' HAS NOW BFEN REDUCED BY BOUNDARY*) 200 RETURN END
SUBROUTINE 5YMfc T(S»N)LEVEL 2#S # .DIMENSION S(N,N>C.,,,,THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS MATRICES ARE SYMMETRICAL AFFFR SEDUCTION DO 5 1 *2»N 1 Ml« J-1 DO 5 J * 1 « I Ml1F(S(1,J).EQ.S(J,D) GO TO 100 WRITE (2,10) I.J,Sd*J),S(J,I>10 F O R M A T(* UNSYMMtTKlCAL M A T R I X  AT •f2|3,//' *,2E10,4)100 CONTINUE 5 CONTINUE RETURNEND *
SUBROUTINE DEDET(X,M,I,DET,RE I NT,IT,S>REAL K(I»I)*S(M»M)»REINT(M)LEVEL 2,X,S DO 30 11=1,MDO 30 J *1,M 'X(II,J)*SdI,J)30 CONTINUECALL F 03AAF(S , M,M ,DET,RE 1 NT, IT>WRITE(2,71)DET71 FORMAT(* DET = ',E20.10>IF(IT.EQ.O) GO TO 85 IF(IT.EQ.I) GO TO 651 F ( I T,EQ,2) GO TO 75 65 CONTINUEWRITE(2,7UH........................- ** ..... .............70 FORMAT(' SINGULAR MATRIX AT*,14)WR1TE(2,72)(X(I,J2),J2*1,1)WRITE(2,72) (SCI,J2),J2*1,I)WRlTE(2,72)(x(J2,l),J2*1,l>WRITE(2,72)(S(J2,I),J2»1,I)72 FORMAT(6E15,7)STOP75 CONTINUEWRITE(2,80)I80 F0RMAT(I4,' VERY LARGE DETERMINANT VALUE DETECTED') WRlTE(2*72)(Xd.J2).J2*1,I)WR!TE(2,72)(S(1,J2),J2*1,I)WR1TE(2,72) (MJ2,1) ,J2*1,1)WRITE(2,72)(S(J2,I),J2*1,I)STOP 85 CONTINUEWR1TE(2,90)I90 F0RMAT(I4,' MATRIX IS CONFIRMED NON SINGULAR')100 CONTINUEDO 200 11*1,M DO 200 J *1,M 200 FdI,J)=X(II,J)RETURNEND
• ••*
/*/*JOB M0JFEM3,:ESJJS,CP76(T40,P2000)ATTACH(TAPE3,M0JDAT1 ,FU=ASIS,ST=S6A)ATTACH(AFILE,LI BNAGFINLCM,ID=LIBAPPL)LIBRARY(AFILE)FTN,LDSET(PRESET*NGINF,MAP=8/ZZZZMP)LGU(PL*2000) .»*««S 'PROGRAM POSDEF(INPUT,TAPE1* INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE2*0UTPUT,TAPES) LEVEL 2,X,M,C INTEGER 1W(180)REAL K(146,146),M(146,146),C(146)COMMON/UPPER/X,M,C READ(3)IW READ(3)X READ(3)MIF*1 . .CALL F01AEF(146.X,146,M,146,C,IF)IFdF.EQ.D URITE(2,10)10 FORMAT(* M NUT POSITIVE DEFINITE’)IFdF.EQ.O) WRITE(2,20)20 F ORMAT(* M IS POSITIVE DEFINITE')STOPENDt S M t S 
***•
1* 1*JOB MOJFEHD,:ESJJS,CP76(T3//,P0000)ATTACN(TAPE3,M0JDAT1 ,F0=ASIS,ST»S6A)ATTACH! AFILE,L1BNAGFTN-LCM,1D*L1BAPPL)FTN(0PT*2)LIBRARY(AFILE)LDSET(PRESET*NG1NF,MAP»B/ZZZZMP)LGU(PL*3000)REWIND(TAPE3)C0PY(TAPE3,TAPEV) ■CAT ALOGd APiy .M0JDAI1 ,FO* AS 1 S, ST«S6A>
»#0«S PROGRAM SOLVE ( INPUT# TAPE 1«INPUT»OI)T PUT, T APE 2“OUTPUT, TAPE 3)LEVEL 2,K,M,A LEVEL 2,BB,f)l,W,Z COMMUN/UPPER/K,M,A COMKON/tOwE.k/nB,BL,W,Z c . . , , , T H 1 S> PROGRAM SOLVES E I OF NVA LOF S AND EIGENVECTORS FROM X AMD M MATRICES ^ DIMENSION bMl46>,bL(146),U(146>,IW<1HU>MEAL K(146,146),M(l46,l4t>),A(l46,146)INTEGER Z ( 146)N«1 46 N E *146C,.,,.NW EQUAL ZERO FOR NO MATRIX PRINTOUT NW»0READ (3) IW .READ (3) KREAD (3) MREWIND 3WRITE (2,4) •4 f ORMAT < * K MATRIX*///)- IF (NW.EU.O) GO TO 155 FORMAT (//( 9F12.4))DO 6 I*1,NWRITE(2,5>(K(I,J),J»1,N)6 CONTINUE WRITE(2,8)8 FORMAT(* *)WRITE(2,10)10 FORMAT ('1M MATRIX'///)DO 14 1*1 ,N WR1TE<2,11)11 FORMAT (' ')WRITE < 2, 5)(M(1 *J), J»1#N)14 CONTINUE15 CONTINUE I F»1C EPS GIVES ACCURACY REQUIREDEPS=1,0E-11 DO 13 1*1,N DO 13 J*1,N 13 A(I.J) « 0.0C INVERT X MATRIXCALL F01AAF (X , N,N,A,N,RL,IF)IF(IF.EQ.O) GO TO 20 IF (IF.NE.1) GO TO 18 WRITE (2,1Z)17 FORMAT (• MATRIX SINGULAR ')18 WR1TE(2.21)21 FORMAT CONG IMPROVEMENT IN ITERATION*)GO TO 30 20 WRITE (2,23)23 FORMAT ('OSUCESSFUL INVERSION *)30 CONTINUEIF (NU.EQ.O) GO TO 32 WRITE (2,31)31 FORMAT ('1 INVERTED X MATRIX FOLLOWS*)WRITE(2,5 ) ((A(1,J),J*1,N),I*1,N)32 CONTINUEIF (NW.EQ.O) GO TO 40 WRITE(2,8)WRITE(2, 5)((X(I,J),J=1,h),I*1,M)WRITE(2,b)WR I TE(2 , 5)(BL( I ),1*1•N)WRITE(2,8)40 CONTINUEWRITE(2,19)IF1V FORMAT (15) ".............................. .... ......... . .......... ....C COMPLETE UPPER TRIANGLEC,....MULTIPLY 1/X AND M MATRICES IF * 1CALL F01CKF (X,A,M»N,N,N,BL,N,1,IF)IF (IF.EQ.U) GO TO 46 WRITE (2,45) IF45 FORMAT (1 HO, ' ERROR DETECTED *,15)STOP46 CONTINUEWR I TE (2 , 48) “•48 FORMAT(’ KM MATRIX OBTAINED')IF(NW.EQ.L') GO TU 4VWRITE (2,47) ((K(I,J),J=1,n ),T*1,N>47 FORMAT (' XM MATRIX *//(10F12.4))49 CONTINUEC,....BALANCE UNSYMMETRICAL MATRIX CALL F01ATF(N,2,X,N,IX,IY,BB)WRITE(2,b)WRITE(2,51)51 FORMAT!' BALANCED MATRIX*)IF (NU.EQ.O) GO TO 57WRITE(2, 5)<<X(I,J),J=1,N),l«1,N>WRITE (2,5) (HB(1),I*1,N)WRITE(2,55)IX,IY 55 FORMAT(2110)57 CONTINUE C,.,,.REDUCE TO UPPER HESSENRERG FORM CAILF01AnF(N,IX,IY«*«N,2)LALL F01APF (N,1X,IY.,Z,X«N«A,N)Ct....COMPUTE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF UPPER HI.SSLNBERG MATRIX 'IF •> 1CALL E02AWF (N,IX,IY,I.PS,K,N,A,N,W,Bl,Z,IF)
1F(IF,nE.1> STUP WR1TE(2,75)75 FOKHaTCOMORE THAN 30 ITERATIONS' NECESSARY IN ONt SOGUI1UN') *71 CONTINUEWRITt (2,73) <Z(I),I»1,N)73 FORMAT ( • NO OF TTtKAtlUNS «',15)WRITE(2,8)WRITE (2,50) NE 50 F ORMAT(1H1,'NO OF EIGENVALUES COMPUTED ***14//J WRITt (2,60) <w(I),1=1,Nb)60 F OKMA T(1H ,*EIGFNVALUES'//(1Xf10E12.6) )IF (NW.EG.O) GO TO 61WRITE (2»60)(£L(1),IB1«N£) *61 CONTINUE00 63 1*1,NEIF(W(I).LT.O.O) GO TO 62 GO TO 6362 WRITE(2,64)I64 FOKMATC NEGATIVE EIGENVALUE AT ',I5>W(1)=-W(I>63 W(I)=(S0Rl(1./W(I))/(2.0*3.142)1 WRITE(2,65) (W(1),I=1,NE)65 FORMAT <1H ,/,' NATURAL FREQUENCIES (HERTZ)'//(1X,5F12.4))C, RANSFORM EIGENVECTORS OF bALANCED MATklK TO ORIGINAL MATRIXCALL F01AUF(N,IX,1Y,N,BB,A,N>
W R 1T E ( 2 , 8 0 )80 FORMAT(*1 EIGENVECTORS*)74 FORMAT(9F13.6)DO 90 J*1 ,N WRITE(2,11)WRITE (2,7a )(a (I,J),I*1,N>90 CONTINUE 100 CONTINUE REWIND 3 WRITE (3) IW WRITE (3) A WRITE (3) W STOP END»nn» s 
/*/*JOB M0JFEM4,:ESJJS,CP76(T40,P2000)ATTACH(TAPE3,M0JDAT1 ,F 0 = AS 1S,ST=S6A)ATTACH! AflLE,LlBNAGFTNLCM,ID=LIBAPPL)FTN(0PT*2)LIBRARY(AFILE) ,IDSET(PRESET*NG1NF,MAP=B/2ZZ2MP> .L60(PL*4000)REWIND!TAPE3)C0PY(TAPE3,TAPE9)CATAL0G(TAPE9,MUJDAT1 ,F0=ASIS,ST*S6A>* (Tiros PROGRAM SOLVE( INPUT, TAPE1*INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE2*0UTPUT,TAPES)LEVEL 2,X,M,A LEVEL 2,BB,BL,W,Z •COMMUN/UPPER/K,M,A COMMON/LOWER/BB,BL,W,Z C,.,,,THIS PROGRAM SOLVES EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS FROM X AND M MATRICES DIMENSION BH(146),BL(146),W(146),IW(lftO)REAL K(146,146),M(146,146),A(146,146)INTEGER Z(146)N*1 46 NE*146C.....NW EQUAL ZERO FOR NO MATRIX PRINTOUT NW*0READ (3) IW READ (3) X READ (3) M REWIND 3 WRITE (2,4) .4 FORMAT!1 X MATRIX*///)IF (NU.EQ.O) GO TO 15 ?5 FORMAT (//( 9F12.4))DO 6 1*1,NWRITE(2,5)(X(I,J),J*1,N)6 CONTINUE .WRITE(2,8>8 FORMAT!* *)WRITE(2,10)10 FORMAT ('1M MATRIX'///)DO 14 1=1,NWRITE(2,11)11 FORMAT (' ')WRITE(2, 5)(M(1,J),J=1,N)14 CONTINUE15 CONTINUE 1 F *1CALL F02AEF(K,N,M,N,N,U,A,N,BL,BB»1F)IF(IF.EQ.O) GO TO 20 IF (1F.NE.1) GO TO 18 WRITE (2,17)17 FORMAT (• MATRIX NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE')18 WRITt(2,21)21 FORMATCUNO IMPROVEMENT IN ITERATION')GO TO 30 20 WRITE (2,23)23 format ('osu cfs sf ul c o m p u t a t i o n')
30 ‘CONl i NUt WRITt(2,80)80 FUKMAT('IEIGiNVECTOKS') .74 F0KMAT(VF13.A>70 FORMAT (//' ’,15*' MODE SHAPE CORRESPONDING, TO NATPPFU*/'/FTU.3:>DO VO J>1,NW(J) * (S0KT<W(J)))/(6,Z84)WRITE (2,70) J,W(J)WR I TE(2, 11 )WRITE (2,74)(A(I,J),1*1,1D VO CONTINUE 100 CONTINUEWRITE (2,60) (IW(I),!»1,1»0)60 FORMAT(6012)REWIND 3 WRITE (3) IWWRITE (3) AWRITE (3) W 'STOPEND
p p p p s
/*/*JOB M0JFEM5.:ESJJS,CP76(T24,P2000)ATTACH(TAPE3,M0JDAT1 ,F0 = AS IS7ST = S6A>FTN.LGO(PLe300U)RF. WIND(TAP£3)C0PY(TAPE3,SCRATCH)CATAL0G(SCKATCH,M0JDAT2 ,F0*C0NF,ST=S6A>
P P P P S PROGRAM SPDNS(INPUT.TAPE1=1NPUT,OUTPUT#TAPfc2=OOTPUT»T*PE5>LEVEL 2,A,W,IW C0MHON/UPPER/A,W,IW C.....THIS PROGRAM READS NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES OF BOX C.....AND OUTPUTS SELECTED ONES ON DISC TO PAPER TAPE DIMENSION A(1A6,146),W(146),IW(180)R E A D(3)IW READ(3)A READ(3)W N*146 NT*180 1 FORMAT(* •)5 FORMAT(* DEGREES OF FREEDOM REDUCED OUT •//)9 F0RMAT(//(9f13.4))10 FORMAT(//(9F13.6))11 FORMAT(3014)70 FORMAT (//' ',15,' MOPE SHAPE CORRESPONDING TO N ATPPEd.'1//FT0-.5J/3 WRITE(2,1)WPJTE(2,1)WR1TE(2,5)WRITE(2,11)(IW(I),I*1,NT)WRITE(2,1)WR1TE(2,10)( W(I),1>1,N)DO 20 J=2,21 WRITE (2,70) J,W(J)WRITE(2,9) (A(I,J),I>1,N)20 CONTINUE REWIND 3C,.,..SELECT TWFNTY NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODES SHAPES OF DO* UITrWE* C,.... FREQUENCY RANGt 20 TO 100 HZ AND WRITE TU PAPEh TAPE FILEC ONLY CONSIDFHInG UPPER SURFACE OF BOXK*=62DO 50 J*2,21WRITE(3,9) (A(I,J),I*K,N)50 CONTINUEWRITE (3,10) (W(I),1=2,21)WRITE (3,11) (1W(I),I=91,NT)STOPEND**#«s
• ***
JOB M0JFEH6,19O3m 30B,HENG . •DISPLAY '4514 M0JAMAGDATA1 33000512 OUT*FORTRAN 1,CR0(M0J6PRUG),[TRO (DAT1)J,100,1000-
DOCUMENT M0J6PR0G PROGRAM(MOJ61905M0JB)INPUT 1 * CRO OUTPUT 2 » LPO INPUT 4 * TROUSE 3= MTO(M0JAMAGDATA1)TRACE 2 ENDMASTER TAPEDIMENSION A(85,20),U(20),IW(90)9 F0 RMA T(( VH5.4),//>10 FORMAT (VF13.6)11 FORMAT(5014)REWIND 3C.....WRITE FIRST TWENTY NAT FREQ AND MODE SHAPE TO PAPFR TAPE C.....ONLY CONSIDERING UPPER SURfACF Of BOX N»85 X»1DO 20 J«1,20
RfAD (4.V) U d ^  J). i**:,N>WRITt(2,V> (A( I, J), I*K,N)20 CONTINUE WRITt (3) AREAD (4 .10) (W(I)«1 * 1« 20)WRITE (3) WWRITt (2,10) (Wd),1*1,20)READ (4 ,11) (lU(l).I* 1,/tf) *WRITE (5> IWWRITE (2,11) (IW(I),I* 1,90)LNDFILE3STOPENDFINISH
****
•SWITCH
JOB MOJFEM/,1VU5MSOB»HEVCDISPLAY '4514 MOJAHAGOATAI 33000512 IN*FORTRAN 1 ,CR0(MUJ7PkUG)«CkU(H(lJ IDATA) , 75,1000 
***•
DOCUMENT M0J7PRO6 LIBRARY (FD.SUBGROUPSRGP)LIBRARY(ED,SiJHGR0UPSRF7)PROGRAM<MOJ71905MOJC)COMPACT DATA INPUT 1*CR0 OUTPUT 2*LP0INPUT 3=MT0(M0JAMA6DATA1)NO TRACE ENDMASTER RESPONSEREAL M(20) ’ '•     ”     * - *DIMENSION A(512) ,SX(512),SY(512)DIMENSION IW(9U),EN(20),F(20).W(90,20>,R(102),X(B5,20) DIMENSION D L (V )» V (V ),6CA(14)DIMENSION WDF (2<>) ,WDFCV(20)DATA BCA(1)/2?HEXC1TAT10N SPECTRAL DENSITY/DATA HCA(5)/18HFKEW UP TO 150 HZ /DATA BCA(7)/25HRESPONSE SPECTRAL DENSITY/DATA BCA(10)/23H FREQUENCY UP TO 150 HZ/REWIND 5C,.,,,15 TRANSVERSE DEGREES OF FREEDOM ON TOP PLATE NT RANS*15 RHODE“20 N*90READ(3)X READ(3)F kEAD(3)lU NF«512C CALL PRINP(X,F,IW)F MAX = 150FM1N=FMAX/512.0READ (1,10) (EN(1),I*1,NM0DE)10 F ORMAT(1 OF 8,4)WR1TE(2,10) (F(I),I*1,20)WRITE(2,10) (FN(I),I=1,NM0DE)DM = ((0.78*0.22*0.UU061)»7800.0)/FLOAT(NTRAWS)FQ“0.0DO 15 1*1,NF A(I)*0,0 15 CONTINUE DO 9 J*1,20 K*1DO 9 1*1,90 TW(I,J)*X(K,J)IF(IW(I).EQ.1) GO TO 8 X*X-1W(I,J)*0.08 CONTINUE K*X+19 CONTINUE WRITE (2,4)4 FORMAT(/* DEFLECTIONS IN MODES */)WRITE (2,5) ( (Wd , J) , 1*5,N,6) , J»1 ,20)5 FORMAT (/(VE13.5)) • ‘C, HN0DF*0,5 IND1CATESHALFWAY NODE POINTS TO BE INTERPOLATEDC.....FOR ADDITIONAL SPDNS POINTS HN0DE*1,0 HN0DE*0,5IF(hNODE,GT.0.5) GO TO 18
CALL 1NTM(W,WDF,WDFCV)18 CONTINUE C..,,.INPUT SPECTRAL DENSITYCALL INSPDNS(SX,NF,FMIN)CALL GRAPH (SX.NF,0.0,SY,BCA , 1,R,FMAX>C.....NB VALUE IS CHANGED AFTfR PLOTTING CALL 1NSPDNS(SX,NF,FM]N)C,.,,.RESPONSE AT DEGREE OF FREEDOM X
X*39K*33K*27
x«21X*15X*9K*3
K»81K*75X*69K*63K*57K*51X«45
C PLATE EXCITED AT DEQBFE 0-F FREEDOM IL*X2U CONTINUEWRITE (2.200) X, L 200 FORMAT (• RESPONSE AT N.l>DE•’„Li^ .•, TO fcXCITATION AT NODE*,15) C,..*,.I CONTROLS NO OF NAT FHFU AND MODF SHAPES USED C,.,,,J CONTROLS NO OF TRANSVfcHSfc DE.bNEES OF FHEfcDOW DO 1000 1J *1,512 FQ»FMlN*(FLOAT(IJ))DO 60 I=1,NMODE M(I)«0.0 DO 50 J =5,N,6 50 H(I)=M(l)F((U(J,I)**2)*nM)C..... TU TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE OTHER 5 SIDESC.... M(J)=H(1)*3.0 M(I)=H(I)*4-.0 60 CONTINUE C,.,,.1MIS CALCULATES MODULUS OF RECEPTANrCEC COMPUTE SQUARE OF MOD OF RECEPTAN-CE1F ( HNOPt.GT.0,5) GO TO 80 C.....FOR ADDITIONAL NODES DO 70 1=1p20 W(L,I)=WDFCV(I)70 CONTINUE 80 CONTINUE
C,.,.,A(IJ> IS RECEPTANCE SQUARED DO 100 1*1,N MOD E 100 A(IJ)*A<IJ) ♦(((W(L,I)*W(K»1))**2)/(((M(I)**2)*( 1(((F(I)**2)“(Fw**2))**2)*((EN(I)**2)*(F(I)**4))))))A ( 1 J ) * A (I J ) / ( 1 6 . 0 * ( 3 . 1 42*^4.) )1000 CONTINUEC CALL GRAPH2(N,DL.N0,V,W,BCD,BCX,IW.R)CALL SPDNS (A.SX.SYjNF)CALL GRAPH (SY,NF,50,0,SX,BCAr2,R,FMAX)WR1T E(2 »1U01) FMAX1001 FORMAT (//• FMAX « '.F1U.3)STOPENDSUBROUTINE INTM(W,WDF.WDFCV)DIMENSIUN W(90,20)DIMENSION WDF(20),WDFCV(20)ELENG*0,13IST=39IST=45IST*51iST=9)ST«151ST*21IST*33ISTEP*30ISTEP=6JST=1ST+ISTEPI F( I STEP.tQ,30) GO TO 201CR*I?T*2JCR=JST+2GO TO 3020 CONTINUE’    *’..............  *I CR*IST*1 )CR*JST+1 30 CONTINUEDO 40 1*1,20WDF ( I ) * ( W( I S.T * I ) +t)( J ST, I ))/ 2.0WDFCV(I)=WDF(1)+(ELENG*(W(ICR,1)-U(JCR,I))/8.0)40 CONTINUE -WKITE(2,10) (WDF( I > ,l*=Tr2D)j WR1TE(2.1U) (WDFCV(l) rl*=T,-2tt>>10 FORMAT (1 • ,//(12E10„4.))> ' • > .RETURN END
SUBROUTINE I NS PDNS (SX*.N.FrFM'LN<)>DIMENSION SX(NF)DO 5 1*1.68SX(I)*8,40/(((FLOAT(69))*FM1N)**2)5 CONTINUEDO 10 1*69,NFSX(1)*8,40/(((FLUAT(I ) ) *FMI N) **-2)10 CONTINUE RETURN END
SHORTLISTSUBROUTINE PR 1NP(X,F,IW)DIMENSION X(M5,?U},F(20),IW(90)UR1TE(2,5UU) ((X(1,J),I*1,85), J*1,20)WRITE (2,600) (f (I),1*1,20) wKITt(2«7oo)(tw(l),1*1,90)500 IOKMAT (//(VE13.4))600 FORMAT (//(9F15.4))
700 FORMAT (3014)RETURNEND
SUb ROUT 1NE SPDNS (A,SX,SY,N>DIMENSION A(K),SX(N),SV<N)C THIS COMPUTES T H fc SPECTRAL DENSITY Of RESPONSE TO INPUT SPDWRITE (2,40) (A(I),I*1,N)DO 20 1*1, H SY(I) ■ A(I)*SX( I )20 CONTINUE WR1T£<2,30)30 FORMAT (• SPECTRAL DENSITY OF RESPONSE*)WRITE (2,40) (SY(I),I*1,N)40 FORMAT (12E10.3)RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE GRAPH (B,N,LOG,NSKIP,X,BCD,IJ,LK,FMAX>C B IS A POSITIVE REAL ARRAYC , . , . ,LOG IS SET TO 0 FOR LINFAR GRAPH AND 50 FOR LUG GRAPH C.....NSK1P IS NO OF FNTER1ES TO BE SKIPPED INTEGER G REAL F1AGNEGREAL MAGM,MAGN,8(N),LN(102>DIMENSION X(N)DIMENSION bCD(14>DATA BL,ST/1ri ,1H*/IF (L0G.NE.50.AND.LOG.NE.O) GO TO 100 GO TO 200 100 WRITE (2,110)110 FORMAT (' NO DB SCALE SPECIFIED*)STOP
200 WRITE (2,210) N210 FORMAT (* N IS HARMONIC NUMBER *',I6/)IF (LOG.EQ.O) GO TO 220DO 205 I » 1,N
205 IF(B(D) 211,213,213211 WRITE (2,212)212 FORMAT (' ERROR DETECTED LOG OF NEGATIVE NUMBER*)STOP
213 CONTINUEWRITE (2,215) B(1 ) '215 FORMAT (* A(C) OMITTED FROM GRAPH. A(0> =»,1P2ET2.5>AUX * B(1)B(1) *0,0C PUT THE LARGEST POSITIVE OR LEAST NEGATIVE VALUE EQ MAGM220 MAGH * 8(1)230 DO 2V0 1*2,N MAGN * B(1)240 IF (MAGM - MAGN) 250,290,290 250 MAGM * MAGN 290 CONTINUEIF (LOG.EQ.O) GO TO 500 WRITE (2,300) MAGM 300 FORMAT (T90,* ZERO DB =*,1PE12.3/)E«=2,0I F ( E , EQ,1,0) WRITE(2,310)1F(E.EQ,2.0) WRITE(2,311)310 FORMAT(2X,*-100*,7X,’-90•,7X,•-80'.7X.•-70•,7X,•-60 • , 7X,•-50•,7X,v -ao'^x.'-so'.zx.'-zu'./x.'-io'.qx.'o')311 FORMAT ' (3X,'-50*,7X,'-45',7X,'-40*,7X,'-35',7X,'-30',7X,'-25*,7X, 1 *-20* ,7X,'-15* ,7X,,-10-»,8X,,-5' ,9X,*0*)DO 320 1 *1,102 320 LN(I) * BL
ALMAGM*1.0E-40DO 330 1 =27N,(NSKIP«-1)F* 10,0*ALOG10(MAGM/(B(I)*ALMAGM>>B (I)*FC* 101.5 - ( F*E)IF (G.LT.1) GO TO 380 LN(G) « ST -380 X * 1-1WRITE (2,340) K,LN,F 340 FORMAT (I5,102A1,'» -*,F10.3)IF (G.GE.1) LN(G) * BL 330 CONTINUE H(1) * AUX DO 350 K * 1 , N 350 X(X) * ((FLOAT(K-I))* 9.0)/(FLOAT(N))DO 400 1*1 , N 400 B(I)=-((B(1)*5,0)/100,0)CALL HGPLOT (0.0,0.0,1,1)CALL HGPLUT (-2.0,2.0,1,4)CALL HGPAXIS (0.0,-5.0,BCD(7), 25,5.0,90.0,-100.0,20.0) AXIL*FMAX/9.0CALL HGPAXIS (0.0,0.0,BCD(10),27, 9.0,0.0,0,0,AX 1L)CALL HGPLUT (0,0,0.0,3,0)N*N-1CALL HGPLINE(X,fl,N,-1)CALL HGP LOT (1,0,1.0,1,2)RETURN 500 CONTINUEC PUT LARGEST NEGATIVE VALUE AS MAGNEG.MAGNEG * 11(1)
DO 2V6 I = 2,N MAGN * BO)
IF (M A GN E G - MAGN) 2 9 6 , 2 9 6 . 2 9 5295 MAGNEG « MAGN296 CONTINUE C,.,..FIND X AXIS
H * ( I NT ( (( A BS ( M A u NEG) /( M A G M — MAUNfcG) ) * 1 UO .0)>4»1l„U/))))IF (MAGNEG.GT.0.0) M ■ 1.0 If (MAGM.LT.0.0) H * 101.0 WHITE (2,505) MAGNEG,MAGM 505 FORMAT (' THIS MUST OF NEGATIVE*,4-OX,* THIS MUST BE P-OS.I TT V-E",.//1* ,»F1D,4»60a ,HU.4)LN(H) * STIF(H.EO.I.O) 60 TO 612 DO 510 J=1,H-1
510 LN(J) *  B L512 CONTINUEIF(M.EQ.101.0) GO TO 5t4 DO 511 J*m«-1,102511 LN(J) ■ BL514 CONTINUE IF(IJ.EQ.I) GO TO 521C . . . ..PLOT ON LINE PRINTERDO 525 1=1,N,(NSKIP*t)F « Bd)IF ( K.NE.1.0) GO TO 515C G IS SCALE FACTORG = ( (F/MAGM) MOU.OJM.O
513 I F ( M . N E , 1 01.0) GO TO 516 
G = M - ( ( F / M A G N E G ) * 1 0 0 . 0 )515 G = (100.0*( (F-MAGNEG>/(MA(.H-MA&H.RG)))*1,tt LN(G) « STX » 1-1WRITE (2,520) LN , K , F 520 FORMAT (102A1,14,,*,,1PE14.3)‘IF (G.NE.M) LN(G) * BL '525 CONTINUE 621 CONTINUE C INITIALISE PLOTTERCALL HGPL0T(0,0,0,0,1,1)C ASSIGN ORIGINAH *((MAGH/(MAGM-MAGNEG))*5.00)«-2.0 CALL HGPLOT (-2.0,AM,1,4)AM*AM-2,0 C PUT IN X AXISC POSITION PEN AT X AXISCALL HGPLOT (0.0,0.0,3,0)AXIL=FMAX/9,0 C DRAW IN X AXISCALL HGPAXIS (0 . 0,0.0,BCD(5),-18, 9.0,0.0,0.0,AXIL)AAM=(MAGM-MAGNEG)/5.0AHM = -5.0«-AMlFdJ.EQ.1) GO TO 545I F ( IJ,EQ.2) GO TO 546545 CALL HGPAXIS ( 0 . 0, AMM, BCD ( 1 ) , 26, 5 . 0, 90 , 0, MAGNEG:, A-AM GO TO 547546 CALL HGPAXIS (0,0, AMM, BCD(7) ,26, 5. 0,90,0, MAGNEG:, 4AM)547 CONTINUEC SCALE GRAPHDO 550 K * 1,N 550 X(K) = ((FLOAT(K-D)* 9.0) / (FLOATCM))C SCALE Y COORDINATESIF(MAGM,LT.ABS(MAGNEG)) GO TO 555 AA*MAGM GO TO 560 555 AA=ABS(MAGNEG)560 CONTINUEDO 600 I * 1,N 600 B(!)=(B(I)*AM)/MAGM C COMMENCE PLOTCALL HGPLINE (X,B,N,1)C END PLOTCALL HGPLOT (1,0,1,0,1,2)CONTINUE -RETURNEND
FINISH****DOCUMENT HOJTDATA
.0180 .0150 .0125 . 010 5 . 0 1 0 0  . 0 0 9 5  ,.00*T .008-5 ,.0060
,0070 ,0067 .0 06 4  ,0060 , 00 57 . 0046 , 00 50  ,0040 ,0 03 0
. 0 0 7 6.0020
Appendix 4
The Fourier Transform computer programs
The. computer programs MOJFTMlJ.and M0JFTM2, developed to 
analyse sets of 512 and 1024 data respectively, Fourier 
transforming from the time to the frequency domain using 
the discrete Fourier transform or the fast Fourier trans­
form algorithms.
JOB MOJFTMl,1V05m 0JC,HENGFOKTRAh 1 *CRO(MUJFPROG) , TRO(MOJGDATA) * 75,2500
DOCUMENT MUJFPROGlIBkARY<F.I>,SUDGkUdPSRF/)
LIBRARY <F. D»StlbfiKOUPSRGP)PKUGKAM(MUJF1VU5M0JC) •-COMPACTINPUT 1 * T R 0OUTPUT 2*LPONO TRACEENDMASTER FORTFMC.....THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF REAL DATA OF IMPULSE C,....WHICH IS DIVIDED BY THE FACTOR KC.... FOR THE RECEPTANCE OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM WHICH IS THEN SQUAREDC,.,,,THIS IS Then MULTIPLIED BY THF tXCIT PSD OF THE PRHS SIGNAL C,•,,« USE D AND FROM IT PSD OF THE SYSTEM RESPONSE IS OR T A1 ME D C.....THIS IS IN TURN MULTIPLIED BY THE PICK UP FACTOR SQUARED TO GIVEC.... RESPUNSE OF THE BOA STRUCTURE. N IS NO OF DATAC.... COMPLEX W( 512)REAL MAGM,MAGN ,LN<102>DIMENSION BC D(14)DIMENSION C< 512),D( 512)INTEGER GREAL MAGNEG . 'COMPLEX X< 512),AC 512)NEX*VN*(2**NEX)DO 1 1*1,N1 READ (1,101,END=2) C(I)GO TO 32 DO 4 J=1,N-I*1 4 C U  + I-1) * 0.03 CONTINUEWRITE (2,150) I 150 FORMAT (//' NO OF DATA INPUT * ',15)101 FOKHAT (F 5,3/ )DO 2u0 J = 1,N 200 X(J)=CMPLX(C(J),0,0)WRITE (2,210)N 210 FORMAT </• PLOT OF DATA INPUT FOLLOWS. N« ',16)CALL GRAPH (C,N,0,0,D)CALL FFT(X,NEX,N,A) c... call ROOT (W,N)C... CALL DFT (X,W,A,N) ^C.... IMPULSE RESPONSE OF BOX PLOTTED / ^C.... TABULATE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS AWRITE (2,220) A(1)220 FORMAT (/•10 F T COEFFICIENTS ARE '///' D.C.TERM ■',1P2E11.3>WRITE (2,230) (A(J),J = 2,N )230 FORMAT (/4(1PF14.3,1PE11,3))C..... RHS VALUE OF PRBS SIGNALPRBS=0,tt PRBS=0,3C..... EXPSD IS EXCITATION POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY USING 0.45 CLOCK FREQEXPSD * (PRBS**2)/(0.45*300.0)C..... PLOT SPECTRAL DENSITY OF OUTPUT FROM BOXCt....EXPSD s 2 PI FACTORK FACTORK=EXPSD/6.284 DO 250 1=1,N250 C(I) = CABS(A(I))/FACTOR.K WRITE (2,251) (C(I),I=1,N)251 FORMAT (//' SYSTEM RECEPTANCE',//' *,(10E12.4))C..... PICK UP FACTOR IN MM PER VO LI INCLUDING OUTPUT AMPLIFICATION ' " *PF=2.25/100,0 DO 252 1 = 1 ,N252 C(I) = ((PF*C(I))**2 )*EXPSDWRITE (2,255)N255 FORMAT (/' BOX RESPONSE FOLLOWS. N = ’,16)WRITE (2,2/5) <C(I)»1=1»N)275 FORMAT (//' RESPONSE',//• ',(10E12.4)>CALL GRAPH (C,N,50,0,D)STOPENDSUBROUTINE GRAPH (B,N,LOG,NSKIP,X)C.... B IS A POSITIVE REAL ARRAYC.... LOG IS SET to 0 FOR LINEAR GRAPH AND 50 FOR LOG GRAPHC.....NSMP IS NO OF ENTERICS TO BE SKIPPED.INTEGER G REAL MAGNEGREAL MAGM,MAGN,B(N),LN(102)DIMENSION X (N )DIMENSION BCD(14)DATA BCD(1)/2p hCkOSS CORRELATION FUNCTION/PATA BCD(5)/1 OHDhLAY BITS/DATABCP(7)/23H RESPONSE DB RE MAGM/DATA nCD(10)/3/HFREUUENCY IN HERTZCDC COMPONENT* )/DATA BL.ST/1H ,1H*/IF.(LOG.NE.50.AND.LOG.NE.O) GO TO 100 GO TO 200
100 WRITE (2,110)'110 FORMAT ('NO DB SCALE SPECIFIED*)STOP
200 WRITE (2,210) N
210 FOHMAT C  N IS HARMONIC NUMMfcK »*,I A/J If (L0G.E0.0) (id TU 22000 203 1 * 1 » N
205 If(ll(I>) 211,213,213211 WRITE (2,217)212 FORMAT (' ERROR DETECTED LOG OF N E G A T I VI NUMBER' )STOP
213 CONTINUEWRITE (2,215) 8(1)215 FORMAT (' A(0) OMITTED FROM GRAPH, A(Oj *',1P2E1Z,3)AUX * B<1) b<1) *0.0C.....PUT THE LARGEST POSITIVE OR LEAST NFGATIVE* VALUE EO MAGM 220 MAGM * 8(1)230 DO 290 I*2,N 
M A G N  * 8 ( 1 )240 IF (MAGM - MAGN) 250,290,290 250 MAGM * MAGN290 CONTINUE .IF (LOG.EO.O) GO TO 500 WRITE (2,300) MAGS 300 FORMAT (T90,'ZERO DB *',1PE12.3/)
£ * 2.0IF(E.EU.I.O) WkITE(2»310>IF(E,EQ,2.0) WRITE(2,311)310 F0RMAT(2X,'-100', 7X,'-9U',7X,'-80',7X,'-/O', 7X.'-60*,7X,'-50',/X, 1 '-40’,7X,'-30*,7X,'-20',/X.'-IO'.VX.'O')311 FORMAT (3X,'-50',7x,•-43',7X,'-401,7X,'-35•,7X,•-30•,7X,'-25',7X, 1'-20',7X,'-15',7X,'-10*,»X,'-5',9X,*0')DO 320 I *1,102 320 LN(I) * BLALMAGM*1,OE-4000 330 I =2,N,(NS X IP + 1)F* 1U,0*ALOG10(MAGM/(B(I)♦ALMAGM))G* 101.3 - (F*E)IF (G.LT.1) GO TO 380 LN(G) « ST 380 X * 1-1WRITE (2,340) X,LN,X,F 340 FORMAT (13,1 02Al ,I 4,•=-•,F7,2)IF (G.GE.1) LN(G) « BL 330 CONTINUE B(1) * AUX DO 350 X * 1 »N 350 X(K) * ((F LOAT(K-1))* 9.0)/(FLOAT(N))DU 400 I * 1 , N400 B( I ) =-3.U*(10,0*ALOGlO(MAGN/(B(I)*1.0E-20))/100.0)CALL HGPLOT (0.0,0.U,1,1)CALL HGPLOT (-2.0,2.0,1,4)CALL HGPAXIS <U.U,-3.0,BCD(7), 25,5.0,90.0,-100.0,10.0)AX1SL * N/ 9.0CALL HGPAXIS (0.0,0.0,BCD(10),37, 9.0,0,0,0.0,AX ISL)CALL HGPLOT (0,0,0,0,3,0)CALL HGPL1NE <X,B,N,-1) t ALL HGPLOT (1.0,1.0,1,2)RETURN 500 CONTINUE C.....PUT LARGEST NEGATIVE VALUE AS MAGNEG.MAGNEG * B (1 )DO 296 I » 2, N MAGN * B ( I )IF (MAGNEG - MAGN) 296,296,295295 MAGNEG = HAGN296 CONTINUE C.....FIND X AXISM * (INT(((ABS( MAGNEG)/(MAGM-MAGNEG))*100.0)4-1,0))IF (MAGNEG.GT,0.0) M = 1.0 IF (MAGM.LT.0.0) M * 101.0 WRITE (2,303) MAGNEG,MAGM 505 FORMAT (' THIS MUST BE NEGAT1VE*,40X, • THIS MUST BE POSITIVE',/1' ',F10.4,80X,F10.4)LN(M) * STIF (M.EQ.1.0) GO TO 512 DO 510 J*1,M-1510 LN(J) * BL312 CONTINUEIF(M.EQ,101.0) GO TO 514 DO 311 J*M41,1U2511 LN(J) * BL514 CONTINUEDO 525 I s1,N,(NS XIP +1 )F * B ( I )IF ( M.NE.1 .0) GO TO 513 G * ((F/MAGM)*1 0 0,0)4-1 ,0313 IF(M.NE,101 , 0 )  GO TO 515 G * M-((F/MAGNtG)*10U.O)515 G * (100.0»((F-MAGNEG)/(MAGM-MAGNEG)))41,0LN(G) * ST •X * 1-1WRITE (2,320) LN , X,F 320 FORMAT < 1 02A1 , I 4, '*•,1 PE 14.3>If (G.NE.M) L«(G) * BL 325 CONTINUE C INITIALISE PLOTTERCALL HGPlUTtO,0,0,0,1,1)C ASSIGN ORIGINAM *<(MAGM/(MAGM-MAGNFG))«5.00)42,0
CALL HGPLOT (“<;.0,AM»r,4> *AM-AM-2,0 C POT IN X Aa ISAXISL * N/ V.O C POSITION Pt N AI X AXISCALL HOP LOT (0_0,a..U,3,0>C DRAW IN X AXISCALL HGPAXIS ( 0 , 0, 0 , 0 ,b C 0 ( 5) *“1 0 , 9 * 0 *0 .0 , 0 , 0 , AX I S L)A A M * ( M A G M —M A G N fc G ) / 5 0AMH»-5,0»AMCALL HGPAXIS <0..0#.AMrt>ttCD<T>*26*5..U#90.0,MAGNBb«AAM) C SCALE GRAPH00 550 K «= 1»N >50 X (K) * (ULOATU-1))* V.O>/(FLUATCN>)C SCALE V COORDINATESlFtMAGM,LT.,ABS(MAGNB&I> GO TO 555 AA*MAGH GO TO 560 555 AA*ABS(MAGNEGI 560 CONTINUEDO 600 1 * 1,N>600 B U  )a(B< I >*AK)/MAG*C COMMENCE PLOTCALL HGPL1NE <X*B*N.T>C END PLOTCALL HGPLOT (1.0,1.0*1CONTINUERETURfcEND ^SUBROUTINE FFT(A » N* NB# b)>COMPLEX A(NB)»U»U,T»B(N6>NBD2=NB/2NBM1aNB-7J*1DO A L*1»NBH1 IF(L.GE.J) GO TO 2 T*AU>A(J)aA(L)A(L)*T2 K«NBD23 IFU.GE.J) GO TO 4 • J*J“K**K/2 GO TO 3
4 JeJ+XPI*3.14159265359 DO 6 M=1,N U*(1.0,0.0)HE«2**M
K*HE/2W»CMPLX<COS(PI/K),SIN(P1/K))DO 6 J*1#K DO 5 l*J »NB*ME lPKaL+<T*A(LPX)^UA(LPX)-A(L)*T5 A<L)aA<L)*T6 U=U*W00 10 1*1,NB B(I)=A<I)/(FLOATCNB>>10 CONTINUE RETURN ENDFINISH
•SWITCH
JOB MOJFTM2,1VU5MOJt,HFNGI OK IRAN 1,CRU(MOJFPROG)#TRO(MUJG DATA),*2 OU,4,500 
• * • *DOCUMENT HUJFPRUGL1BRAKY(ED,SURGRUUPSRF7)LIBRARY ( L D , SUuGROUPSRGP) .PHOGRAM(MUJF1VU5mOJC)
COMPACT INPUT 1=TkU OUTPUT 2*LPO NO TRACE ENDMASTER FUR T F MC.....TH1S PROGRAM COMPUTES THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF REAL DATA OF IMPULSE C..,..WHICH IS DIVIDED BY THE FACTOR KC.....FOK THE RECEPTANCE OF THE COMPLFTE SYSTEM WHICH IS THEN SOUAREDC.... THIS IS THEN MULTIPLIED BY THF F.XC1T PSD OF THE PROS SIGNALC.... OSED AND FROM IT PSD OF THE SYSTEM RESPONSE IS UBTA1MEDC.... THIS IS IN TURN MULTIPLIED BY THE PIC*' UP FACTOR SQUARED TO GIVEC.... RESPONSE OF THE BOX STRUCTURE. N IS NO OF DATAC.... COMPLEX W( 1 024)DIMENSION BCD(14)DIMENSION C(1024),D(1024)COMPLEX X(1024)» A(1024)INTEGER G REAL MAGNEGREAL MAGM.MAoN, LN(102)NEX=10 N*(2**NEX)DO 1 1*1» N1 READ (1,101 ;ENDa2> C(l)GO TO 32 DO 4 J»1,N-I*1 4 CLJ+I-1) * 0.03 CONTINUE WRITE (2.150) I150 FORMAT (//• NO OF DATA INPUT * ',15)101 FORMAT ( F5 , 3/)DO 200 J = 1,N 200 X(J)=CMPLX(C<J),0,0)WRITE (2,210)N 210 FORMAT (/' PLOT OF DATA INPUT FOLLOWS, N» ',16)CALL GRAPH (C»N,U,0,D)CALL FFT(X,NEX,N,A)C... CALL ROOT <W,N)C... CALL DFT <X,W,A,N)C.... IMPULSE RESPONSE OF BOX PLOTTEDC.... TABULATE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS AWRITE (2,220) Ad)220 FORMAT (/'1D F T COEFFICIENTS ARE'///' D.C.TERM *',1P2E11.3)WRITE (2,250) (A(J)« J = 2,N)230 FORMAT (/4(1PF14,3»1PE11 .3))C.....RMS VALUE OF PRBS SIGNAL PRbS=0.3C,....EXPSD IS EXCIT POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY USING 0,45 CLOCK FREQUENCY EXPSD =(PRuS**2 )/(0.45*300.0)C.... EXPSD * 2 PI FACTORKFACTORK=EXPSD/o.284 DO 250 1=1,N250 C(I) = CABS(A(I))/FACTORK WRITE (2,251) (C(I)»I=1,N)251 FORMAT (//' SYSTEM RECEPTANCE',//• ',(10E12.4))C.... PICK UP FACTOk IN MM PER VOLT, INCLUDING OUTPUT AMPLIFICATIONPF=2,25/31,6 DO 252 1=1,N252 C(I) = (( PF*C(I))**2 )*EXPSDC.... PLOT SPECTRAL DENSITY OF OUTPUT FROM BOXWRITE ( 2 , 255.) N 255 FORMAT (/' BOX RESPONSE FOLLOWS. N = ',16)WRITE (2,275) (C(I),I=1,N)275 FORMAT (//' RESPONSE',//' *,(10E12,4))CALL GRAPH (C,N«50,0,D)STOPEND
SUBROUTINE DFT (X,W,A,N)COMPLEX X(N),W(N),A(N)A(1)=(0,0,0,0)'DO 10 J=1,N 10 A (1 ) = A ( 1 ) ♦ X ( J )DO 20 L=1,(N-1>A(L+1)*(0,O,0,0)DO 20 M=1,N I AR = ( ( (M-1 ) *-L ) ♦ 1 )INDEX = 1a r*(n *In T((FLOAT(1AR)-0,01)/(FLOAT(N))))20 A(L*1)«A(L*1)*X(M)*W(INDEX)DO 30 J * 1,N 30 A(J)=A(J)/N RETURN END
SUBROUTINE ROOT (W,N)COMPLEX. W(n >
C, .CALCULATE tHt COMMON ROD! WtJ) WHERE W(J>* t F X P ( ( - 2 I ) * P 1 * J / N )
w(1)=(1,0 ,0,0)C * NW( 2) «C E XP ( CMP LX( 0,0,-6,2852/0)DO 50 J*3,N W(J) *W(J-1)«W<2)50 CONTINUEKF1UKN ,END
SUBROUTINE GRAPH ( B-, N , LOG , N S K I P , X ) t B IS A EUSITIVt K C A L AKKAYC.....LOG IS SLT TU 0 E Ok LINEAR GkAPH AND 5U EUR LOG GRAPH C«.,,,NSk IP IS NO OE tNTtRIES 10 HE SKIPPED INTEGER G REAL MAGNEGREAL MAGM,MAGN,B(N),LN(102)DIMENSION X(N)DIMENSION bC D(14)DATA BCD(1)/26rtCR0SS CORRELATION FUNCTION/DATA BCD(5)/1OH DELAY BITS/DATABCD(/)/2JH RESPONSE DB RE MAGM/DATA BCDdU) / 3/ HFREUUEnCY IN HERTZ(DC COMPONENT* )/DATA BL.ST/1H ,1H*/IF (LOG,NE.50,AND.LOG,NE.O) GO TO 100 GO TO ZOO
100 WRITE <2,110)110 FORHAT (' NO DB SCALE SPECIFIED')STOP
200 WRITE <2,210) N210 FORMAT (' N IS HARMONIC NUMBER *',I6/)IF (LOG.EQ.O) GO TO 220DO 205 I * 1 ,N *....... ................. .......
205 IF(B(D) 211,213,213211 WRITE (2,212)212 FORMAT (' ERROR DETECTED LOG OF NEGATIVE NUMBER')STOP
213 CONTINUEWRITE (2,215) B(1)215 FORMAT (' A(0) OMITTED FROM GRAPH. A(0) *',1P2E12.3)AUX * BC1)B(1) *0,0C.....PUT THE LARGEST POSITIVE OR LEAST NEGATIVE VALUE EQ MAGM 220 MAGM * B(1)230 DO 290 1*2,N MAGN * B ( I )240 IF (MAGM - MAGN) 250,290,290 250 MAGM * MAGN 29u CONTINUEIF (LOG.EQ.O) GO TO 500 WRITE (2,300) MAGM 300 FORHAT (TVO,'ZERO DB *',1PE12,3/)E * 2.0)F(E.FQ,1.0) WR1TE(2,310)IF(E.EQ.Z.O) WRITF(2,511)310 FORHAT <2X, • -100', 7X, '-90*,7X,'-MU',7X.'-70',7X,'-60'»7X,'-50' 1'-4U',7X,'-30',7X,'-2U',7X,'-10',VX,'0')311 FORHAT (3X.'-50',7X, '-45',7X,•-4 0',7x.•-35•,7X,•-30*,7X,'-25' T'-20',7X,'-15',7X,'-Hl',ttX,'-5',yX,'0')DO 320 1 =1,102 320 LN(1) » BLALMAGHd .0E-40DO 330 I =2,N,(NSK1P+1)F* 10,0*ALUG10(MAGM/(B(I)+ALMAGM))G* 101,5 - (F * E)IF (G.LT.1) GO TO 300 LN(G) * ST 300 K * 1-1WRITE (2,340) K,LN,K»F .340 FORMAT (15,102a 1,14,'*-',F7.2)IF (G.GE.1) LN(G) * BL 330 CONTINUEB(1) * AUX ’ „DO 350 K * 1 ,N * ’350 X(K) = ((F LOAT(K-1) ) • 9.0)/(FLOAT(N))DO 400 I * 1,N 400 B(I) *-5.0*(10.0*ALUG10(MAGM/(B(I)-H.OE-20))/100.0)CALL HGPLOT (0.0,0.0,1,1)CALL HGPL01 (-2.0,2.0,1,4)CALL HGPAXIS (0.0,-5.0,BCD<7), 25,5.0,90.0,-100.0,20.0)AX1SL * N/ 9.0CALL HGPAXIS (0.0,0 . 0,DCD<10),37, 9 .0.0,0,0,0,AX1SL)CALL HGPLOT (0.0,0.0,3,11)CALL HGPLINF. <X,H,N,-1>CALL HGPLOI (1.0,1,0,1,2)RETURN 500 CONTINUE C.....PUT LARGEST NEGATIVE VALUF AS MAGNEG.MAGNEG * B(1 )DO 2V6 I » 2, N MAGN * B( I )IF (MAGNEG - MAGN) 296,296,295 295 MAGNtG * MAGN 2V6 CONTINUE C.....FINP X AXISM « (INT<((AHS< HAGNEG) / ( MACrt-MAGNE(i) ) * 1 00 , 0 ) ♦ 1 . 0 > )
I
, 7X, 
, 7X,
IF (MAGNEG.Gr.o‘,0) M » 1,0   'If (MAGM.IT.0,0) M « 101,0 WRITE (2,505) MAGNEG,MAGM 505 FORMAT (• THIS MOST BC NEGAT1VE*,4UX,• THIS MOST UE POSITIVE’ 1* 1 ,F10.4,«(>X,F10.4)LN(M) ■ STIF (M. EU.1.0) GO TO 512 DO 510 J»1,M-1 *510 IN(J) » DL512 CONTINUEIf(M,tQ.101,0) GO TO 514 DO 511 J»rt+1,102511 LN(J) * DL514 CONTINUEDO 525 1*1,N,(NSKIP+1)F * C ( I )IF ( M.Nt.1,0) GO TO 513 G « <<F/MAGM)*10U.O)*1,0513 IF(M.Nfc,101,0) GO TO 515 G * M-((F/MAGNEG)*100,0)515 G * (100.0*((F-MAGNEG)/(MAGM-HAGn £G)))*1.0 LN(G) * STX * 1-1WRITE (2,520) LN,X,F 520 FORMAT (102A1 , 14,• = •,1PE14.3)IF (G.NE.M) LN(G) * BL 525 CONTINUE C INITIALISE PLOTTERCALL HGPLOT(0.0,0,0,1,1)C ASSIGN ORIGINAM =(<MAGM/('iAGM-MAGNEG))*5.00)*2,0 CALL HGPLOT (-2.0,AM,1,4)AMsAM-2,0 C PUT IN X AXISAXISL * h/ 9.0 C POSITION PEN AT X AXISCALL HGPLOT (0 . 0, 0, 0, 3,0)C DRAW IN X AXISCALL HGPAXIS (0.0,0.0,BCD(5),-10, 9,0,0.0,0,0,AX ISL) AAM=(MAGM-MAGNEG)/5.0 AMM*~5,0* AMCALL HGPAXIS ( 0 . 0,AMM,BCD(1) , 26,5,0,90,0,MAGNEG,AAH)C SCALE GRAPHDO 550 X * 1, N 550 X(X) * ((F LOAT(K-1))* 9.0}/(F LOAT(N))C SCALE Y COORDINATESIF(MAGM,LT.ABS(MAGN£G)) GO TO 555 AA*MAGM GO TO 560 555 AA*ABS(MAGNEG)560 CONTINUEDO 600 I * 1 ,N 600 B(I)*(B(I)»AM)/MAGH C COMMENCE PLOTCALL HGPLINE (X,B,N,1)C END PLOTCALL HGPLOT (1.0,1.0,1,2)CONTINUERETURNEND
SUBROUTINE FFT(A,N,NB,B)COMPLEX A(NB),U,W,T,B(NB)NBD2-NB/2 NBM1= NB-1 J*1DO 4 Lal, NBMl..........  '    ‘    *•IF(L.GE.J) GO TO 2 T*A(J)A(J)*A(L) ' .A(L)aT2 K=NBD23 lF(X.GE.J) GO TO 4 J*J-KK*X/2 GO TO 34 J * J ♦ XPI=3,14159265359 DO 6 H*1,N Ua<1,0,0.0)ME*2**M K*ME/2W=CMPLX(COS(PI/K),SIN(Pi/K))DO 6 J a1 , X DO 5 L*J,NB,ME IPK*L*X T*A(LPX)*0 A(LPX)*A(L)-T5 A(L)=A(L)*T6 U*U*WDO 10 1*1,NB 'B(1)*A(I)/(FL0AT(‘NB>>10 CONTINUE RETURN ENDFINISH
• * * *
•SWITCH
Appendix 5
Diagrams and illustration's of the experimental apparatus
developed
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Appendix 6
Calibration of the vibration pickuo transducer
This section describes the method adopted in the calibration 
of the proximity probe measuring static displacement as well 
as amplitude of vibration.
The probe used is a Wayne-Kerr type E capacitance probe 
with its associated TE200 transducer equipment. The 
probe is part of a lar?e family of non-contacting displace­
ment transducers used in vibration studies to eliminate " • 
the possibility of the transducer interferring with the 
vibration characteristics of the structure tested. This 
is especially evident in the present case where a 
transducer of considerable mass, e.g. an accelerometer, 
used to measure the vibration of a thin plate, would 
drastically alter its vibration characteristics and render 
them totally false.
Capacitance probes work on the principle that when a probe 
is placed near to a conducting surface, a capacitance exists 
between this surface and the face of the probe. The 
capacitance so formed is made use of in the feedback loop 
of a high gain amplifier thereby changing its impedance and 
causing a voltage output to be formed which is proportional 
to the gap distance between the probe and the surface. The 
aim of the calibration is to obtain this relationship between 
the voltage output of the probe and its amplifier equipment 
and the amplitude of vibration that it measures.
It was decided not to use Wayne—Kerr-vibration meters but 
actually calibrate the probe in preparation for future work 
on random vibration since Wayne-Kerr vibration meters are 
only calibrated for sinusoidal wave excitation and are hence 
valid only for discrete excitation work. The calibration of 
the probe in terms of R.M.S. volts and R.M.S. amplitudes of 
vibration would however be equally valid for random excitation 
work. A block diagram of the apparatus used in the calibration 
is shown in figure A.6.1.
The probe was positioned above a reference block (plate 7), on. 
opposite sides of which were mounted two accelerometers, and 
which was fastened on to a vibrator. Adjustment of the probe- 
to-vibrating-surface gap was possible using the mechanism 
described in section h.2. The voltage output of the 
accelerometer and amplifier system was recorded with correspond­
ing readings of the probe and amplifier output when vibrating
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Figure A«6.1 Block diagram of apparatus used for the
calibration of the Wayne-Kerr capacitance 
probe.
at a fixed frequency of 30 Hz but with.different amplitudes 
of vibration. The same procedure was repeated with several 
different frequencies but keeping the probe-to-surface 
distance constant. Finally the probe-to-surface distance"was 
varied and the above procedure repeated.
The amplitudes of vibration were calculated from the 
accelerometer outputs and graphs of amplitude of vibration 
against probe output were plotted. The gradients of these 
graphs were calculated for each probe-to-surface distance 
and a final graph plotted, showing the effects of the probe- 
to-surface distance on these gradients.
Facility for double integration of acceleration by the Bruel 
and Kjaer preamplifier to obtain amplitude of vibration was 
available but limited to specified frequencies of 1,3* 10*
30, 100 and 300 Hz. As a result this method was only used as 
a check for the values of amplitudes of vibration■ wh.i ch were 
calculated from actual acceleration figures.
A travelling microscope was used to measure static displacements 
and low frequency vibrations when a visual measurement of the 
amplitude of vibration provides a check on the accelerometer 
readings at low frequencies*
The angular fine adjustment mechanism was used to adjust the gap 
between the probe and the vibrating surface to ensure that they 
were parallel. This was to prevent the surfaces -otherwise touch­
ing when the gap size and the amplitude of vibration approach 
each other. Apart from this however little effort was necessary 
since from the manufacturers specification an eight degree angle 
carried an error of only 1% in the distance measurement and no 
error at all in the vibration amplitude measurement since only 
the difference between the alternating peaks were measured.
Appendix 7
Calibration of the non-contacting exciterw.w u .  -  ■■■■■■■-  ■ - — -      .   -
This section describes the'method used to calibrate the 
non-contacting electromagnetic vibrator developed.
Figure A.7.1 is a blodk diagram of the instrumentation used 
in the calibration of the exciter in which the effect of 
signal amplitude, frequency response and gap distance were 
investigated.
The exciter was mounted above a reference block supported 
by a steel column housing a piezoelectric load sensitive 
transducer (plate 10). The force generated by the exciter 
would therefore act on the block and be transmitted through 
the load cell. A sinusoidal signal was applied to the inner 
coil and a corresponding d.c. bias to the outer coil of the 
noncontacting exciter which is set at a fixed distance.from 
the reference block. This produces an alternating force onto 
the block which, acting on the load cell, produces a signal 
monitoring the force generated by the exciter. This was set 
to read directly in Newtons of force using a compatible 
factory calibrated charge amplifier. The output was checked 
to be of the same sinusoidal waveform as the excitation voltage 
to the exciter, both traces being displayed on a twin beam 
oscilloscope.
The excitation signal amplitude was then varied but retaining 
the same frequency and the variation of force outout of the 
exciter with input voltage obtained. The whole procedure was 
repeated at various signal frequencies and calibrations 
corresponding to each obtained. Also by keeping the 
amplitude of the input signal constant but varying its 
frequency the frequency response of the exciter was obtained.
Finally the effect of variation of the gap between the exciter 
and the surface of the structure excited on the force output 
was obtained, keeping the frequency and amplitude of the input 
signal fixedo
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fig. A.7*1 Block diagram of instrumentation used for
calibration of non-contacting force transducer.
